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1THE TREATMENT OP ALIEN ENEMIES
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The law and practice in respect to the treatment of alien
enemies has been subject to a rapid and revolutionary change since
the commencement of the hostilities which are now in progress. The
present war has demonstrated, if demonstration were necessary, that
in respect to alien enemies as well as to non-combatants in general,
the theory of warfare as laid down by Rousseau is not recognised.
War has never been, and surely since 1914 has not been, merely a
relation between states, a conflict between armed forces. The ten-
dency of modern practice, however, was to apply this doctrine. The
treatment accorded to civilian aliens of enemy nationality in the
wars of the latter half of the nineteenth century was remarkably
lenient. In many cases practically no disabilities whatsoever
were placed upon them. The events which have taken place since
1914 have completely reversed the direction of this development and
of the present conflict it has been said that "this is not a war be-
tween armies but a war between nations and that every individual
1
whether civilian or not has got to throw his weight into the scale.'
1 From a speech by Mr. Bonar Law in the House of Commons May 13,
1915 upon the government plans for the detention of alien enemies.
See below p. for a more complete quotation.
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2The problem of the treatment of alien enemies is not a new
one. Nevertheless, for a number of reasons it has assumed an im-
portance in the present war unknown in the wars of the past. Per-
haps the most fundamental reason for the increased importance of this
question is to be found in the changed relations between peoples of
j
different countries which has come about in the last few decades.
It is a matter of common knowledge that enormous strides have been
taken in the development of international relations since the middle
of the nineteenth century. Improvements in transportation have
greatly increased travel in foreign countries. The same improve-
ments have given a great stimulus to international trade. Develop-
ments in the means of intercommunication, the use of the telegraph,
cable, international news service, the standardization of the mone-
tary systems of the different sovereign powers have tended to make
the world a unit and thereby encourage foreign trade, foreign in-
vestments and the establishment of branch concerns in foreign lands.
Again the rising standards of living throughout the world have
caused a corresponding demand for the exchange of commodities to be
found or produced only in one quarter of the world. Thus it was
that in August, 1914 international intercourse had reached a high
stage of development and because so many persons of foreign nation-
ality were to be found in the various warring countries and such
extensive investments of foreign capital had been made, the sudden
outbreak of war found large numbers of persons in enemy countries
and affected them with the status of alien enemies.
The subjects of Germany and her allies were to be found in

the largest numbers in enemy territory. In a letter of November 9,
1914 to Mr. Page, the American ambassador at London, Sir Edward Grey
estimated that there were over 50,000 German subjects residing in
the United Kingdom. There were also a considerable number of Aust-
rians and Hungarians to be found in the British Isles. The problem
with respect to alien enemy persons, however, was more acute in
France than in any of the other belligerent countries. It was esti-
mated by an official of the American embassy in Prance that there
were some 30,000 Germans and Austro-Hungarians in Paris and its en-
3
virons at the outbreak of war. According to the French census of
4
March 1911 there were at that time 1,160,00 alien persons or 2.96^
of the entire population of France, within French borders. The pro-
portion of alien persons was even greater in Paris where 194,000 or
6,8% of the population of the city owed allegiance to some other
power. The alien population of Paris was, in fact, much greater
than that of any of the other large European cities. In proportion
to the total population there were three times as many foreigners in
Paris as in London and twice as many as in Berlin, Vienna or Petro-
grad. There were at this time approxiraatly 165,500 subjects of cou-
5
ntries with which France is now at war. The number of alien per-
2 House of Commons Sessional Papers. Misc. #8 (1915) cd. 7857 p. 15
3 Wood, Notebook of an Attache' p. 5-6
* These statistics may be found in the Bulletin du Ilinistre du
Travail. Jan. -Feb. (1916) pp.55 ff. and June (1916) pp. 834 ff.
5 This is exclusive of Bulgaria, for which country I was unable to
secure statistics.

4sons in Germany was very much smaller than in England and France.
It was estimated that there were only about 5,300 British subjects
within the German Empire and a considerably smaller number of
French persons than German persons in France. The entrance of
Italy into the war found about 30,000 Italian persons in Germany
and 50,000 German subjects in Italy. Many of these persons thus
found on enemy soil had established permanent residences there, had
lived the greater portion to their lives in a foreign countries,
had established businesses, had married native persons and had re-
ared families. To these classes of persons therefore the operation
of the laws with respect to alien enemies has been particularly
severe.
The amount of property owned by alien enemies was also
large, especially that owned by subjects of Germany. Several of
the large banks in London were largely owned and operated by Ger-
man persons. Mr. Runoiman, the British Iminister of Trade stated
that the value of property owned by Germans in England amounted to
$ 480,000,000 and that the value of German securities held in enemy
7
countries was approximatly $145,000,000. Dr. Vittoria Racca of
the University of Rome estimated that German investments in Italy
g
amounted to not less than $3,000,000,000. From these large in-
vestments of alien persons in enemy territory and from the large
£ ii l l
From an unpublished manuscript by Professor J. W. Garner.
^ Journal du Droit International (hereafter referred to as "Clu-
net") 1915 p. 286
8 London Times. March 26, 1916. Compare an unpublished manuscript
by Professo~ J. W. Garner.

5numbers of such persons found there, it is evident that the problem
of the treatment of alien enemies is one of considerable signifi-
cance.
The third complicating feature of the problem was the ex-
tensive and effective system of espionage which the German govern-
ment was credited with having set up in foreign countries. Treits-
chke says that "in the national wars of the present day every honest
subject is a spy and therefore the banishment of 80,000 Germans
from France in 1870 was not in itself a violation of the law but
was only indefensible because it was carried out with a certain
Q
brutality." This was accepted in France and England to represent
the German belief and practice and consequently every German sub-
ject was regarded as an actual or potential spy. It was said by
the British court in the case of ex parte Liebmann10 "there are a
large number of German subjects in this country. This war is not
being carried on by naval and military forces only. Reports, ru-
mors, intrigues, play a large part. Methods of communicating with
the enemy have been entirely altered and largly used. I need only
to refer to wireless telegraphy, signalling by lights and the em-
ployment on a scale hitherto unkown of carrier pigeons. Spying has
become the hall mark of German'kultur . In these circumstances a
German civilian in this country may be a danger in promoting un-
rest, suspicion, doubts of victory, in communicating intelligence,
Politics, Vol. II p. 610.
113 L.T.R. 971

6in assisting in the movements of submarines and Zeppelins, a far
greater danger indeed than a German soldier or sailor." The possib-
ility of effective espionage was further increased by the character
of alien persons in enemy countries. The majority of foreigners in
France, for example, belonged to different professions and might
thus be expected to be capable of inflicting greater injury upon
the state than those belonging to more humble classes.
^
It may be accepted as a guiding principle that no country
is under obligation to further the casue of its enemy by granting
12
to them the means of their own opposition and possible destruction,
and on this ground the taking into custody of private property of
alien enemies might easily be justified. As applied to the persons
of alien enemies in the present war, however, this principle is of
particular significance and contributes, to the importance of the
problem of the treatment of alien enemies. Compulsory military
training and service, so widely employed by the various warring
nations, has been responsible to no small degree for the rigorous
treatment to which alien enemies have been subjected, for obviously
no country would be justified in releasing trained reservists of
military age, who would upon reaching their native land devote them-
selves to the prosecution of war against the country in which they
were a short time before permanently or temporarily resident. Fur-
thermore, alien enemies in returning to their native lands are made
1 Bulletin du Ministre du Travail. June (1916) p. 234 ff.
12
Bonfils, Droit International Public, p. 591.

7doubly valuable for military purposes by reason of their knowledge
of the topography of the enemy territory and a possible, even though
unpremeditated, knowledge of enemy resources and preparation.
Finally, the suddenness with which the war broke out made
it impossible for many of such persons to return to their native
countries. In most of the warring countries only a short time was
allowed within which persons of enemy nationality, usually those
not of military age, might leave and because of the congestion of
traffic, occasioned by the attempted escape of all alien persons
from the scenes of activity and the mobilization of armies, together
with the lack of funds due to the suspension of payment on paper
drawn on enemy banks, many were caught in enemy territory and there-
by made alien enemies.
Before proceeding further it may be well to inquire into
the meaning of the term "alien enemy. M Upon first thought the
problem of defining the term seems simple enough. Obviously an
* alien' is one who owes allegiance to some sovereign other than the
one who regards him as an alien, and an'alien enemy* is an alien
whose "sovereign or State is at war with His Majesty the King* to
accept the definition given by the Order in Council of the British
13
government on August 5, 1914. It is important that the distinc-
tion between an 'alien enemy' and an 'enemy' be kept clearly in mind.
The British law for example, declares anyone in enemy territory and
\ 3
Aliens Restriction Order. This order may be found in Pulling's
Manual of Emergency Legislation.

8carrying on "business there to "be an enemy. The test of enemy char-
acter, therefore, is domicile rather than nationality. Thus a per-
son, even though a British subject, today voluntarily dwelling and
carrying on business in the German Empire is, insofar as trade and
intercourse with that person is concerned, regarded by Great Britain
as an enemy. As Hall has stated it. "a foreigner living and estab-
lished within the territory of a State is to a large extent under
its control; he cannot be made to serve it personally in war, but he
contributes by way of payment of ordinary taxes to its support and
his property is liable like that of subjects, to such extraordinary
subsidies as the prosecution of a war may demand. His property thus
being an element of strength to the state, it may reasonably be
treated as hostile by an enemy." 14 Such a person as viewed from the
standpoint of the state to which he owes allegiance would be an en-
emy, but would be an alien enemy from the standpoint of the state in
whose territory he was resident, inasmuch as he was the subject of a
hostile power. In many cases, therefore^ whether a person is an
alien enemy or merely an enemy depends upon the standpoint from
which he is considered.
Although the French theory of enemy character has differed
from that of Great Britain in that they have accepted nationality
rather than domicile as the test for enemy character, nevertheless
the terms of the French decree of September 27, 1914 bring about
this same anomalous situation, a citizen subject to treatment as an
L
14
Principles of International Law. 5th. Ed. p. 497.

9enemy. A8 has been said, "only the subjects of the Empires of Ger-
many and Austria-Hungary and the persons who reside in the territ-
ories of these Empires are able legally to be the objects of measu-
15
res of sequestration in virtue of the decree of September 27, 1914.
r
The effect of this decree was, therefore, to make the French prop-
erty of a French national residing in Germany subject to the same
regulations as applied to property of German subjects in France.
In this capacity he would be treated as an enemy rather than an al-
ien enemy. Consideration will, however, be limited to a person's
standing as an alien enemy as distinguished from his status as an
16
enemy.
Having distinguished between enemies and alien enemies, it
would seem that the definition already given as to who are alien
xo Reulos, Manual des Sequestres, p. 251. The Tribunal of the
Seine made this decision in the case of a German who had become
naturalized in France more than six years before the war broke out
but had quitted France upon outbreak of war and had resumed his
domicile in Germany. Although his denaturalization had not been
pronounced, his goods were subject to sequestration as German goods|
in France. Such a dispostion, in Reulos 'opinion, would not be
made in case the French citizen were detained in Germany as a pris-
oner.
It will not be possible to adhere strictly to this method of
treatment. When discussing the matter of the treatment of the pro-
perty of alien enemies, property of enemies of whatsoever character
has been included, inasmuch as the treatment in the two cases has
been identical. In view of the French decree of September 27, 1914
it has been necessary to include in some cases even property of
French citizens dwelling in the German Empire. Strictly applied,
the English law would operate in the same manner. Because of the
rigorous treatment of British and French persons in Germany, al-
though their property in England and France legally would be sub-
ject to treatment in the same manner as the property of alien en-
emies, there is no evidence that their property has been so dealt
with. Many phases of this question bear a close relation to the
other questions of the law of war and it has often been difficult
to determine where distinctions should be made. Trading with the

10
alien enemies would suffice. Accepting this definition (that an
alien enemy is an alien whose state is an enemy state) the entire
problem of citizenship recurs. It is not intended here to go into
the matter of citizenship in detail, yet it is worth while to note
the general practice and opinions of the nations now at war as to
what constitutes citizenship for the purpose of determining the
status of alien persons.
Great Britain has strictly held to the view that naturaliz-
ation as a British subject even though formerly owing allegiance to
a nation now an enemy, confers all the rights, privileges and ob-
ligations of a native born citizen. The certificates of naturaliz-
ation state that naturalized persons are entitled to "all political
and other rights, powers and privileges and subject to all obliga-
tions which a natural-born British subject is entitled or subject
to in the United Kingdom." Similarly, a British subject having
been naturalized in some other country is recognised as having lost
his British nationality. In France the law has been practically
the same save that by a law of April 7, 1915 the government was
authorized to denationalize persons formerly of German nationality
who had become French citizens through naturalization subsequent to
17
January 1, 1913. The effect of this law was to make alien en-
enemy bears a close relation to the treatment of alien enemy prop-
erty, the treatment of prisoners to the status of alien enemies in
respect to their persons. Many cases of apparent omissions are
therefore rnorely indicative that they have been considered as out-
side the strict limits of this problem.
17
Dalloz, Guerre de 1914. Tome4 p. 114 - 5.
_

11
emies of some persons who "before the outbreak of hostilities had
"been recognized as French citizens.
The German Imperial and State Citizenship law of July 22,
191318 has been the most disconcerting feature of the question of
citizenship. The application of this law has caused no little dif-
ficulty to alleged Germans found in foreign countries, particularly
in England, at the outbreak of war. Among other provisions it is
stated in section 25 of this law "citizenship is not lost by anyone,
who, before acquiring foreign citizenship, has secured on applica-
tion the written consent of the competent authorities of his home
State to retain his citizenship." Again, section 26 enumerates two
classes of German persons residing abroad who lose German national-
ity. First, a German liable to military service, having neither
residence nor permanent abode in Germany, loses citizenship upon
the completion of the thirty-first year unless he had made some
satisfactory disposition of his liability to military service. The
1
second class is that of a deserter from the German army not living
in Germany, who loses his citizenship two years after the proclama-
tion of the decision declaring him to be a deserter. The last par-
agraph of this section is the one of importance, for it is provided
that whoever has lost his citizenship on either of these grounds
may be naturalized by a Federal state "only after a hearing by the
military authorities" and "if he proves that no guilt attaches,
naturalization may not be denied him by the Federal state to which
18 See the American Journal of International Law, Supplement, pp.
217-27 for an English translation of this law.
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he formerly belonged. 1* The important thing to note is that this
last paragraph carries with it the possibility of one's being rein-
stated as a German citizen, after having been denaturalized on the
former grounds, without even returning to German territory. Finally,
by section 13 "a former German who has not taken up his residence in
Germany may on application be naturalized by the State of which he
was formerly a citizen," provided that he is legally competent or
application is being make by one who is legally competent and pro-
vided he has led a "blameless life." This provision is even extend-
ed to apply to one who is descended from a former German or has been
adopted as a child of such. These provisions mark a considerable
change from the theories of citizenship which formerly obtained and
should be examined more minutely as to their effect.
The effect of section 25 seems to be to push the theory of
dual nationality further than ever before, and to recognise that a
person may owe allegiance to more than one nation at the sajne time.
It would seem that the attempt made has been to conserve to the Ger-
man state the services of the large number of Germans who migrate to
other lands, as well as the service and loyalty of their descendants.
In other words, as has been said "the performance of services to the
state rather than domicile within its territory appears to be made
19the basis of German nationality." * In explaining the purpose and
20import of section 13 Delius has said: "Section 13 aims to facili-
tate as far as possible the reinstatement of lost members of our
19 R. W. Flournoy-Ameri can Journal of International Law 1914 p. 477-86
20 Reichs und Staats aufehorigkeit sgesetz . Leipsig (1913), quoted by
Flournoy (supra)

13
population as citizens again. The Federal State may, not must, ac-
cordingly naturalize its former citizens, their descendants etc.,
who have not resumed their residence in Germany, In contrast to the
citizens of other countries, Germans are not in the habit, after
they have established themselves abroad, of returning permanently
to their homes. Reference is made especially to representatives of
commerce, to members of the German communities in Palestine, to mis-
ionaries and in general to persons who by being especially active
in fostering Germandom abroad, for example in German societies and
particularly by maintaining German schools and churches, do a wor-
thy service.
"The possibility of reinstatement as citizens extends not
only to persons who have no citizenship but also to such former
Germans and their descendants as having acquired a foreign citizen-
ship. M
Now it will be at once apparent that this law, affecting
as it does the nationality of persons of German descent abroad,
even though having acquired another nationality, is of tremenduous
importance, particularly in view of the fact that so many persons
of German origin or lineage were to be found abroad. Several cases
were tried in England early in the war in which reference was made
to the German citizenship law. There were two cases, almost ident-
21ical both in fact and in import, ex parte Weber* and Rex v
A report of this case may be found in the Law Times Reports V.
113; 968ff. For a digest see Mew's Digest of English Case Law.
(1911-1915) p. 9
nr:
14
22
Superintendent of Vine St. Police Station or ex parte Liebmann J
which are particularly worthy of note. Both cases were decided with
particular reference to section 26 of the German law. Weber was a
person of German origin who had been absent from Germany for four-
teen year3 and had failed to comply with the German laws of 1870
and 1913 with respect to length of foreign residence and loss of
German nationality at the end of the thirty- first year. Although
he had resided in England many years and had established a business
there, at the outbreak of the war he was arrested and imprisoned as
an alien enemy. Weber thereupon applied for a writ of habeas cor-
pus and asked to be released on the ground that he had no national-
ity, never having become a British citizen and was to use the Ger-
man term, "staatlos", having been discharged from German national-
ity by long residence abroad. The court held that by the terms of
jj
the German citizenship law of 1913 he had not lost his German cit-
izenship for "if he proves that no blame attaches to him, the Fed-
eral state to which he formerly belonged may not refuse to natural-
ize him." In conclusion Lord Justice Reading said "we are not sat-
isfied that it deprives him of all his rights as a German subject
and we certainly are not satisfied that if he returned to Germany
at the present moment he would not be bound to serve in the German
army as a person of German birth notwithstanding that he has been
absent since 1898 and notwithstanding also these two laws by which
he has lost the right of the protection of the German Empire."
22
See the Law Times Reports (ibid) p. 971 for a report of this
case.
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The decision in the case of ex parte Liebmann was even
more unusual. Liebmann was a former German who had been discharged
from his German citizenship and had lived in England since 1889.
though never having become a British subject. Having been impris-
oned in the same way and for the same cause as Weber in the former
case, he sought his release. The decision of the court was, how-
ever, the same as that in ex parte Weber. Because of the law of
1913 amending the law of 1870 "a former German" it was said, "can
recover full German nationality without even going back to Germany
at all. It is clear therefor that this applicant has not become
entirely divested of the rights belonging to a natural born German
and therefore.... The applicant is an alien enemy." The German Im-
erial and State Citizenship Law has been evoked in this manner to
saddle upon seeming innocent civilians the character and burdens
pertaining the^reto, of alien enemies and to extend this character
and the disabilities attached, to a wide range of persons.
Thus far however we have considered the problem purely
i
i
from the standpoint of the individual. When considering the treat-
ment of the property of alien enemies reference will necessarily be
made to corporations composed of alien enemy stockholders, although
registered as native companies, mixed trading companies and branch
houses. 23 One of the early rules issued in England as a part of
23 As we have indicated above, it has been necessary to depart from
strict adherence to the problem of alien enemies at this point and
to discuss the treatment of such concerns although the principals
involved are not strictly alien enemies but rather enemy subjects
in their native lands. The entire problem might perhaps better be
treated under the caption 'Trading with the Enemy', yet for pur-
poses of this discussion it must also be noted.

16
the emergency legislation in defining "subjects of any state at war
with hi3 Majesty" which embraces alien enemies said "the term..,,
will be taken to include (a) a firm which by reason of its consti-
tution may be considered as managed or controlled by such subjects, j
or the business whereof is wholly or mainly carried on behalf of
such subjects; (b) a company which has received its constitution in
an enemy's state; (c) a company registered in His Majesty's domin-
ions, the business whereof is managed or controlled by such sub-
jects, or is carried on wholly or mainly on behalf of such subject
It is clear then that the British law regards such joint concerns
as enemy in character notwithstanding the fact that they may be re-
gistered as British companies. This matter was the subject of a
significant controversy in the case of the Continental Tyre and
25
Rubber Co. v. Daimler. The plaintiff was an English company in-
corporated under the Companies Act3, having a capital of 25,000
pounds at 1 pound per share. All the shares, with the exception of'
one, were held either by the parent German corporation or by German
subjects in Germany, one share being held by a British citizen.
The question raised here was as to the character of the corporations
Did the fact that the bulk of the shares belonged to the enemy make
it an enemy company? Would payment to or trading with such a com-
pany be regarded as prohibited under the 'Trading with the Enemy
24
Notice, dated August 21, 1914, as to procedure to be followed
under Rules 2 and 3 of the Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks (Tem-
orary) Rules, 1914, dated August 21, 1914. Pulling's Manual of
Emergency Legislation p. 229.
25
112 L.T.R. 324

17
Act' of 1914? Does such a company have access to the courts to sue
for the payment of its claims?
These questions were answered by Lord Reading, C.J. in
handing down the judgement in the case in which he said that not-
withstanding the fact that all the stockholders in the company mightj
be enemy subjects, the company was an English corporation, regist-
ered under the Companies Act and was not changed because of a state
of war. He said. "It remains an English company regardless of the
residence of its shareholders or directors either before or after
the declaration of war." A company, he declared, is a separare en-
tity from the persons who compose it. "It cannot be technically an
English company and substantially a German company, except by the
use of inaccurate and misleading language. Once it is validly con-
stituted as an English company, it is an artificial creation of the
legislature and retains its existence for all intents and purposes.
It is a living thing with a separate existence which cannot be swept
aside as a technicality In determining whether a company is
an English or foreign corporation no inquiry is made into the share
register for the purpose of ascertaining whether the members of the
company are English or foreign. Once a corporation has been creat-
ed in accordance with the requirements of the law, it is an English
company, notwithstanding that all its shareholders may be foreign."
The court went on to say however in the course of the opinion that
the foregoing does not mean that payment to shareholders resident
or carrying on business in Germany would not be acting in defiance
of the law, because acting in the name of the company.

18
To this decision Lord Justice Buckley filed a vigorous dis-
senting opinion, in which he stood alone. "The artificial legal per-
son, called a corporation," he said, "has no physical existence. It
exists only in contemplation of law. It has neither "body parts nor
passions. It cannot hear weapons nor serve in the wars. It can he
neither loyal nor disloyal. It cannot compass treason. It can he
neither friend nor enemy. Apart from its corporators it can have
neither thoughts, wishes nor intentions, for it has no mind other
than the minds of the corporators." In concluding his argument,
Justice Buckley said, "I am of the opinion that the Continental
Tyre Company stand for the present in the position of alien enemies,
for that, to use the language of the Bank of the United States v.
Deveaux, the action is "by "aliens suing hy corporate name."
The decision which was thus made was received unfavorably
by the general public and particularly by the press which was hos-
tile to the concerns affected. The majority were inclined to ac-
cept Justice Buckley's dissenting opinion and subsequently, on June
30 1916, four months after the first trial of the case the House of
Lords reversed the decision and declared a company, the shares of
26
which were owned usualy by enemies, to be a hostile concern.
Thereafter, therefore, such English concerns have been dealt with
as enemy firms. The French and German policy in regard to the
27treatment of mixed companies has been practically the same. In
26 Solicitors Journal and Weekley Reporter July 8, 1916.
27 See below p. 9f- for the French practice and p. too for the policy
followed by the German government.

19
both countries these have been regarded as enemy concerns and have
accordingly been dealt with as such.

20
CHAPTER II
PAST PRACTICE AND OPINION
Comparatively little attention was paid to what we may now
term the rights of non-combatants in the early ages in which war
and conquest was the chief occupation of the people. What were re-
garded as the rights of war were carried to the extreme and there
was practically no moral restraint upon a belligerent state in its
treatment of alien enemies. 1 The influence of commerce, however,
has been softening and humanizing and many years ago the lenient
treatment of alien enemies began to be regarded as a moral obliga-
tion. With the Romans, alien enemies had no rights and as a matter
of practice were showed very little if any, leniency. It was law-
ful to enslave, imprison or even kill an enemy subject found within
the territory of the state at the outbreak of war. The property of
2
the enemy subject was liable to confiscation by the first taker.
(
It was stated in the Roman law that "those things of an enemy which
are among us, belong not to the state but to the first occupant, w
and again, H that those who go into a foreign country in time of
peace, if war is suddenly kindled, are made the slaves of those
among whom, now become enemies by ill fortune, they are apprehended
This ancient belief and practice was adhered to in many instances
1 Hamilton, Letters of Camillus. No. XX
2 Wheaton, International Law p. 408; also Bonfils, Droit Internat-
ional Public. # 1052.
3 Digest XLI.,tit. I.
4 Digest. XLIX tit XV., L. XII - quoted by Hamilton, (ibid) No. XX
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in the middle ages and Grotius in his work MLe Jure Belli ac Pacis"
,
following the rule laid down in Roman law, admitted the propriety of
such treatment of alien enemies.^
Magna Charta records the first relaxation from this former
practice in favor of the merchants as a class. Section 41 of this
document provides tha.t "if in time of war merchants of the country
at war with us shall he found in our country at the outbreak of war,
they shall be attached without damage to their bodies or their go«4s,
until it is known to us or to our chief justice how merchants
of our country who are then found in the country at war with us, are
treated; and if ours are safe there, the others shall be safe in oui
country." The writings of Matthew Paris indicated at this time that
the public conscience in regard to the treatment of alien enemies
was quickening when he denounced the arrest of English merchants by
Louis IX in 1242 as a "stigma on the ancient dignity of France."
As a matter of reprisal for the acts of Louis IX and in accordance
with the provisions of the Magna Charta, Henry III retaliated in
like measure.^
In the absence of any definite laws regarding the treat-
ment of alien enemies, it then became to practice to conclude treat-
ies and declarations in time of peace providing for a certain time
within which enemy subjects could withdraw from belligerent territ-
ory. These treaties and declarations were first made in favor of
merchants only. The earliest, perhaps, is the Statute of Staples
5 Grptius, / liv. Ill ch. IX #4
6 Westlake, International Law. Vol. II p. 44
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of Edward III in 1354, which allowed foreign merchants forty days
in which to depart with their goods and forty more if unavoidably
7detained, having the privilege also of selling their goods. Later
an ordinance of Chas. V of France gave foreign merchants trading in
France at the time of the outbreak of hostilities, liberty to de-
part with their goods, A provision of the Treaty of Utrecht with
Muyden and Weesp in 1463 declared that alien enemies should be al-
lowed to depart in safety with their goods, inasmuch as they were
ginvited to the country or were allowed to come freely. France and
the Hanse towns entered into an agreement in 1483 allowing enemy
merchants to remain one year in belligerent territory after the de-
claration of war. A declaration of Louis XIV in 1666 allowed Eng-
lishmen three months in which to depart with their goods, and in
the same century it is recorded that alien enemies were allowed to
9
remain as long as two years.
The custom of granting a period of time to merchants in
belligerent territory to depart with their goods having been estab-
lished, the next step was to grant a like privilege to all citizens,
A large number of treaties have been entered into since the seven-
teenth century, guaranteeing the citizens of various countries in
belligerent territory from six months to one year in which to de-
10part. The period of time granted in these treaties varies from
m
Wistlake, j- International Law Vol. II p. 44
p
Taylor, f International Public Law p. 462
9 Phillipson International Law and the Great War p. 81
10 See Bynkersho^ck, Quaestiones Juris Publici 1., c.3 and Hall,
International Law 4th Ed. p. 407 note 1., for partial lists of trea-
ties concluded.
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several months to one or two and even three years. Again several
treaties, such as the treaty "between France and Mexico concluded in
1886, stipulate no definite time merely *un delai suffisant.* By
this gradual extension of the time alloted to alien enemies for
their departure, it has become the general practice to allow them,
to continue their residence during good behavior. Although the
English were expelled by the French in 1755, England followed the
reverse policy in 1756 and 1762 in which years the subjects of
France and Spain respectively were allowed to remain in England.
The practice of the past century, however, is of more im-
portance in this study. Some expression of American opinion was
given in the so called Jay treaty between the United States and
Great Britain in 1794. The phase of the problem here dealt with
was that of the confiscation of private property owned by British
subjects. The treaty provided "that neither debts due from individ-
uals of one nation to the individuals of the other, nor shares nor
monies which they may have in public funds or in private banks,
shall ever, in any event of war or national difference be sequest-
ered or confiscated; it being unjust and impolitic that debts and
engagements, contracted and made by individuals having confidence
in each other and in their respective governments should ever be
destroyed or impaired by national authority on account of national
11
differences and discontents."
The law in the United States was first brought to test in
the war with Great Britain in 1812. Certain timber products found
11 Treaty of 1794 with Great Britain Art. X.
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in the United States belonging to British subjects were confiscated
as lawful prize of war. The case was carried to the Supreme Court
of the United States, and in reversing the judgment previously
given, it was said that the United States possessed a sovereign
right in the matter and therefore had power to confiscate enemy
property, but that such power could not be exercised without prev-
12iou8 declaration of intent to confiscate. The first statute of
the United States on the subject was enacted in July 1798. It was
provided that "whenever there is a declared war between the United
States and any foreign nation or government, or any invasion or
predatory incursion is perpetrated, attempted or threatened against
the territory of the United States, by any foreign nation or gover-
nment and the President makes public proclamation of the event, all
natives, citizens, denizens or subjects of the hostile nation, be-
ing males of the age of fourteen years or upwards, who shall be
within the United States and not actually naturalized shall be
liable to be apprehended, restrained, secured and removed as alien
enemies. The President is authorized by any such event by his pro-
clamation thereof, or other public act, to direct the conduct to be
so observed, on the part of the United States toward the aliens who
j
become so liable; the manner and degree of restraint to which they
shall be subject, and in what cases and upon what security their
residence shall be permitted, and to provide for the removal of
those who not being permitted to reside within the United States,
refuse or neglect to depart therefrom and to establish any other
12 Brown v United States 8 Crauch 110
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regulations which are found necessary in the premises and for the
13public safety." Following this, provision is made for the re-
moval of alien enemies, that time being granted the alien enemy
which is stipulated in the treaty with his nation or in absence of
treaty regulation "a reasonable time as may be consistent with pub-
lic safety. "Provision is also made for criminal jurisdiction over
alien enemies by the United States courts. The government was auth-
orized to deport such persons or to give surities of good behavior
conformable to the above proclamations and to imprison pending the
14
execution of the court orders.
The Napoleonic wars, and in fact the entire period from
1793 to 1815, produced significant precedents. At the outbreak of
hostilities in 1793, France sequestered debts due to British sub-
jects and the property of alien enemies within their borders, and
Great Britain retaliated in like manner. In 1814, realizing the
futility of their action the claims of both were liquidated, thus
adding to the precedent which supports the doctrine of non-confis-
15
cation of property of alien enemies. Napoleon in 1803 imprisoned
10,000 English subjects from eighteen to sixty years of age, then
residing in France, in retaliation for the allegfed capture of
French ships before the declaration of war. Many of these prisoners
were not released until 1814. This is the most recent instance un-
til 1914 of capture and imprisonment of alien enemies, and has been
13 Revised Statutes of the United States f Sec. 4067
14 Op. cit. Sects, f 4068 - 69
!5 Owen,* Declaration of War *p. 49; Bonfils Droit International
Public p. 594
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criticised so severly that it can scarcely be regarded as anything
but a violation of the existing law and practice. 1 **
The conduct of the belligerent nations toward alien enemie
in the Crimean war accords with the most advanced and liberal views.!
Alien enemies in Russia, England and France were all permitted to
remain during their good behavior or were given ample time in which
to depart with their effects. This immunity from capture was ex-
tended to merchant vessels in enemy ports at the beginning of war
17
as well as to other enemy property.
The most recent departure from the general practice in the
treatment of alien enemies took place during the Civil War in the
United States. An act of the Confederate congress of August 1861
declared that "property of whatever nature, except public stocks
and bonds and securities held by an alien enemy shall be .sequesterec
and appropriated." Under this law receivers for property of alien
18
enemies were appointed and land was even sold. The validity of
the confiscation by the Confederate government of debts due to
northern individuals by subjects of the Confederate government was
considered in a case that came before the United States Supreme
Court in 1877, in which the court held that inasmuch as the Confed-
erate government was not a de facto government, the law of confis-
cation was passed without authority , and hence payment of these
19
debts should be made to the lawful creditors. Lord Russell
16 Bonfils, (ibid) 1052
17 Rivier, Principes du Droit des Gens Vol. II p. 230; Owen, Dec-
laration of War p. 50
18 Taylor, International Public Law p. 463
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strongly protested against the action of the Confederate government
in this confiscation saying "that whatever may have been the abstra-
ct law of nations on this point in former times, the instances of
its application in the manner contemplated, in modern and more civ-
ilized times, are so rare and have been so generally condemned, that
20
it may almost be said to have become obsolete."
A very lenient attitude was adopted by both belligerent
states at the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War in 1870. All al-
ien enemies were permitted to withdraw both from France and Germany
at the beginning of the war notwithstanding the fact that many of
these persons might have been detained and, possibly, lawfully de-
tained on the ground that they were subject to military service in
their own country. At the outbreak of hostilities there were 100,
000 Germans in France, of which number 30,000 were dwelling in the
region of Paris and the Seine. By an official decree of July 21,
1870 these aliens were allowed to continue to reside there during
good behavior. When the invasion of French soil began and the seige
of Paris became imminent, the presence of Germans in Paris became
real danger and accordingly, by a decree of August 28, 1870 the
Germans in the region of the Seine were commanded to depart within
three days. This was done as an act of military necessity and to
that extent was justified. The Germans however in making peace
terms contended for an indemnity for the loss sustained by German
subjects in their expulsion and secured a payment of 10,000,000
19 Woolsey
,
International Law p. 194
20 Edinburgh Review, July 1884.
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21francs. The general opinion seems to favor the French action,
22
however, justifying it as a necessary military precaution.
~
*
Very little change was made in the Spanish-American V/ar in
the usual method of dealing with alien enemies. The treaty of 1795
between Spain and the United States provided that merchants should
be allowed one year in which to leave after the outbreak of hostili-
ties between the two nations, that they should be allowed to dispose
of their goods or remove them at the time of their departure. Alien
enemies were further guaranteed safe passage and in case any damage
was done either to the person or property of the alien enemy full
reparation should be made by the government under which the act was
perpetrated. At the outbreak of the war the report reached the
United States that Spain was preparing to expell the American res-
idents summarily and to confiscate their property inasmuch as the
existance of a state of war annulled all treaty relations between
the two countries. The Secretary of State of the United States pro-
mptly replied pointing out that if the effect of war were to nullify
the treaties in existance the making of such a treaty as this was
entirely futile inasmuch as only by the existence of a state of war
could it come into effect. The Spanish government accepted the view
thus taken and the American citizens residing on Spanish soil were
not subjected to any disabilities. The United States government on
the other hand allowed Spanish subjects to continue to reside in
this country upon condition of good behavior. President McKinley
21
Bonfils 4 Droit International Public p. 592
22
See Treitschke ! s opinion (supra) p.
5
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acting under the authority granted him by the statute of 1798 warned
Spanish subjects in the United States that they were objects of
23
suspicion and that their actions were being closely watched.
Very drastic action was taken by the Transvaal government
at the outbreak of hostilities in South Africa with Great Britain.
Johannesburg was the center of the operations against alien enemies J
j
The Uit landers in that place, most of whom were English, outnumbered
the Boers in large proportion, scarcely one third of the population
being Dutch. To control this territory some disposition had to be
made of the British subjects residing there and they were consequ-
ently ordered to leave within forty-eight hours. This order was
greatly facilitated and made much less stringent than it would at
first seem by the voluntary withdrawl of a large portion of the
English population before the outbreak of hostilities. It has been
suggested that it was this voluntary withdrawl which gave the Tran-
svaal government the idea of expelling the alien enemies in that
24district. Under the first order practically all the English were
removed from the belligerent territory, with the exception of a few
who were left, by the consent of the government, in charge of the
interests of the various firms, and a few who managed to evade the
expulsion order. The expulsion orders were again renewed on April
30th, when an attempt to destroy a munition plant of the Transvaal
government took place. The resident English were charged with com-
plicity in the plot, but for this conclusion little or no evidence
23 Taylor, International Public Law p. 461
24 Times History of the Boer War Vol. II p. 125
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25has "been found. It is al30 pertinent here to note here the treat-
ment of the property of alien enemies. The government confiscated
much of the output of the gold mines and even operated these mines
for some time to secure revenue with which to carry on the war. An
attempt to destroy these mines was stopped "by the Transvaal govern-
ment and from this time they were made secure thruout the period of
hostilities. There was also some pillaging and petty plundering
done which cannot "be noted as forming and precedent, inasmuch as it
was not sanctioned "by the government.
One of the most striking and significant precedents was
the action of Japan in the Chi no- Japanese war and the action of "both
parties to the Russo-Japanese war. In the former affair, on the 4th
of August 1894, Japan issued a decree allowing all Chinese subjects
in Japanese territory at the outbreak of hostilities to remain on
condition of good behavior and that they would submit to the courts
and tribunals of the Empire. The same act provided for the regis-
tration of all alien enemies in a specified manner and for renewed
registration in case of a change in residence. It was also stated
that all alien enemies would be prohibited from entering Japan after
the date of the decree unless by special permission. This decree
26
was to be nullified in case of a miltary order to the contrary.
The foregoing may fairly well be said to represent the be-
lief and practice of Japan in the treatment of alien enemies. This
declaration was not repeated in 1904 at the outbreak of the war with
25 (ibid) Vol IV p. 149-51
^ Ariga
y
\ La Guerre Sino- Japanese p. 23-5
. ™_™__ ,
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Russia, for the reason that it was regarded as superfluous, inasmuch!
as the law in force covered the subjects enumerated in the decree.
Substantially the same course was pursued in the war with Russia,
The government officers were instructed by the Department of Home
Affairs, from which instructions the following passage is signifi-
cant, -"the Russian subjects now staying in our country shall meet
with no interference to their remaining in Japan; newcomers shall
be welcomed, and even their living here shall be entirely free from
all restriction. Their bodies, lives, honor and effects, therefore
shall be carefully respected according to our registration, so that
they may be able without any fear, to engage in their lawful occu-
pations with every claim upon all the protection our courts afford
.*•••••• You are thus cautioned against exposing them to any incon-
venience when possible, and to any misunderstanding on the part of
27
our populace at large." This represents perhaps the most advan-
ced theory and ^rejB^ect^jto /practise in) the treatment of alien enemies
The Japanese government should be accorded worthy commendation for
their just and honorable treatment of the Russian citizens who were
found in belligerent territory at the commencement of hostilities.
So much cannot be said for the treatment of Japanese sub*
jects in Russian territory. The first article of the Russian rules
which were issued on Feb. 28, 1904 declared that "Japanese subjects
are authorized to continue under the protection of Russian law, to
reside and follow peaceful callings in the Ruasian Empire, except
27 Takahashi, * International Law as applied in the Russo-Japanese
War p. 29-31
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in the territory forming part of the imperial Lieutenancy in the Far
East." The treatment of the alien enemies in Asiatic Russia and
Manchuria was anything but humane. They were compelled to depart
with no time to wind up their affa$\iys and make other preparations.
As Dr. Lawrence says, "the treatment thus meted out to the subjects
of Russia's enemy was a compound of new liberality and old severity.'
The policy pursued by Russia cannot be said to add much to the prac-
tise of humane treatment of alien enemies.
In addition to the wars mentioned above there have been
some precedents handed down from the various minor wars that have
taken place within the last half century. The Turks expelled the
resident Greeks from the Ottoman Empire in 1868 during the hostili-
ties between these nations.*- During the war between Russia and
the Ottoman Empire in 1877 the Russian government authorized the
resident Turks to remain and to pursue their lawful trades and pro-
29
fessions upon condition of good behavior. Two years later this
policy was reversed in the war between Chili and Bolivia, the citi-
zens of the former power being expelled at the outbreak of war and
30
their goods confiscated. In the Graeco-Turkish War of 1897 Turk-
ish subjects were allowed to remain in Greece on condition of good
conduct. The Turkish government, on the other hand, issued an or-
der expelling all Greek subjects within their territory, but this
order was postponed from time to time, until the war finally ended
28
Rivier,* Principes du Droit des Gens p. 230
29 i
Fiore.r Le Droit International Codifie p. 650
Rivier (ibid) Vol. II p. 231
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feefore it went intss> effect and the Creek subjects were not molestei
A&aln, in 1912 in the case of the? war between Turkey amd Italy-, %ke
Turkish subjects were allowed to remain in Italy but about eight
months after the outbreak of hostilities the Turkish government or-
dered all but certain classes of Italian subjects to withdraw from
31
Turkish territory.
When we come to an examination of the opinions of the var-
ious writers and authorities in regard to the treatment of alien
enemies we find here, as in the practice, some difference. It may
be said however that this difference is neither so great nor so
marked as is the practice and save for a few of the earliest writers
the authorities have very nearly agreed as to the fundamental pri-
nciples controlling the treatment of alien enemies . Grotius, as we
have noted above, followed the general way marked out by Roman law
and admitted the right to enslave or maltreat alien enemies found
in hostile territory at the outbreak of war. His later views were
somewhat tempered and he denied the right to suspend debts due to
individuals, save during the war, the liability for payment being
32
renewed with the making of peace. Bynkershoek accepted practi-
cally the same premise in his work which appeared a little more
than a century later, in 1737; admitted the right to arrest and im-
prison the subjects of the enemy state, in the absence of any trea-
ty regulation to the contrary. Hs adds that although this is the
31 See Revue General du Droit International Public Vol. 20 pp. 243
ff.
32 Wheaton, International Law p. 408 - 9.
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admitted law, that this right has been but rarely used in his time.
It remained for Vattel, writing about twenty years later
in 1758, to state first the belief which is generally held at the
present • Vattel says "The sovereign who declares war, has not the
right to detain the subjects of the enemy who are found within his
state, nor their effects. They have come here to us in public
faith; in their permission to enter and live in this territory, they
are tacitly promised all liberty and surity for their return* A
suitable time should be given them to withdraw with their goods; and
if they stay beyond the time prescribed, it is lawful that they
34
should be treated as enemies, however, as disarmed enemies. n The
opinion thus stated is undoubtedly the view which is accepted today
and is the opinion which has for the most part guided nations in
their actions as belligerents. In general the entire school of wri-
35
ters of the nineteenth century follow in the way marked by Vattel.
Alexander Hamilton, writing in defense of the article of the Jay
treaty of 1794 above cited, stated the general belief of American
publicists very clearly. He said "the right of holding or having
property in a country always implies a duty on the part of its gove-
rnment to protect that property and to secure to the owner full en-
joyment of it. Whenever, therefore, a government grants permission
to foreigners to acquire property within its territories, or to
00 (iuaestiones Juris Public! liv. 1 Ch. 3
34 Le Droit des Gens, Liv. Ill Ch. IV #63.
35 This is the view of Calvo, Frunck-Bretano, and Sorel, Heffter,
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bring and deposit* it there, it tacitly promises protection and se- s
curity. It must "be understood to engage that the foreign proprietor!
without any other exceptions than those which the established laws
may hare previously declared. ...... • The property of a foreigner
placed in another country by permission of its laws, may be justly
regarded as a deposit of which .he society is the trustee. How can
it be reconciled with the idea of a trust, to take the property
from its owner, when he has personally given no cause for the depri-
vation?" 36
The law in regard to the treatment of alien enemies is,
like that governing a large number of questions of international
law, largely a matter of custom, rather than of convention. Thus,
as we have seen above the tendency seems to be in favor of the len-
ient treatment of alien enemies, allowing them freedom from injury,
of person and property, allowing them to continue to reside on con*
{
dition of good behavior or a sufficient period of time in which to
depart with their effects. Within recent years, however, convention
has played an increasingly important part in defining the status of
alien enemies and the treatment to be accorded them. Many of these
treaties are bi-lateral and necessarily provide only for the treat-
ment of alien enemies in ca3e of war between the signatory powers.
Treaties of this nature have been concluded between a large number
of the civilized nations of the world. These treaties provide for
the most part for the length of time to be given in which to depart
or for remaining within the territory upon condition of good be-
havior. The treaties to which the United States is a party usually

3d
provide for a period of six months to one year in which, to withdraw,
j
or the privilege of residence during good behavior. There is also
an agreement that in case of any damage being done to the alien en-
emy, reparation shall be made by the government. In case of a trea-
ty with a power having a sparcely settled territory and few facili-
ties for transportation, six months is usually allowed for depart-
ure if the alien is located on the coast and one year if in the in-
terior. 37
At the outbreak of war in August, 1914 there was no inter-
national convention governing the treatment of alien enemies save
the controverted article 23 (h) of the Hague Convention of 1907
S
which related to the right of alien enemies to access to the courts.
Previous practice and a latent sense of justice have, therefore beer
the only standards and guides for action. In a few respects these
have been followed but in most aspects the changes have been revol-
utionary. It is necessary therefore to turn to the present pract-
ice to determine the treatment now accorded to alien enemies.
56 Letters of Camillus Ho. XIX
37 For these treaties 3ee Malloy, Treaties, Conventions etc. betwe-
en the United States of America and other Powers.
38 There is an international convention in force in respect to the
status and treatment of enemy merchantmen at the outbreak of war,
Convention No. VI, art. 1-5 of the Hague Conference of 1907, but
that phase of the question has not been considered here.
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CHAPTER III
MEASURE ZH RESPECT TO PERSONAL LIBERTY.
The treatment of alien enemies in respect to their person*
al liberty was, prior to 1914, the most important part of the pro-
blem, and certain well defined customary rules governing the matter
had grown up through the course of the past century. While resid-
ing within the territory of a foreign state all aliens, with the
exception of a few classes, are regarded as being subject to the
jurisdiction of that state, and may be treated as the reasonable in-
terests of the state demand. Thus, nations are justified in prohib-
iting alien enemies from dwelling in certain parts of their territ-
ory, particularly along the coast or near places intimately connec-
ted with the operations of war. Likewise they may be commanded to
reside within certain restricted areas, to register and abstain
from certain acts regarded as inimical to the safety of the state.
Aa has been pointed out, however, imprisonment and forcible deten-
tion in restricted areas had always been the exception rather than
the usual method of treatment of this class of persons, and for this
reason the treatment of alien enemies since 1914 in respect to theii
personal liberty marks a wide departure from established custom and
practice in the past.
A. Practice in England.
On the fifth of August, 1914, in view of the immediate
need of legislation concerning the status of alien enemies. Parlia-
ment passed the Aliens Restriction Act,
1
empowering the King, be-

36
cause of the existing state of war to impose restrictions by Order
in Council upon alien persons. By this act to Authority was dele-
gated to issue Orders imposing restrictions upon landing and em-
barking in the United Kingdom, upon the deportation of alien sub-
jects, the defining of territories within which alien persons might
or might not reside, regulations concerning registration and change
of abode, and, finally, provisions for the enforcement of Orders
issued together with any matters, which " appear necessary or exped-
ient with a view to the safety of the realm." The outstanding fea-
ture of this act was that in a measure it reversed the old English
rule that the onus of the proof rests upon the party charging the
disability. Thus it was declared that " the onus of proving that
that person is not an alien, or, as the case may be, is not an alien
of that class, shall lie upon that person. ." The powers so confer-
red were in addition to, and not in derrogation of, any powers pre-
viously possessed.
In pursuance of the powers thus granted, on the same day,
August 5, 1914, an Order in Council was issued entitled • The Alie-
ns Restriction Order * defining the status of aliens as to their
personal actions and liberties. Part one of this order applied to
aliens friends as well as enemies entering and leaving the United
Kingdom. A list of twelve ports was published, at other than which
j
^ filing's iianual of Emergency Legislation p. 6
2
Bentwich * American Jour, of Int. Law. 1915 p. 644.
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aliens were not to "be permitted to land or embark. An alien en-
emy could land only at an approved port by virtue of a permit issu-
ed "by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. Furthermore, if
the arrival of an alien at an approved port should be deemed inimi-
cal to the safeety of the realm, that person should be treated as
though that port were prohibited. The possessions which an alien
might bring with him were subject to very rigid classification and
an alien was forbidden when landing to have in his possession any
fire arms or ammunition, petroleum or inflamnable liquid in large
quantities, signalling apparatus, carrier pigeons, motor cars and
articles of a like nature which might be used to prejudice the saf-
ety of the realm. If an alien disembarked conditionally for the
purpose of inquiry or examination he was not to be deemed to have
landed so long as the conditions of the Order were complied with.
The restrictions upon aliens leaving the United Kingdom
were similar to those regarding landing. Ho alien was allowed to
depart unless at an approved port, by virtue of a permit issued by
a Secretary of State. Provision was also made for the detention of
anyone embarking in contravention of this order and for the deport-
ation of any alien that a Secretary of State might direct.
5 This list of approved ports was changed from time to time but
those finally agreed upon were as follows: Dundee, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, Hull, London, Folkstone, Southampton, Falmouth, Bristol,
Holyhead, Liverpool, Glasgow and Dublin. In addition to this the
landing place at each -oort was further restricted outside of which
no alien was to land, {viz. Dundee, f Camper,* down jetty.) Supple-
ment #3 Manual of Emergency Legislation, p. 629 and 645.
<
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After April 25, 1915 no alien coming from or intending to
proceed to any place outside the United Kingdom could do so without
the special permission of a Secretary of State unless he should hare
in his possession a passport issued no more than two years previous-
ly by or on behalf of the government of the country of which he was
j
a subject or citizen or some other document satisfactorily establi-
shing his nationality or identity, to which document there must
have been attached a photograph of the alien to whom it related.
This applied to all persons carried on a ship, other than the mast-
4
er and the crew.
Obligtions were also laid upon masters of vessels calling
at ports of the United Kingdom. The master of every vessel, British
or foreign, arriving at or leaving a port of the united Kingdom was
required upon the arrival of the vessel or twenty four hours before
departure to furnish the aliens officer of that port all particularsj
concerning the persons on board the vessel or those intending to em-i
bark and such other particulars as the Secretary of State should
direct. Further, the master of any vessel arriving or leaving any
port in the United Kingdom should not permit persons to land or em-
bark without the sanction of the aliens officer at that port, and
in case of any person landing without such permit, the master shou-
ld be deemed to have aided and abetted the offense. Masters were
* This provision concerning passports is a part of the Amendment
Order of Apr. 13, 1915 and is included in the consolidated Restric-
tion Orders.
^4
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also required, if calling at the desired port, to receive any alien
and his dependents, and afford them passage and proper accomodation
and maintainence if so ordered by a Secretary of State or an aliens
officer. In case the ship belonged to the same owners as the ship
in which the alien arrived in the United Kingdom, the master should
afford such passage and accomodation free of charge*
The restrictions upon the aliens residing in the United
Kingdom were defined in even more minute detail. Power was given
to a Secretary of State to requre an alien enemy to reside or con*
tinue to reside in any territory specified in the Order and no such
a person could reside in any prohibited area unless with a permit 1
issued "by the registration officer of that district, subject to gen-
eral or specific instructions by a Secretary of State. The same
provisions applied to the Belgian refugees coming to reside within
5
prohibited territory after December 6, 1914.
All aliens resident in prohibited territory and alien en-
emies wherever found were required to register, giving full partic-
6
ulars as specified in the order. In case a change of residence
was made, both the registration officer of the old district and th§
j
6 This was provided in Art. 4 of the Belgian Relief Order. Supp.
#2 Manual of Saergency Legislation, p. 45
6 This information asked was as follows: Eame; nationality and
birthplace; occupation; sex; age; personal description and if so re-j
quired a photograph of the alien; descriptive mark (if any); finger
prints (if so required); place of residence (including nature of
tenure or occupancy; business and place (if any); date of commence-
ment of residence; whether the alien has been or is in the service
of any and, if so, for how long and in what capacity. Manual of
Emergency legislation p. 85 (Third Schedule)
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officer of the district within which his new residence was located,
should he notified. Any change of circumstances affecting the ac-
curacy of the particulars previously furnished should be reported
within forty eight hours after the change occurred. In cases in
which an alien was living as a member of the household of any other
person, that person was required to furnish the particulars ennum-
erated or give notice of the presence of such a person to the regis-
tration officer.
At the request of the Belgian government, the British gov-
ernment issued an order on the twenty eighth of November regarding
the supervision and registration of, and the collection of informa-
tion in relation' to, Belgian refugees in the United Kingdom. Every
Belgian was therby required to furnish to the registration officer
of the district in which he was resident particulars as required by
7this order. The same provisions were applied to Belgian refugees
|
concerning change of residence and living as members of households
of other persons, that applied to all aliens under this order. In
addition to the registration thus provided, the Registrar General
was instructed to keep a central register of all Belgian refugees
in the United Kingdom which should include all information furnish-
ed to him directly or communicated "by other registration officers.
' The details required are appended as Schedule 4 to the Consolid-
ated Order. They are: name; present address; former address in Bel-
gium; nationality and birthplace; trade or profession; sex; age;
whether married or unmarried; if accompanied by any member of his
family, the names relationships and ages of such members; whether
he has served in the Belgian army; any other matters of which par-
ticulars are reasonably required by the registration officer.
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The -Amended Order of April 13, 1915 required that a reg-
ister should he kept toy the Keeper of every inn, hotel, hoarding or
lodging house of all alien persons, including the names and nation*
ality of all persons over fourteen years of age, the dates of arri-
val and departure, their destinations of departure and any other
information which might he prescribed toy a Secretary of State. The
returns from such registration were to he reported to the registra-
tion officer of the district in which the inn was situated at stat-
ed intervals. Bvery person staying at such an inn or hotel was re-
quired to furnish the evidence and a penalty was attached for refu-
sal to do so or for for falsification of the information submitted.
The rigor of these restrictions is evident from the pro-
visions applying to alien enemies travelling from their registered
place of residence. It was provided that an alien enemy should not
travel more than five miles from his registered place of residence
without a permit from the registration officer of that district,
issued for twenty- four hours, to he returned to the officer at the
end of that time. However, in view of special circumstances, the
registration officer might issue a permit covering a longer period
of time, not to exceed four days, on the condition that during this
time the holder should report each day to the registration officer
of the district in which he then should toe, sutoject also to any
other conditions which might toe prescribed toy the registration of-
Q
Supplement #3 Manual of Snergency Legislation, p. 248.
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fleer granting the permit. Provision was further made for the is-
suing of permits to alien enemies to travel to and from bona fide
places of business, to be issued at the discretion of the registra-
tion officer and to be renewed from time to time in the same mannes
Rigid restrictions were placed upon alien enemies as to
the possession of firearms and materials of a like nature. Unless
by written permission of the registration officer of the district in
which he was resident, no alien enemy could have in his possession
firearms, ammunition, inflammable liquids, carrier pigeons, cameras,
telephone installations and other objects and materials useful in
any phase of action warfare or in aiding the operations of war*
Restrictions were also laid upon the circulation among
alien enemies of newspapers or periodicals wholly or mainly in the
language of a state at war or any part of a state at war with Eng-
land, unless permission were obtained from a Secretary of State un-
der such conditions as he might prescribe. Similar restrictions
were placed upon the banking business carried on by alien enemies*
It was provided that no alien enemy should engage in the business
of banking except by permission in writing of a Secretary of State,
subject to such conditions as he should indicate nor should any al-
ien enemy, without permission part with any money or securities in
a bank where he was or had been carrying on banking business. He
9 Licences were granted to certain German and Austrian banks from
time to time according to the provisions of the Aliens Restriction
Order. See Pulling* a Manual of Emergency Legislation Supp. #3 pp.
249 ff.
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should, according to the provisions of this decree, deposit such
money or securities as the Secretary of State should direct. Those
|
cIudb or associations habitually frequented by alien enemies were
also the subjects of special legislation and provision was made for
their closing altogether or during such hours as might be directed.
For the enforcement of these decrees it was necessary to
add prohibitions upon the changing of names of persons, partnerships
j
or corporations for the purpose of concealing the real identity of
those concerned. After October 12, 1914, the refore, no alien enemy
was permitted for any purpose to assume or use a name other than
that by which he was known before the commencement of the war* The
subjects of Greece, Armenia, Syria and all other communities or rac-
es known to be hostile to the Turkish regeme with Great Britain was
a state at war were, however, for the purposes of this Order and all
the foregoing acts, regarded as alien friends rather than as alien
enemies.
The measures which were enacted at the outbreak of the war
restricting the rights of alien enemies were of short duration in
their effect, for, as will be seen, it was soon apparent that more
rigorous measures necessarily had to be taken. For the first few
months of the war however alien enemies were dealt with in respect
to their personal liberty according to the provisions of the Orders
in Council.
Within a few days after the outbreak of hostilities nego-
tiations were begun for the reciprocal return of civilian presoners
detained in Great Britain and Germany. In a note communicated
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through the .American embassies of Berlin and -London on the 21st. of
August 1914, the German government proposed to the government of
Great Britain that some agreement be reached for the exchange of
those persons of enemy nationality domiciled abroad. In rep&y to
this proposal, after consideration by the Home Office, the War Of-
fice and the Admiralty, on August 31, 1914 the British government
replied expressing a willingness to allow German subjects in the
United Kingdom in the following classes to depart therefrom: (l) wo-
men and children (2) males under the age of 16 and over the age of
44 (3) persons between these ages, provided that they were under no
liability for military service, and would, before leaving England,
give an undertaking to take no part, direct or indirect, in assis-
ting the operations of war. On the other hand persons whom the Bri-
tish government were not willing to release embraced the following
classes (l) persons under naval or military service in Germany, (2)
persons held in custody in this country for crimes against the com-
mon law or on definite charges of espionage, (3) persons between the
ages of 16 and 44 being free from naval or military duty, who would
not give the undertaking above refered to. It was further stated
that the British government had been allowing German women and child,
ren to leave the country and that it was their hope that they might
continue to do so although they had been informed that reciprocal
treatment was not being granted to British subjects in Germany. The
German government replied to this communication on September* 13, 19
14 to allow English women and children, not over 16 years of age to
leave Germany. The German government also pointed out that the age
« 4i
«
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of military duty in Germany was not 16 to 44 years of age "but from
17 to 45 and that this should be made the oasis for future exchanges,
It refused, however, to accept the British proposition for the re-
ciprocal exchange of persons of military age upon giving an under-
taking to abstain from acts of a warlike character on the ground
\
that there was no foundation in German law for such an agreement.
The German government did agree however to allow the departure of
British subjects under the age of 17 and over 45 provided that recip.
rocal treatment were accorded German subjects in England, I
In the meantime it was reported to the British government
that the age liability to military service in Germany had "been ex-
tended to include those up to the fifty fifth year. Consequently
the British government withdrew its offer as to repatriation of Ger-
mans over 45 years of age and extended it to embrace only those over
55 years of age. The offer as to women and children remained unalt-/
ered.. In reply to this communication the German government denied
that the age limit for liability to military service had been so ex-j
tended and stated that it still included only those between 17 and
45 years. The British government in its reply of October 3rd said
that it did not question the assertion of the German government thatj
the age limit remained the same and had not been extended. However,
the British government did maintain that in arriving at a mutual a-
greement as to the limits of military age in each country * a reas-
onable estimate must be found as to what in practice constitutes li-
ability to military service, based on actual facts as they are ob-
served on the field of battle." Although there was perhaps no le-
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gal requirement for the service of men over 45 years of age in Ger-
many, the fact that men above this age could serve voluntarily and
were in fact serving in the field, led the British government to ex-
tend the age limit to those whom they refused to repatriate 'because
of liability to military service. In order for the British govern-
ment to agree to an exchange on the basis of liability to military
service from 17 to 45 years, it must be demonstrated it was said,
that there is " not merely no legal, but also no practical, possib-
ility of calling up men over 45. 9
The position of German and Austro-Hungarian subjects of
military age in Great Britain on October 4, 1914 was thus summed up
in a memorandum of that date (l) that known reservists taken off
ships and otherwise known to be on their way to Germany (and Aust-
ria-Hungary) to join the colors have been arrested and kept under
arrest since the beginning of the war ( of these there are approxi*
mately 2,000 including Austro-Hungarians) ; (2) that Germans, Austria
an8 and Hungarians known to be dangerous or believed on sufficient
grounds to be likely to become dangerous, have been gradually arres-
ted; (3) that all Germans { but not Austrians or Hungarians) under
the age of 45 who are registered as having undergone, or are known
to have undergone military training, have been liable to military
arrest since September 7th with certain exceptions in favor of (a)
persons who are engaged in carrying on industries which are neces-
sary for this country; (b) persons whose detention would involve
loss of industrial employment to British subjects; (c) persons who
hold public or educational appointments; provided that in each in-
<
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dividual case the police are satisfied that the person has no hostile
intentions or desires. It is understood that of classes (2) and(3)
upwards of 10,000 have been arrested up to date and are now detained
in concentration camps. There are in addition a certain number of
alien enemy subjects who were oonvicted of espionage in the civil
courts and dealt with by them before the circular of arrest of the
7th of September. These people are not in concentration camps.
"
A definite agreement between England and Germany as to the
military age to be fixed for purposes of repatriation was arrived at
by an exchange of communications on the 22nd and 28th of October,
1914. In a note transmitted to the British government through the
American embassy in German government guaranteed that ? all British
civilians, except those between the ages of 17 and 55, also clericals
and doctors, may now leave Germany. f! The British government replied
that they were reciprocating in the matter and were accepting the
German guarantee.^
There were certain classes of alien enemies who were acc-
orded special treatment. After a lengthy communication between the
German government and Great Britain it was finally agreed that cler-
ical and medical men together with all consuls, particularly honor-
ary consuls who in some cases were being detained, and invalid per-
sons who though of military age would not add to the force of the
3,0
Correspondence between Hie Majesty's government and the United
States ambassador respecting the release of interned civilians (etc)
Misc.#8 (1915) House of Commons Sessional Papers, 1914-16 Vol.84.
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enemy should be allowed to return to their native country.
Early in November of 1914 it was communicated to the Ger-
man government that the British government was following the policy
of wholesale internment of German subjects found there and and an in-
quiry was addressed to Great Britain on behalf of the German govern-
by the American embassy as to the treatment being accorded such per-
sons. It was stated that it was important that this information
should be received as the German government proposed to reciprocate
in the treatment of English subjects. Mr. Gerard of the America em-
bassy at Berlin wrote to Mr. Page on November 8 that * although it
may already be too late to be of much practical effect, I feel it my
duty, in the interest of humanity, to urge you to obtain some formal
declaration on the part of the -British government as to its purpose
in ordering the wholesale concentration of Germans in Great Britain
and Ireland, as is understood here to be the case Great popular
resentment has been created by the reports of the arrests of other
Germans, however, and the German authorities cannot explain or under-
stand why German travellers who have been taken from ocean steamers
should not be permitted to remain at liberty, of course under police
control, even if they are compelled to stay in England. The German
government wished to know specifically whether or no Great Britain
11 There was some little difficulty as to the repatriation of a num-
ber of British subjects, especially retired army and naval command-
ers who were incapacitated for any kind of service. In some cases
they were held by Germany notwithstanding the express agreement on
the part of Germany to release all over 55 years of age, but were
finally released upon the interference of the Papal representatives.
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had arrested and interned Germans over 45 years of age, the legal
military age limit set by German law. The British government re-
plied definitely to this on December 12 and denied that there had
been any general arrest of Germans over 45, admitting that individ-
ual suspects over that age had been arrested, that destitute persons
who had surrendered to the police had in some cases been interned.
There were also some persons over 45 years of age taken from captur-
ed ships who were interned as being actually or potentially danger-
ous. It was stated that active steps were being taken "to release
and send back to Germany all persons detained who are over 55 years
of age, except a small number detained on definite grounds of sus-
12
pic ion. Attention was also called to the fact that while the total
number of male Germans in Great Britain above 17 was 27, 200 only
8,600 had been interned leaving 13,600 at liberty and that a care-
ful sifting of those who had been interned was then being carried
out, with the result that within the last two or three weeks 600 had
been released and others were being released daily.
The British government, in Justifying the policy of inter-
ment which was being pursued and in answering the German charges of
excessive harshness in dealing with alien enemies, pointed out how
much more serious the problem was in England than in Germany owing
to the large number of such persons to be found there in contrast
to the number of persons to be found in Germany. Sir Edward Grey
said in hi 8 letter on November 9 1914, "I should, however, be glad
(ibid) - p. 24
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if your Excellency would endeavor to "bring home to the German gover-
nment that His Majesty's Government are faced with a problem which
does not apply to the same extent in Germany. There are, roughly
50,000 Germans resident in this country, and the presence of such
large numbers of the subjects of a country with whom Great Britain
is at war must necessarily be a cause of anxiety to the military
authorities who are concerned with taking adequate measures for the
defense of the realm."
There was some attempt early in the war to effect a man
for man exchange of male civilian prisoners of the specified mili-
tary age. The British government first made this proposal on Octob-
er 3th at the same time that they proposed the exchange of medically
unfit. This proposition was made on the condition that those ex-
changed should have no previous military training and would there-
fore be of equal service to the two governments. The German govern-
ment replied iavoring such an exchange but refused to accept the
condition as to military training. The German government proposed
to submit a list of those they wished in return for a like number of
English citizens released to be designated by the British government,
The British government declined to accept these terms inasmuch as
they would accrue to the decided advantage of Germany, because of
the system of compulsory military training which prevails in Germany,
^ailing to concur as to the terms of a man for man exchange this
agreement was not effected.
The correspondence relation to the exchange of civilian
prisoners was carried on from the beginning of the war for the ensu-5
. ... .
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ing two years* On the 29th of July 1916 the German government again
reiterated their proposition that they would release all civilians
over 45 years of age if the British government would reciprocate.
The British government accepted this proposition subject to certain
conditions namely "(l) that those retired naval and military officers
not in receipt of pay and British merchant seamen and ship's officer!
should he regarded as civilians (2) that the remaining British civil-
ians interned in Germany should be exchanged against an equal number
of German civilians interned here. The British government had made
this change in policy, lowering the age limit set from 55 to 45 yeari
of age for detention, upon grounds of humanity, being anxious "to
arrange the immediate release of civilians over 45 owing to the de-
plorable accounts which were reaching them as to the mental conditio!
of many of the older men both in the British and German internment
13
camps." It was further stated by the British government that this
proposition applied to the British Empire and all civilians over 45
years to be found therein.
In reply to the British proposition the German government
made the proposal to release all civil prisoners without exception
upon reciprocal treatment by England. It was stated however that if
such an exchange could not be agreed to ( and there seemed to be ev-
ery evidence that it would not be accepted because of the enormous
it
ihirther correspondence respecting the proposed release of civili-
an interned in the British and German Empires.
Misc. #35 (1916) Cd. 8352
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difference in numbers of civilians held in the two countries, the
ratio being about 10 to 1 in favor of Great Britain) Germany would
agree to an exchange of civilians over 45 years without exception,
British merchant seamen and ship's officers and retired naval and
military officers without pay being regarded as civilians. In case
the proposition for the exchange of all civilian prisoners without
exception should be accepted the German government further agreed to
give an undertaking not to enlist any of the repatriated civilians
in the armed forces, a thing which they earlier refused to do as re-
garded a man to man exchange on the ground that it was contrary to or
at least had no oasis in German lax.
The British government necessarily refused the German pro*
position for the exchange of all civilian prisoners for it would
mean the exchange of some 27,000 prisoners for a possible 2,5000, or
3,000 and England was apparently unwilling to accept an undertaking
j
that these persons thus repatriated would not engage in acts of hos-
tility. The British government, however, did accept the German pro-
position for the repatriatis of those over 45 years of age subject
to the condition that each party to the agreement should be allowed
"to detain for military reasons not more than twenty persons who
would otherwise be eligible for release under the agreement" it be-
ing understood (l) that neither government should have the right to
claim the repatriation of any of its nationals who should not desire
to lean; (2) that the cost of repatriation should oe bom oy the in|
dividuals repatriated or by their respective governments , (3) that
repatriation from His Majesty's oversea dominions shall take place
( <
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as circumstances admit; and (4) that British and German retired na-
val and military officers, who are not in receipt of pay, ship*s of*
ficers and merchant seamen shall, for the purposes of this agreement,
bs regarded as ordinary civilians." The British government was carej
ful to point out the magnitude of the concession, which they propos-
ed to make on the interests of humanity inasmuch as the subjects of
Germany and Britain to be repatriated would he in the proposition to
retain not more than 20 persons for military reasons did not take
this proportion into account*
The entire matter was closed by the transmission of a note
verbale to the British government on October 16, 1916 in which the
German government reiterated the conditions made above and in the
course of the document said:
view of humanity that the British government have not seen their way
to acquiesce in the German proposal for the release of all civilian
prisoners, despite the fact that "by renouncing the right of enroll*
ing thess men in the army the sole object of their detention would
disappear. They likewise regret that the British Government have
not at least agreed to the exchange of all civilian prisoners above
the age of 45 years without exception. To avoid wrecking the agree-
ment, however, they will not withofcld their consent /io\as/ exchange
on the lines of the proposal put forward by the British government
^"ruther™TorEe8pondence respecting the proposed release of civili-
ans interned in the British and German JSmpires.
Misc. #1 (1917) Co. 8437 p. 3 - 4
"The German government keenly regret from the point of
(»
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The effect of these agreements, therefore, has been to re-
lease all civilian prisoners, save males between the ages of 17 and
45 physically fit for military duty and the twenty allowed to be re-
tained for military purposes by the terms of the last agreement on
October 16, 1916.
Although the presence of such large numbers of persons of
enemy nationality in the United Kingdom at the outbreak of war pre-
sented a real danger to the safety of the realm, no active and con-
sistent steps were taken toward their detention and internment for
several months. Their position in England was compromised, however
,
by the fact that all persons of this character were looked upon as
8pys. i6 The matter of the treatment of such persons was left, under
the Defense of the Realm Act, to the discretion of the military au-
thorities who in October 1914 issued a general order for the intern-
ment of all male alien enemies, except where special circumstances
rendered such internment undesirable or unnecessary. This work was
begun and many were interned at Olympia, in the region of Aldershot
and in the Isle of Lan but because of the lack of facilities for in-
ternment the order was countermanded, to be again reissued and again
countermanded. However, many who were looked upon as dangerous to
the safety of the realm were arrested and imprisoned from time to
time although by far the greater proportion of enemy persons wsre
^ This was especially true of persons of German nationality, becau-
se of the well known system of espionage which that nation had de-
veloped and the general belief held by German persons as to their
duty in such a position, (supra) p*5
«
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allowed to remain at liberty. Thus it was stated in the House of
Commons in May 1915 when the measure for the general internment of
alien enemies was under consideration that at that time there were
some 19,000 persons so detained hut that there were still 24,000 men
and 19,000 women of German, Austro-Hungarian and Turkish origin in
the United Kingdom, unnaturalized, who were enjoying freedom from
arrest.
The matter came to a crisis however about the middle of
*iay 1915 when, "because of the various acts of the German forces par*
ticularly violent in their nature, the British people were stirred
to the highest pitch. One after another of these events, such as
the bombardment of the defenseless towns Scarborough, West Kart el-
pool, Whitby and Dunkirk, the killing of unoffending civilians by
Zeppelin raids over London, the reported ill treatment of British
prisoners of war and the crucifixion of Canadian soldiers by the
German forces, slowly stirred the English people to an intense wrath
which gave way to violence in May 1915 because of the use of poison*
oub gases by the German troops and especially because of the sinking
of the Luaitania with some two thousand civilian persons.
The tremenduous wave of wrath which swept over England be*
gan with the exclusion of persons of German origin from the commer-
cial exchanges. Beginning with the Baltic Shipping and Merchant ile
Exchange the directors of one after another of these organizations
adopted rules suspending or expelling all persons of German origin
16
or clerks in the employ of such persons. The outbreak against
persons of German extraction seemed to begin in Liverpool, where it
( t
f
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wae reported on May 11 that friends and relatives of the crew of the
Lusitania sought reprisal by attacking the shops of Germans particu-
larly pork-butcher '8 establishments. This general outbreak spread
repidly through out England and within a very few hours outbreaks of
a like nature ware reported from all parts of the United Kingdom.
The measures taken against those inhabitants of East End
were particularly violent. The police seemed almost helpless be-
fore the fury of the mob and only with the greatest difficulty sup-
pressed the uprising after serious damage was done. The following
ID
account from one of the newspapers is illustrative. 9 "The damage
done by rioters was very great. Not content with smashing doors and
windows and looting the whole of the contents of the shops, the in-
terior of the houses were in numerous instances greatly damaged.
Staircases were hacked to pieces and walls and ceilings were knocked
down. Shops were completely wrecked before the police had time to
arrive on the scene. At Poplar, for instance, half a dozen houses
were attacked simultaneously by different crowds in the early after-
noon. Before the constables were able to attempt to disperse the
mob, horse-drawn carts, hand carts and perambulators, besides the
unaided arms of men, women and children had taken everything away
from the wrecked houses. One saw pianos, chests of drawers, dress-
ers and the heaviest type of household furniture being carted tri-
16 The London Daily Times. May 11, 1915. p. 10,
1? It was said that 20,000 persons of German origin were free in the
city of London at the time of these attacks. This great number may
explain in part the intense feeling which was prevalent in this vi-
cinity.
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umphantly through the streets. "Here is wealth for the taking,"
said one man, who had possession of several spring mattresses and
was calmly driving his overloaded donkey cart down Crisp Street.*
Various estimates were placed upon the amount of damage
done in these few days. It was reported that the value of property
in Liverpool completely destroyed amounted to #200^,000. Like sums
were reported from all parts of the United Kingdom and although no
accurate estimate of the damage done can he made it is certain that
the losses to German persons totalled several million dollars.
The mobs apparently made no distinction between persons of
German origin in favor of those who had been naturalized as British
19 I
subjects and equal treatment was meted out to all of this class*
Even those of German name were subjected to severe inconveniences,
if not injuries. Violence was so bitter that in one case a disting-
uished English woman archaeologist, whose family had been in England
20
for eighty years, was unable to get work. The English people see-
med to nave suddenly forsaken the position that English nationality
with all its protections could be acquired through naturalization
and they proceeded upon the theory that once a German always a Ger-
man. These acts of mob violence continued for several days until
the fury had spent its force and the movement degenerated into mere
.'8 The London Daily Times, May 13 p. 9
^ Because of these attacks upon naturalized persons of enemy origin
many of this class published from time to time statements in the dai
ly papers protesting loyalty to the country of their adoption and
their abhorrance of the methods employed and being employed by the
German forces. See the London Daily Times. May 1915.
^ It was reported in one of the Lancastrian papers on May 12 that
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drunken brawls carried on with great irregularity which were consid-
erably less difficult to suppress.
All act 8 taken against Germans in England at this time were
not of such a Tiolent nature* Zt was reported that on May 12, a well
ordered crowd of 2,000 business men met and marched from the City
Hall to the House of Commons to prevail upon that body to take def-
inite steps against the alien enemy. Many meetings were held and
resolutions adopted to this end. Mr. Joynson-Hicks and Lord Charles
Beresford respectively presented two petitions to the Commons, each
signed by 250,000 women asking the House "immediately to take the
necese ry steps to insure the safety of their homes by interning all
alien enemies, men and women alike to the distance of at least thirty
miles from the sea coast." Great popular meetings were held to arou-
se sentiment for the deportation or internment of enemy civilians.
The London Times reported that thousands of the general public stood*
in a drenching rain and cheered speeches calling for the internment
of Germans. The following resolution was adopted: M Thousands of
citizens of London gathered together at a massmeeting, unanimously
protest against kith and kin of German mutilators, poisoners and mu»
dered of men women and children being any longer allowed to be at
large in the English Islands, and, fearing riots fires and spread of
disease germs and poisoned water, hereby unanimously demand that the
government take immediate steps to intern or deport all alien enemi-
the house of the widow of a German who was herself an Englishwoman
and had two sons fighting in the British army was ransacked and some
of the furniture carried into the street and placed on a bonfire.
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enemies, male or female, whatever their nationality, naturalized or
otherwise,"
The rioting and moo violence fell with the greatest sever-
ity upon the small and for the most part in offensive shop keepers
who in time of test might be expected to do the least harm. For thif
reason there were many remonstrances from prominent men in the King*
dom against the policy of wreaking vengeance upon this class of per-
sons, suggesting at the same time that it was the men "higher up"
against whom the attacks should be directed. In a letter to the Lon-
don Daily Times of May 14, Mr. H. G. Wells said:* Nothing can better
serve the purpose of our enemies, nothing can inflict worse injury
on humanity at large than to hold each and every German accountable
for the offences of the German government and war control. Few of
us wish to minimize the blackness of these crimes or to think that
they will go unpunished, but to avenge them upon poor little barbers,,
upon prisoners of war, and unlucky naturalized Germans is, surely,
not only the most contemptable, but the most foolish of retorts."
Lord Charles Bereford was particularly vehement in his attacks; he
said in the House of Commons that it was useless to stop with hair*
dressers, what was wanted was " persons of high social places put
behind barbed wire."
The movement against persons of high standing resulted in
attacks upon certain naturalized persons of German origin who were
holding high positions in the British government, particularly Sir
Edgar Speyer and Sir Ernest CasBel*21 Sir Edgar Speyer tendered his
resignation to the privy council and asked the primeminister to re*
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voke hie baronetcy "because of these attacks. Hie resignation, how-
ever, was refused. Thereupon the anti-German League brought quo
warranto procedings against these men to compel them to show by what
right they were members of the privy council. The case was argued
at great length the plaintiffs claiming that the appointment of thee*!
men was a violation of the Act of Settlement which declares that no
person born out of the united Kingdom, even if naturalized or a den-
izen " shall be capable to be ot the privy council, or a member of
either house of parliament or to enjoy any office or place of trust
either civil or military." It was finally decided that tenure of
office by these men was legal inasmuch as the naturalization acts of
22
1870 and 1914 repealed the provision of the Act of Settlement.
Acts of violence against alien enemies did not stop with
acts within the United Kingdom but extended to the colonies and de-
pendencies. Almost simultaneously reports of outbreaks of a like
nature were received from South Africa. At Johannesburg it was re-
ported that fifty buildings belonging to persons of German origin
and citizenship were wrecked causing a loss of over a million dollar;!
It was also reported that "statue of King Edward was brought to the
front of the town hall where it was hoisted on a pillar while the
21 Lord Charles %esford said: "We should start by getting rid of
privy councilors of alien origin, if they have not the good sense to
follow Prince Louis of Battenburg's example and retire into obscur-
ity. Every German throughout the country, whether naturalized or
not, from the highest to the lowest, should be interned and his pre-
sence got rid of permanently as quickly as possible." At the same
time a movement was started to revoke British honors held by certain
German princes, which the House of Commons recommended to the King
should be done.
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crowd sang the national anthem and "Rule Britannia* and the
work of destruction was proceeding apace amidst cries of "Lusitania",
"14irderers of Babies," and "Our Prisoners of War Avenged." " General
Botha in an appeal to the inhabitants declared that their conduct
was unworthy of a strong and chivalrous people however great the pro-
vocation. "In many cases," he said," the victims have sons loyally
fighting with the men at the front. It is most discouraging for the
officers and the men here who daily are risking their lives, fight-
ing an honest and clean fight, to hear of these events at home. I,
therefore, earnestly appeal to all to refrain from such acts, which
cannot benefit the country, but can cause only serious embarrassments
Riots were also reported from many other parts of South Africa, par-
ticularly at Cape Town, and the total amount of property destroyed
was estimated at $5,000*000. Acts of such great violence did not
occur in the other British colonies, but especially in uanada a
closer surveillance was exercised from this time over persons of
German nationality who until then had not been interned in large nu-
mbers. A similar course was taken in various parts of Australia.
Because of the pressure thus brought to bear upon the gov-
ernment and for the protection of persons of German nationality from
mob violence as well ba for the protection of the realm, it became
apparent that the government would have to take drastic measures in
dealing with the situation. On the 12th of Hay, Prime Minister
Law Times September 16, 1916 p. 89 ff. for the text of this decis-
ion. Compare an unpublished manuscript by Jfrofessor J. W. Garner.
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Asquith made the following statement to the Commons :* No one can be
surprised that the progressive violation "by the enemy of the usages
of civilized warfare and humanity, eliminating for the moment in the
sinking of the Lusi tenia, should arouse a feeling of righteous indig-
nation among all classes in this country for which it would be dif-
ficult to find a parallel..... hut the Government are quite alive to
the fact that recent events and the feeling that they have created
make it necessary to look beyond mere military considerations. The
Government are therefore considering the practicability of segrega-
tion and internment of alien enemies on a more comprehensive scale. 1*
On the day following this statement, May 13, 1915, Mr. As-
quith outlined the policy in regard to the treatment of alien enemies
in respect to their personal liberty which has been consistently
followed since that time. All alien enemies were to be put out
of reach of harm by internment or deportation unless grounds were
shown for exceptional treatment. Naturalized persons of enemy ori-
gin were to be left at liberty unless particular grounds were shown
24
whereby they should be interned. Mr. Asquith stated that at that
time there were 24,000 men and 19,000 women of German, Austro-Eung-
23 The London Daily Times in commenting on this policy said:" The
Government have at last decided to do what they should have done
nine months ago.*
24 There was some little agitation by the more radical group for the
internment of all persons of German origin whether naturalized or not
but the Government steadfastly refused to so treat those having be-
come naturalized. Certainly there would be some question as to the
legality of detaining these persons in such a manner unless by spec-
ial act of Parliament for by their certificates of naturalization
they are entitled to "all political and other rights, powers and
privileges and subject to all obligations to which a natural-born
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arian and Turkish origin in the United Kingdom unnaturalized. It
was proposed to segregate and intern all males not of this age, wo-
men and children in suitable cases to "be repatriated. In the case
of the 8,000 naturalized persons of enemy origin the prima facia
assumption would be that they were harmless and only where danger
were proved would internment be made. For the consideration of cla-
ims for exemption from internment it was proposed to create an ad-
visory body of a judicial nature, which has subsequently dealt with
many such cases. The plans thus submitted were put into effect as
soon as the naval and military officials were able to provide the
25
necessary accomodations, and since that time practically all alien
enemies have been forcibly detained in internment camps.
B. The Practice in France.
The problem which confronted Prance at the outbreak of
hostilities in respect to the personal liberty of alien enemies was
particularly serious because of the great number of such persons
British subject is entitled or subject in the United Kingdom,"
25 A most illustrative comment was made by Mr. Bonar Law in the Hou-
se of Commons on the same day in support of the policy thus outlinec
by the Prime Minister, illustrative of the theory upon which so manji
of the acts of war in the present conflict have been based. He
said "of what had happened of which we have further evidence in the
reports which appear today, nobody can be surprised, and I think I
may say further that however much we may deplore, and how everyone
does deplore outbreaks like those that have taken place, however
strongly we feel that they are contra^n/to the whole instincts of
this country, and however strongly we feel also that the Government
and the house of Commons, as far as they can, should prevent such
outbreaks, yet I cannot say that it is with regret that I see the
evidence of what the feeling of the country is, however deplorable
the manifestations of it may be, for it shows that we as a nation
are now realizing that this is not a war between armies but a war
between nations and that every individual whether civilian or not,
has got to throw his weight into the scale." I
t
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within her borders and because of the rapid advance which the German
forces were making upon French soil. For the most part, however,
alien enemies were not capable of inflicting such great injuries to
the state as the excited public apparently assumed. Conversely, they
probably suffered greater injury from their presence in hostile ter-
ritory than did France. The French government issued a decree im-
mediately upon the outbreak of the war, allowing all German resid-
ents of France ( and they were to be found in Pa%s in the largest
numbers) twenty four hours from the issuance of the order of mobil-
26ization in which to leave the country. This permission however
was of little avail inasmuch as in the majority of cases arrange-
ments could not be made to leave in so short a time. In a great
many cases they were precluded from leaving because of lack of funds
on hand and the inability to get such funds pending the outbreak of
war. Further, the mobilization order called into use all available
means of transportation and the congestion of traffic became an ef-
fective blockade to their return to their native country. As one
27
writer has said "the second day of mobilization, August 3rd,
caught them like rats in a trap and exposed them to the doubtful
fate of being lost in an enemy* s country during war time Last
week they were everywhere treated with respect and politeness, today
they are looked upon with suspicion and hostility. They are hungry
26 See Eric Fisher Wood's M The SJote-book of an Attache" p. 5-6 for
an account of the condition of peoples thus found at the outbreak of
war.
27 Wood (ibid) p. 6
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and hare no money. They are surrounded by looks of hatred and they
are terror-stricken. Ho Frenchman "but fears to he seen speaking to
them. They have no place to sleep as no hotel or lodging house dares
harbor them. Many have lost all their worldly goods and possess no-
thing except the clothes in which they stand. Nearly all of them
carried their funds in letters of credit on German banks and these
are now worthless in France."
Their position in France would have been even more serious
had it not been for the aid given them by the American embassy at
Paris. The duties thus thrown upon the American embassy were enor-
mous for it was not only entrusted with carrying on the official re-
lations between Germany and France but was stormed by a great mob of
alien persons both friends and enemies begging for information and
aid, which, in a large number of cases, was granted. The American
embassy was also entrusted with the distribution of a fund sent by
the German government to relieve the suffering of, persons of German
nationality found on French territory at the outbreak of war. The
conduct of the American embassy in this crisis was indeed prais-
worthy, Mr. Herrick, the ambassador refusing to leave Paris even in
face of the rapid German approach and the threatened bombardment.
His conduct during these trying days and the aid which he extended
to these stricken people won for him the well merited respect and
admiration of all nationalities with which he came in contact.
On the second of August, 1914, however, definite steps
were taken by the French government by means of a decree relating
to strangers domiciled in France. By this decree all persons of
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enemy nationality found in French territory were commanded to make
known their identity to the commieeioner of police or certain other
officers in the district in which they were resident regardless of
the fact of their having made a previous declaration under the pro-
visions of the decree of October 2, 1838. Special provision was
made in the case of subjects of Germany and Austria-Hungary dwelling
in the Northeast and Southeast of France and in the region of the
fortification (retranches) camps of Paris and Lyons. They were ei-
ther to return to their native country ( which was limited to the
first day of mobilization) or retire to the interior of France. In
special cases permits were to be granted for remaining in the resid-
ence occupied at the issuance of this decree.
Closely following this decree, however, a regulation was
promulgated by the French police for the detention and internment
in concentration camps of persons of enemy nationality and it is
this policy of internment, which has been practically universal in
this war, that has been rigorously adhered to since that time by the
French government. The origional order provided for twelve deten-
29
tion campB which were increased from time to time until there were
30
fifty two provided in the latter part of 1915. This order effect-
ed everyone of enemy nationality save those specifically exempted
Dalloz, Guerre de 1914 Tome 1 p. 19
29
These were located at Limoges, Gueret, Cahors, Libourne, Perigu-
eux, Saint es, Le Blanc, La Roche-sur-Yon, Chateauvoax, Samnur, Anger
and Fleurs.
30 M. Malvy, ministre de l'interieur, in a letter to M. Georges
Berthoulat, directeur de la Liberte, Dec. 26, 1915. ulunet (1916)
_pp . 156 ff
.
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31from the order by permit. According to an official statement by
the minister of the Interior on December 12, 1915 at that time there
were being held in the fifty two detention camps, approximately 45,
32
000 civilian prisoners, the subjects of Germany or Austri a-Hungary
.
At the beginning of the war some 400,000 persons of foreign nation-
ality were found in .Paris. This number had been reduced in December
1915 to 150,000 which number were all of Italian, Russian, English,
American or Swiss nationality. At the same time close surveillance
was kept over all aliens, neutral and foe, guarding particularly
33
against espionage which has been an ever present danger. There
34
have also been some cases of expulsion. M. Malvy stated that dur-
ing the years 1914-15 5,063 such expulsions had been made. The gen-
eral policy of the French government has been the same as that of
the English government after the sinking of the Lusitania and the
great majority of persons of enemy character found in Prance have
been detained in this manner.
31 It was stated by M. Malvy, ministre de l'inte'rieur, in the "Jour-
nal des Debats H December 12, 1915 that 187 permits of this nature
had been granted to Germans and 105 to Austro-Hungarians, these be-
cause they had sons fighting in the French army. There were a few
permits also granted for other reasons, some because of sickness.
The number so granted, however, in comparison to the number inter-
ned was very small. See Clunet (1916) p. 126.
32 M. Malvy, Clunet (ibid)
33 U. Malvy stated in the "Journal des Debats" on December 12, 1915
that 1,125 arrests had been made for espionage. Of this number the
council of war had condemned 55 to death; 34 to penal servitude; 14
to confinement and 29 to prison. In the zone of the Interior 735
arrests had been made for espionage, of which number 9 had been con-
demned to death, and 33 to penal servitude and prison. At this time
many cases were in course of decision. Ho very definite information
is available in regard to the numbers executed in France on the
of espionage but if is thought by some to be very high.
Mi «'
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Nevertheless, there were some attempt on the part of the
French government to secure the reciprocal repatriation of the sub-
jects of Germany, Austria-Hungary and France found in enemy territ-
j
ory. The minister of foreign affairs of France, on December 9, 1915s
in reply to a question of a member of the Chamber of Deputies said
that at the declaration of war the consuls of France, Germany and.
Austria-Hungary had taken steps to secure the repatriation of the
greatest possible number of civilian persons of enemy character. laj
the month of October 1914 an agreement was reached between these
countries, thru the negotiations of the ambassadors of Spain and the
J
United States, for the reciprocal repatriation of interned civilians!
According to the terms of this agreement all men except those between
the ages of 16 and 60 and all women regardless of their age were to
be allowed to return to the country to which they owed allegiance.
Since this agreement, however, a new compact was formed with liermany
whereby men of more than 45 years of age afflicted with a manifest
infirmity were to be released. A new agreement waB also reached witli
Austria-Hungary, whereby men of all ages of this category were to be
repatriated together with all able bodied men over 55 years of age.
34 A letter to AL. Georges Berthoulat (supra) Dec. 26, 1915.
35 Clunet (1916) pp. 514-15. It was also stated in this reply that
the consuls of France, afterward the ambassador of the United States]
had attempted in the greatest measure possible to secure the release
of French civilians. In Bulgaria *un certain delai 1 had been given
to subjects of a state at war in which to leave the country. A
somewhat different account of the agreement between France and Ger-
many is given by Professor Valery of the University of Montpelier in
an article "De la Condition in France des Ressortissants des puis-
sances ennemis" in the Revue General de Droit International Public
4>r Sept.-Oct. 1916. He says that negotiations participated in by
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It is worthy of note that although nominally all persons
of enemy character have 'been interned for the duration of the war,
in fact distinctions of significance have "been made in the treatment
of prisoners thus held. In general these prisoners have been divide*
36into two classes. Subjects of Alsace and Lorraine, the Je'oles, Cz-
echs, Greeks and Armenians, all subjects of an enemy state who might
be considered as aubisaant leur .1oug and who are really in sympathy
with France, are separated from other prisoners and have been given
a relative larger liberty. They have been permitted to spend their
days without the camp to which they are attached. On the other hand
Germans, Austro-Hungarians other then Poles and Czechs, Turks and
Bulgarians have been placed in absolute internment. There is some
distinction made in the treatment even of this latter class. Those
arrested in the zone of the armies or suspected of espionage have
been assigned to solitary confinement; the others, whose only fault
is their nationality are allowed to congregate in the interior of
37
the camp and are allowed a great latitude of action.
the United States ambassador at Paris and the Spanish ambassador at
Berlin resulted in many returns of women of all ages, able bodied
men except between the ages of 17 and 55 and all disabled men even
between these ages. This was on the condition that reciprocally the
French government would allow aliens to leave France. At the same
time they consented to free German persons, who were held as host-
ages for measures of reprisal, in return for the liberation of FrencH
hostages, the leading functionaries and eminent magistrates of Lille
for example, p. 362 - 3.
36 Valery (ibid) p. 361
^ It seems scarcely advisable to venture an opinion as to the condi
tions of interned civilians within internment camps. The sources of
this information are as yet unreliable, so much of what has been
written is highly colored, and warped by prejudice. There have been
charges and counter- charges as to the treatment of interned civil i-
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The bitterness and distrust with which the French govern*
ment and the French people have looked upon German subjects is in
keeping with the general manner in which the war has teen waged.
During the first few days of the invasion of French territory, a fe
acts of violence much less severe, however, than those in England inj
Jfiay 1915, were perpetrated upon subjects of Germany resident in
Paris. On August 4, 1914 raids were made against certain German
shops in Paris and particularly against the milk trust which was un-
38iversally suppoeed to be owned by German capitalists. Perhaps the
most significant manifestation of this bitterness and distrust in
the law of April 7, 1915 which authorized the government to withdraw
citizenship from all persons, formerly of German nationality or of
German birth, who had been naturalized as French citizens subsequent
39
to January 1, 1913. An exception however was made in the case of
persons of Alsacian or Lorringian origin, who were citizens of thee
territories prior to May 20, 1871 or the descendants of such persons.
In many cases, also, honors bestowed upon persons of enemy national
ity were withdrawn. A decree of November 17, 1914 withdrew all the
appointments of German subjects to the order of the national Legion
of Honor, exception being made in the case of residents of Alsace
and Lorraine upon proof of their French origin. 4^ But perhaps the
ans in all the warring countries, each nation denying the accusa-
tions made. A description of several of the French camps as seen
by the French may be found in Clunet (1916) pp. 478 ff.
38 Wood, Note-book of an Attache, p. 16
39 Dalloz, Guerre de 1914 Tome 4 pp. 114-5
40 Dalloz, (ibid) pp. 103-4.
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most regrettable of all manifestations of the intense hatred exist-
ing "between the countries at war is the action taken by the differ-
ent learned societies in France where the German members of such
societies have been expelled from membership in striking contrast to
the cordial attitude which people of this class have maintained in
41
wars prior to this time. Ferhaps no other single event is so in-
dicative of the character of this struggle and the extent to which
42hostilities have been carried.
C. The Practice in Germany.
The measures taken by the German government in respect to
the personal liberty of enemy civilians were in the beginning at
least, more lenient than those of Great Britain and France. The
problem which confronted the German government, however, was not of
the magnitude of that in Great Britain and France, which may readily
be seen by comparing the numbers of such persons found within the
borders of the various countries. As has been noted, whereas there
were some 50,0C0 persons of German nationality in the United King-
43dom at the outbreak of war there were only about 5,300 British
41
Valery (ibid) p. 364. The King of Bulgaria was of this number.
42
An incident illustrative of this intense hatred between the na-
tions so petty as to seem humorous, was recorded in an answer of the
minister of finance to a question put by a member of the Chamber of
Deputies on March 7, 1916 regarding German advertisements and trad-
emarks found on pakages of cigarettes and tobacco sent to the sol-
diers. He stated that in August 1914 orders had been issued to ab-
olish the sale of cigarettes containing advertisements of enemy fir
ms and that German trademarks on tobacco sent to the front had bee
removed. Clunet (1916) p. 671
43 Letter from Sir Edward Grey to Mr. Page. November 9, 1914. Misc
#8 (1915) House of Commons Sessional Papers. Cd. 7657. p. 15.
<
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subject b domiciled in Germany. This fact, together with the absence
of such a complete system of espionage as that with which the Germans,
were credited with having developed and the lack of military train-
ing, particularly on the part of British citizens domiciled in Ger-
many in contrast to the trained German reservists to be found in en-
emy countries, contributed to make the entire question one of less
pressing importance*
44
In a letter of November 6, 1914 to Mr. Page the American
ambassador at London, Mr. Gerard the American ambassador at Berlin
stated that "up to the 6th (November 1914) considerable liberty of
movement had been allowed to British subjects in Germany, and, as you
were informed many petitions were received from them setting
forth the favorable conditions under which they were permitted to
live and to carry on their business, and urging the similar treatment
of German subjects in England." Until this time there ie little evi.
dence of any general policy of wholesale internment, only a few hav-
ing been detained upon definite charges, yet it was stated in the
same communication that an order for general internment of all males
between the ages of 17 and 55 had been put into effect on November
45
6th. "occasioned by the pressure of public opinion, which has been
still further excited by the newspaper reports of a considerable nu«
44 (ibid) p. 19
45
There were attempts on the part of the British and I'rench govern-
ments to secure the reciprocal repatriation of enemy civilians, whicty
resulted in some measure of success. These have been discussed in
preceding paged and will therefore be omitted here.
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mber of deaths in concentration camps. H Although the general policy!
of the German government appears to have been very lenient, there
were some charges by the British and French governments of excessive
harshness and maltreatment in expelling many such persons from Ger-
man cities without distinction as to age or sex and that such persons
46
were not allowed to receive parcels, money and letters from home.
There is no evidence, however, that there were any acts of mob viol-
ence perpetrated upon enemy civilians in Germany as was the case in
the United Kingdom.
The persons thus detained in Germany were placed in con-
centration camps similar to those in France and Great Britain. Civ-
ilian prisoners were segregated and imprisoned in a special camp at
Ruhleben and have been detained there since that time. As to the co-
nditions there, the evidence is conflicting. An investigation of the
camp was made by representatives of the American embassy in October
1915 and the reports made at that time were quite favorable to the
German government. 4' The conditions in such camps, however, have
not been the best and an attitude of hopelessness and depression
46 From an unpublished manuscript by Professor J. W. Garner. Mr. Ger-j.
ard in the correspondence cited above took the position that the Ger*
man government was merely retaliating for the treatment accorded Ger+
subjects in Great Britain and in the conclusion said "I cannot but
feel to a great extent that the English action and the German retal-
iation has been caused by a misunderstanding which we should do our
best to remove. It seems to me that we should do all in our power
to prevent an increase of the "bitterness which seems to have arisen
between the German and English peoples, and to make it possible for
the two countries to become friends on the cloee of war."
47 Misc. #3 (1915) Conditions in the Internment Camp at Ruhleben.
House of Commons Sessional Papers. Cd. 8161.
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seems to pervade the whole of euch places. In fact, the British gov-|
eminent gave as their reason for consenting to the repatriation
agreement with Germany in 1916 the deplorable accounts which were
reaching them as to the mental condition of many, particularly the
older men so detained. Undoubtedly as the war has continued and the
resources of the country have become more and more depleted these
prisoners have fared less well.
The French Commission of Inquiry appointed to investigate
the treatment of civilian prisoners held in Germany, in their second
report charged that the German authorities had carried off and kept
in captivity some 10,000 French women and children. These persons
it is charged were subjected to the most harsh and inhumane treat-
ment. The Russian government also complained of such measures taken
against its subjects. It is charged that they were rounded up, tra-
nsported in dirty cattle cars, lodged in the most repulsive quarters;
compelled to march with their hands tied behind their backs and were
denied the privilege of taking their goods with them. 48 The evide-
nce is strong that there have been cases of maltreatment of civili-
ans of enemy nationality in Germany. The London Times of September
22, 1914 quotes an order addressed to a Russian woman in Germany as
follows: * As a foreigner you have no claim to residence or protec-
tion in the German Empire. For the present, however, unless the
General in command disposes otherwise your deportation will be sus-
*8 From an unpublished manuscript by Professor J. W. Garner. Uomp- S
' are the Revue General Droit International Public ( July-Oct. 1915jj
jpp. 105-9.
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pended, on the explicit condition that you do not leave the district
of B—without permission from the police, that you will apply your-
self with all your strength to whatever work is assigned you "by the
local police authorities at the customary local rates of wage, and
that you will abstain from any action which may he regarded, for
whatsoever reason, as opposed to the interest of the state. Failure
to comply with any of the above conditions will expose you to immed-
«49iate arrest. Zt is perhaps premature to draw a comparison be-
!
tween the treatment meeted out to civil prisoners in respect to their
personal liberty in the various warring countries. Undoubtedly, sa^j
for the short time of mob violence following the sinking of the fcus-
itania. they have been well treated in England. The reports of con-
ditions within the concentration camps are most favorable. On the
other hand, although so much may not be said for the treatment ac-
corded them in continental countries, the fact that resources are
more nearly depleted must be taken into account. It is rather more
significant to point out the radical change in the general policy in
respect to the treatment of alien enemies which has taken place with,
in the last few years. Whereas, in the wars of the recent decades,
alien enemies were accorded great latitude of personal liberty and
writers of all nationalities were unanimous in condemning as a breach
*9 Quoted from Phiilipson's International i.aw and the Great War. p.
89. As Mr. JPhillipson points out the particularly objectionable
feature of the order is" that requiring the person to work, under
such conditions and at such tasks as the police authorities see fit
to designate, opening the way lor arbitrary use and abuse of power.
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asfe of international law, the policy of arrest followed "by Uapoleon
in respect to English civilians imprisoned from 1803 to 1914, this
policy has "been uniformly reverted to and bids fair to become a set-
tied matter of international practice. Nor may it be said that this
is indicative of a lowering oi the standards of international moral-
ity. As has "been pointed out in the foregoing pages, the special
considerations involved in this war, differing essentially as it doei
from the wars of the past, have necessitated radical changes in the
method of meeting problems as they are presented.
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CHAPTER IV
MEASURES IN RESPECT TO PROPERTY.
The treatment of enemy persons in respect to their proper-:
ty has not differed essentially from the policy adopted in respect
to their personal liberty. Each belligerent has acted on the same
general principle, namely, that enemy property subject to its juris-
diction should not be removed, since the removal might inure to the
advantage of the hostile nation. The fact that property of this
j
character was found in enemy countries in such large amounts also
added to the necessity of prohibiting the making of any transfer.
The enforcement of this policy naturally required that all enemy
property should be put under some form of government control, the
difficulty of which was increased because of the varied character
of the property, since it involved control not only over property
owned entirely by enemy subjects but over the property of joint con-
cerns and mixed companies, partnerships, and corporations in which
such persons were interested.
A. The Practice in England.
The property of alien enemies in England was put under
public control by the terms of the Trading with the Enemy Amendment
Act of November 27, 1914, by which the Board of Trade was directed
to appoint a person to act as custodian of enemy property for Eng-
land and Wales, for Scotland and for Ireland for the purpose of "re-
ceiving, holding, preserving and dealing with such property as may
1
be paid to or invested in him in pursuance of this Act." The J?^lj
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lie Trustee, an officer already exiBtant, was named in the act to be
the custodian for England and Wales, hie control of all property
held by him to he the same as that exercised by him in his capacity
as Trustee. She custodian thus appointed was empowered by the act
to place on deposit in any hank or to invest in any securities,
approved hy the Treasury, any money s received under this Act includ-
ing that from properties, interests and dividends received from such
deposits, to he dealt with as the Treasury might direct, provided
that upon the direction of the Treasury, transfer of money from one
custodian to another should take place. The same provision was made
applicable to those holding money in trust for an enemy person, pay-
ment being made to the custodian rather than the enemy. For contra-
vention of these regulations, on conviction under summary e€ juris-
diction, a fine of not more than 100 pounds or imprisonment with or
without hard labor for six months or both might be imposed and in
addition 30 pounds for every day of further default. Every person
knowingly a party to default was made liable to the same punishment
By the terms of this act all incorporated companies or
companies having a share registration office or share transfer in
the United Kingdom, not later than one month after the passage of
the act mentioned, were required to communicate to the custodian
full particulars of all shares, stocks and other obligations held
for the benefit of the enemy. Similar obligations were laid upon
1 The text of this act may be found in Pulling* s Manual of Emerg-
ency Legislation. Sup. 2 p. 19-27.
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partners of firms doing business in the United Kingdom. Whenever in
the opinion of the High Court or judge thereof it was expedient,
upon application of any creditor, person interested, custodian or
government department, the property belonging to enemy persons
should be vested in the custodian to be cared for as specified in
the Act.
Perhaps the most important provision of the Act was that
in reference to the payment of claims of English subjects against
property held by the custodian under this Act. In such a case, upon
application to the High Court or Judge thereof, the court was authoxv
ized to vest in the custodian power to sell or otherwise manage and
deal with the property in such manner as the court or judge might
seem proper. The property thus held, however, was not liable to
attachment or otherwise taken in execution, but the custodian might
be ordered by specified courts or judges to settle debts due sub*. J
jects from the property thus held, provided that before paying the
debt the custodian should take into consideration the sufficiency of
the property held to satisfy the debt or of any other claims against
that enemy of which notice verified by statutory authority might
2
have been served upon him. In regard to the transfer of a bill of
t In the case of Kg. Pried Krmra Aktien-^esellschaft (1916 W.H.
234) Mr. Justice Younger denied to the claimants interest on such
debts, holding that if the rules of the act provided payment only of
the debts and that if the rules under the act "purported to author-
ize interest which was not a debt' they were ultra vires." The re-
sult of this decision was to deny the claim of creditors of more
than was legally due out of enemy assets vested in the custodian,
their claim being subject to the discretion vested in the custodian
and the court. Thereupon, the rules in consequence of which this
decision was rendered were annulled and an amendment made, the Trad-
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exchange or a promiseory note by or on behalf of an enemy it wae
stipulated in the Act that no such transfer should he made unless it
were prored that the instrument was made "before November 19, 1914 in
good faith and for a valuable consideration. The amounts of property
taken over under the terms of this act was large and it was reported
j
on March 31, 1916 that the total enemy property in England including
3
debts which had notified or paid over amounted to 134,000,000 pounds J
A somewhat different arrangement for the treatment of enemjl
property had been made prior to this time by the terms of the Trading
4
with the Enemy Act of September 18, 1914. It was stipulated by this
act that whenever it should appear to the Board of Trade that an of-
fense had been or was likely to be commited under this act in con-
nection with trade or business of an enemy firm or when the manage-
ment or control of such a firm or company had been or was likely to
be so affected by the existance of a state of war, as to prevent the
continuance of business when the continuance of such business was to
the interest of the public, upon application to the Board of Trade
or to the High Court, a controller of the firm or company might be
ing with the Enemy (Vesting and Application of Property) Amendment
Rules, 1916 (Ho. 2) making possible the payment of such interest.
See Solicitor* s Journal and Weekly Reporter. Vol. 60 p. 543 for the
text of this amendment.
3 Solicitors Journal and Weekly Reporter. .Vol. 60 p. 534. <iuite a
large part of this represented income from property due British
creditors and dividends, from shares and securities held by alien
enemies in British companies. It was stated by Mr. Runciman in a
written reply to Sir John Harwood-Banner that in dealing with alien
enemy property due regard would be had for the treatment of the pro-
perty of British citizens in enemy countries, (ibid) May 29, 1915.
* Pulling' s Manual of Emergency Legislation, p. 45 #3.
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appointed, for the length of time, subject to such conditions as the
court might think fit, the powers to be confered partaking of the
5
nature of that of a receiver or a manager.
An act of January 27, 1916 greatly extended the powers of
j
the Controller provided in the original Trading with the Enemy Act
lay empowering the Board of Trade, in all cases in which it appeared
that business was "being carried on by or on behalf of alien enemies,
to appoint a controller with the powers of a liquidator to wind up
such businesses. 6 It is significant that this might be done without
an order from a court to that effect, which aspect of the act has
7
been severely oriticised by the English legal authorities. The
powers thus conferred have apparently been used to a great extent,
for it was reported on July 8, 1916 that at that time over 200 busi-
8
nesses had been closed down. In one or another of these ways,
s Bentwich says:" The Board of Trade, moreover, made full use of
the power to inspect the books and appoint managers of firms with a
large enemy element, which were suspected of illegal trading. In
some cases the business was closed down when proof of attempted
trading with the enemy country was forthcoming; in others the busi-
ness was put under the charge of an English receiver or controller
who has to account to the court for his stewardship. Amer. Jour,
of Int. Law. (1915) p. 365.
® The powers of the controller were interpreted by J. Younger in
Re W. Hacerberg Aktien-geaellschaft . See Law Times 142 p. 2-3 for
an analysis of the decision, bee Law. Quarterly Review Vol. 32 p.
249 for a criticism of the act extending the power of the control-
lers.
7 The Solicitor's Journal and weekly Reporter on Jan. 22, 1916
said: "...the bill should be amended by requiring an order of the
court before any property, whether enemy or not, is interfered with]
Any other course goes very near the confiscation of enemy property,
which has not been known in this country for over a century."
8 Solici tor's Journal and Weekly Reporter. Vol. 60 p. 598. By the
terms of one of the early regulations, certain German banks were
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therefore, all enemy property in England has "been placed under public
control, either of the custodian or of the controller depending upon
the character of the property,
B. The Practice in Prance.
The means by which enemy property in France has been
brought under government control differ in many respects from the
measures taken in England, Out in effect the policies of the two
9
countries have been much the same. A decree of September 27, 1914
relating to the prohibition of trade relations with German and Aus-
tro-Hungarian subjects is the basis for the measures which have been
taken in France against the property of alien enemies. This decree
provided that "it should be prohibited and declared null as contrary
to public policy, the execution for the benefit of the subjects of
the empires of Germany and Austia-Hungary or persons residing there-
in, of any pecuniary or other obligation resulting from every act or
contract entered into." The effect of this decree in France has beer
allowed to continue their business. Lord Uorthcliffe was particular-!
ly active in his attack on the ministry for allowing these banks to
continue business instead of winding them up. In a letter to Mr.
KcKenna on itov. 9, 1916 he asserted that although England had been
at war with Germany for some 27 months the German banks were still
operating and even advertising in German newspapers. The Hew York
Times Dec. 4, 1916. The London Times Oct. 20, 1916 also attack the
I same problem, claiming that the English government should not merely
j
place these banks under official control but that they should be
liquidated and their affairs would up as quickly as possible. It
was said that "the government should clearly understand that the
country is not minded longer to tolerate any appearance of solic-
itude for enemy interests in any direction, and that it is deter-
mined to be rid of the German peril once for all.*
9 Dalloz, Guerre de 1914. Tome 1 p. 167. Documents officiels,
textes legislatifs et reglement aires, for the text of this decree.
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much the same as the Trading with the Enemy Act in England. One im-
portant difference, however, is that it does not provide for the co
trol of enemy property by an officer especially appointed for that
purpose. It was recognised that a policy of surveillance of enemy
property, in order that that property might not he used to prejudice
in any way the interests of the state, would of necessity have to he
resorted to, and from the recognition of the danger herein present,
the system of government administration of enemy property which is
now in force, has evolved.
Among the various reasons which have "been advanced to just-
ify the measures which have "been taken against the property of alien
enemies, that of reprisal for the German decree of August 7, 1914 is
perhaps, the most often given. This act, it has heen asserted,
suspended in respect to the French the right to sue in the German
10
courts to enforce their property rights." Again the fact that
many persons of enemy nationality had left the country leaving thei
property in virtual abandonment, often times failing to discharge
dehts due to French, neutral or allied creditors, made it necessary
to provide for the appointment of sequestrators who should he veste
with the power to conserve the property so left and to provide for
10 Reulos, Role des Administrateurs- Bequestres * Olunet (1916) p. 6
It is significant to note, as we shall have occasion to do when coi
sidering the right of alien enemies to sue, that the French have
apparently misunderstood the force of the German decree of August 7,[
1914 and that what it does is not to suspend the rights of all
French persons to sue hut merely those who are not in Germany. Thi
may he clearly seen by reference to the text of the German ordinanoej
See Reulos, Manual des Sequestres p. 478 for the text of this ordin-
ance.
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the payment of claims of creditors against such assests. Both cred-
itors and public prosecutors took the initiative to secure the ap-
pointment of such officers to discharge these debts. It has been
argued many times by French legal authorities that the appointment o
sequestrators in charge of such property is analogous to the appoint
ment of administrators at common law. The reasons for the appoint-
ment of such an officer at common law may be many and varied, such as
the non-payment of rent, difficulties within and between corporationii
abandonment of property etc. A similar situation arises in the case
of the appointment of an administrator of an estate of which there ia
12 13
no heir or which has been left to a minor.
Among the first measures taken in response to the requests
of creditors and public prosecutors for some governmental action
against enemy property was that of the Civil Tribunal of Havre which
on October 2, 1914, ordered the seizure of all merchandise in the
14
city belonging to German houses or owned by German capital.
11 Reulos, (ibid) p. 222
12 This point was urged by M. Briand in a circular of October 16,
1914 addressed to the public prosecutors.
13 Bertin, Ordonnancea sji£. requite, Si rgferes, Tome 2 Sequetre p.
475, says, "In this matter the right conferred on the President to
aot in all cases of urgence is general, absolute and applies to all
cases where the conservatory measures are necessary."
14 The order of the President of the Civil Tribunal of Havre of Oct.
2, 1914 was not, however, the first action taken by the French court^
against alien enemies. An ordinance of the President of the Civil
Tribunal of Cotonou (Dahomey) on the 24th. of August, nominated a
sequestrator of a German house at the request of a creditor for a
sum of 7,200 francs. In the closing paragraph the president said,
"Be it said that the sequestrator named ought to proceed to a regu-
lar inventory of all the goods of the house, that he ought to manage
and administer 'as a good father of a family 1 (eja. bonooere &e fam-
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Thereupon, Toy a circular of October 8, 1914 addressed to the presi-
dents of the courts of appeal and the public prosecutors attached to
these courts, the minister of Justice commended the order issued by
the Tribunal of Havre saying that this decision seemed to him to "be
one which would establish a judicial precedent. Following this, in
a circular of October 13, 1914 to the same officers, E. Briand urged
15
them to proceed to seize and put under sequestration all merchan-
dise, money and, generally, all real and personal property of the
German and Austro-Hungarian houses engaging in commerce, industry or
agriculture in France and all such houses which had ceased* their op-
erations since the outbreak of war. To secure the enforcement of
these orders, the officers to whom the circular was addressed were
further charged in order not to allow any of the enemy houses to
escape the measure, to secure all useful information from the pre-
fects, minicipalities, commissioners of police, chambers of commerce!
professional syndicates and similar organizations to the end of ob-
taining a complete application of the decree of September 27, 1914.
ille) and propose all measures for the conservation of the goods
therein." It does not seem that the prime purpose of the court in
this case was the taking of enemy property because of its enemy
character, but rarJaer the mere utalization of an ordinary legal
means to insure the repayment of sums to creditors, especially so
inasmuch as a part of the goods thus taken were perishable in nature!
It does however throw some light on the matter of the legality of
the appointment of such officers and seems to De a refutation of thej
German contention that the office of sequestrator has no foundation
in French law. For a brief discussion of this case see the Journal
du Droit International (1917) p. 29, by M. Reulos in an article en-
titled Le§. Seauestres e£ l& GesfriQft
15 This is the first time that the term "sequestrator" (sequestra)
had been used. Reulos (ibid) p. 41, note 1.
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They were finally admonished to act in all affairs in the name of
and as representing public interest, which in this case was the safe
guarding of the interests of the state to be accomplished by all ap-
propriate means . ^
On the same day, October 13, 1914, M. Malvy, the Minister
j
of the Interior, addressed a circular to the prefects asking that
they take all steps necessary and possible to aid the judicial au-
thorities in accomplishing the task thus outlined for them. They
were directed to secure and transmit to the tribunals a list of all
commercial, industrial and agricultural establishments belonging to
aliens found within their department, and to appeal to all the or-
ganizations they might deem proper, chambers of commerse, profes-
sional associations and syndicates able to furnish such information.
The importance of the work was emphasized in this circular and they
were urged to make the investigations as thoroughly and as quickly
j
as possible.
In a circular of the 16th of October 1914, It, Briand, add-j
ressing the public prosecutors, again urged them to make requests
for the appointment of sequestrators to take charge of the property
thus taken over by virtue of the recommendations contained in pre-
vious circulars. By this circular also foe scope of the measures re-
commended was enlarged and whereas previously such measures were re-
commended only for property of German and Austro-Hungarian commer-
cial, industrial and agricultural establishments by the terms of
^ The text of this decree may be found in Reulos (ibid.) pp. 44-5.
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this circular they were directed to look after the goods of all per-
sons of enemy nationality whatever their capacity, whether having or
following any particular "business or profession. This was commanded
because of the large amount of property left in a state of abandon-
17
ment, which fact justified intervention by law.
The organization which grew up as a result of these orders!
for the purpose of their enforcement is complex and extensive. It
was stated in October 1916 that in the department of the Seine alone
there had been 173 sequestrators appointed having in charge some 8,
000 German or Austro-Hungarian firms, societies, estates and for.
tunes. In order to administer all the property thus held it had
been necessary to issue about 80,000 ordinances or decisions of all
kinds from November 1914 to March 31, 1916. From March 51, 1915 to
March 31, 1916 the amount received had grown from 25,000,000 to 108,
000,000 francs and during the same time the amount paid to creditors
of such persons has advanced from 10,000,000 to 55,000,000 francs
and 61,000,000 francs had been deposited in various banks to the
credit of alien enemies subject to the control and direction of the
sequestrators • ^®
17 Specific exemption was made both in this circular and that of M.
Malvy of Oct. 13 of citizens of Alsace ana Lorraine as well as the
folee and Czechs. For the text of the decree of Oct. 13 see Reulos,
(ibid) p. 46; of the decree of Oct. 16 see Reulos, p. 47-8. The
Minister of Justice, by a decree of Oct. 25, 1914, stated that the
liability to sequestration of goods of enemy persons applied equal-
ly to foreigners although enrolled in the foreign legion of France
or those who had sons under the colors, French children or who had
married a French woman. See Reulos- p. 53 for the text of this cir-
cular.
18 Clunet (1917) pp. 93-5.
I
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The French government apparently resolved to renew with
vigor the measures which had been taken against the property of aliei
enemies, and in order to secure the more effective enforcement of
measures already in force, the parliament passed the law of Jan. 22,
j
1916 relating to the obligatory declaration of the existence of pro-j
19perty belonging to persons of an enemy power. The law required
that within fifteen days of receiving notice of this law all holders]
managers, guardians or surveillants of real or personal property be-
longing to an enemy subject should make a detailed declaration of
such property. All deeds, shares of stock, obligations, claims or
interests were to be included in the list of such property. The act
went into some detail in prescribing the means of enforcing and put-
ting into effect the law and designated certain officers to receive
j
such information and at what places different kinds of property
should be declared. Provision was made for an extension of time for
20filing such a declaration in the case of manifest necessity. In
19 Reulos, kanual des beaueatres . p. 31 note (2) says: "It is nec-
essary to go back to Jan. 14, 1915 to find the origin of this im-
portant law; which solved numerous difficulties in principle and ap-
plication." Reulos traces the various reports, resolutions etc.
made which finally led to the adoption of this law on Jan. 22, 1916.
The Minister of Justice stated that the idea of the act was to open
as wide an inquiry as possible "with a view to establishing an act-
ive and passive balance between France and the enemy countries and
to find out to what extent the latter had exercised an economic en-
terprise in our territory." It was also commended for the effect
which it would have on the importance of the * economic hostage*
being held in France. Reulos says that the intent of the French
legislators in enacting this law was to secure the taking of an
economic inventory of all goods located in French territory belong-
ing to subjects of enemy powers whatever might be the nationality of
the holding party. Manual des Seauestres . p. 258.
20 Article 2 of this act is particularly worthy of mention. It pro-
f
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case of contravention of this order, either the failure to make such
a declaration or the filing of an inexact statement, a penalty of
one to five years imprisonment or a fine of 500 to 20,000 francs or
both might he imposed. Independent of these penalties the tribunals
were empowered to pronounce the interdiction of all civil and civic
rights ( drpit civils et civiaues) for a period of six years. The
penalties thus provided are indeed severe and for this reason, the
law has in all probability been effective in securing a declaration
21
of all enemy property and its subsequent control. A decree of Feb
28, 1916 followed this law and outlined in some detail the provis-
ions for the enforcement of this decree. *
The functions of the sequestrators, appointed by virtue of
the various acts and court orders noted above, have been in the mail
23
those of conservators of enemy property. In this respect their
vided that any French debtor to enemy subjects or holders of enemy
property by reason of a contract in force upon the declaration of
war might be named as sequestrator of this property, unless specual
circumstances prompted a different disposition of the property which
might be brought about by a declaration of the President of a Civil
Tribunal at the request of the public minister (states attorney).
Reulos says that "in virtue of this principle, the debtors of assets
are constituted as geouestratora fry law. * as distinguished from se-
questrators who may be appointed by the courts.
21 Reulos- (ibid) pp. 31-4 for the text of this law.
22 This decree was in turn followed by a detailed circular of Feb.
29, 1916 addressed to the Presidents of the courts of appeal and the
solicitors general before these courts, explaining the purport of
the law and indicating the persons and property effected. The text
of the decree of Feb 28th may be found in Reulos, p. 34, the circu-
lar of Feb. 29 (ibid) p. 185 ff.
23 In an unpublished manuscript, Professor J. W. Garner cites the
following opinions of the French courts which hold that the func-
tions of the sequestrator of enemy property are strictly conserva-
tory. Tribunal of JSantes, Aug. 13, 1915 (Clunet-1916. p. 968);
Court of Appeals of Toulouse, Mar. 24, 1915 (Clunet 1915 p. 199);
tI
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powers and duties have "been much the same as those of the custodians
in the British Isles, appointed by virtue of the provisions of the
Trading with the Enemy Act. It has toeen frequently s^aji toy French
writers that the property so held constitutes an "econoaiique otage."j
Yet their main function is to hold and conserve such property until
J
the cessation of hostilities, keeping in mind the rights of credi-
tors, French, allied and neutral, and with due regard for the safety!
and welfare of that state.
As a rule of general policy, the sequestrators appointed
toy the courts did not possess the powers of liquidators and could
not wind up the "business of an enemy person at their discretion as
could the English controllers. M. Briand speaking to the Senate on
April 2, 1915 said "All my instructions have tended to prevent the
sequestrators from considering themselves as assignees in toankrupcy,
or as liquidators." 24 It is not to be inferred, however, that this
general rule to policy could not toe suspended. Alienation or liq-
uidation of property thus held was entirely possible and in numerous
instances this has "been done tout it has toeen the exception rather
than the general role of the sequestrator. The magistrates were em-
powered to appoint special sequestrators with the power of liquida-
tors to wind up a "business in cases of necessity, in the interests
frritounal of the Seine, Mar. 21, 1916 (Reulos p. 374). In a circular
of the Minister of Justice of ^ov. 3, 1914 it was also stated that
the functions of the sequestrators are of "a character purely con-
servatory." Reulos (itoid) p. 65.
24 Seance du 2 Avril 1915. Officiel du 3 Avril, p. 181.
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of the national defense on in the general interest of commerce and
industry. Without an order from the court however the sequestrator
25
could not exercise this prerogative. Likewise the court could em-
power the officer appointed to sell such property as was necessary
to settle a debt already incurred, and to make special dispensa-
j
tion of goods, particularly thoae which were perishable. It was
stated, however, that in this latter case it belonged to the Presi-
dent of the Tribunal, when he should judge it opportune and necessa-
27
ry, to fix the time for the sale of this property.
The French and English practice in respect to the property
of alien enemies differed most widely perhaps in the matter of oper-
ation of concerns under sequestration. As we have noted above the
English controller was empowered to conduct the business under his
care at his own discretion. The French sequestrators, however, did
not have this power except where the national interests required the
26
continuance of the business.
25 See the circular of the minister of Justice, x^ov. 3, 1914. Text
in Reulos, Manuel des seouestres . p. 63 ff
.
26 It has been one of the German complaints that the sequestrators
appointed over German property in France have been exceedingly care-
less in the administration of it and that they have not been equita-
ble in the sale of such property to meet just debts. In most cases
the French have denied this. The French position is defended by
Reulos in the Journal du Droit International (1917) p. 24 ff
.
27 Circular of November 14, 1914. Reulos (ibid) p. 74 ff. for the
text of this circular.
28
In an unpublished manuscript, Professor J. W. Garner cites a de-
cision of the Tribunal of Oran in which the court held, upon the com|
plaint by the owner of a hotel who was an alien enemy, that the se-
questrator being a conservator, was not required to open and operate
the hotel even though it were greatly to the owners injury. Compare!
Clunet (1916) p. 967.
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Confiscation has not thus far been resorted to and, in
fact, the sequestrators in charge of enemy property have been expli-
citly charged that in no case shall they resort ot spoliation and
29
confiscation. The sequestrators thus entrusted with the control
of enemy property have been required to keep accounts of all re-
ceipts and expenditures and to make reports at stated intervals to
the court under whose jurisdiction they are placed. In practically
all the circulars to which we have referred above, these officers
were counselled to act at all time for the interest of the state,
yet in all cases to use care and economy in the administration of
the affairs of enemies. In all these matters the courts have exer-
cised a wide power and have maintained an active direction of the
policy of sequestration.
The matter of mixed partnerships and corporations present-
ed one of the most difficult problems in connection with the treat-
ment of the property of alien enemies. M. Briand in a circular ad-
dressed to the presidents of the tribunals and the public prosecu-
tors on October 13, 1914 advocated the use of the same measures as
employed against all German and Austro-Hungarian houses, against
those mixed companies "who iujd dissimulated their true identity in
taking the form of a society having its situs in France and ruled
by French law, " when even a third of its members actually were of
French, allied or neutral nationality. In such a case therefore
29 Circular of the Minister of Justice, Kov. 14, 1914. Reulos-Man-
ual des Request res p. 74 ff. for the text of this circular.
50 Reulos (ibid) pp. 44-5.
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the business was put under the control of a sequestrator and treated
in the same manner as property owned toto by enemy persons and
enemy capital. This provision, however, was modified in some slight \
degree by a later circular of the minister of Justice, on October 25,
31
1914. Here it was provided that in order to avoid as much as pos-
j
sible the prejudicing of associated French, allied and neutral in-
terests, only the corporate part or corporate rights of German and
Austro-Hungarian interests should be put under sequestration. In
such cases the power of sequestrator might be extended to the French,
allied, or neutral associates in the firm but in cases of necessity
where it was imperative that the decree of September 27, 1914 should
be strictly enforced, at the complete discretion of the court, such
a company might be dissolved and a liquidator appointed. As a mat*
ter of practice, therefore, the entire business of stock companies,
the majority of whose stock was held by alien enemies, was sequester,
ed. Likewise, only the actual interest held by prisoners of enemy
nationality, in companies having only a small portion of enemy stock
holders, was sequestered. Because of the intangibility of corpor-
ation stock and the difficulty of determining the exact ownership of
such property, it has often times been difficult to determine the
32
character of certain companies and certain property.
In answer to questions which had been raised regarding the
status of property of individuals who had been placed in concentre-
31 Reulos (ibid) p. 51
32 Prom an unpublished manuscript by Professor J. W. Garner.
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ticn campe in France, the Minister of Justice said in a circular of
33
October 25, 1914 that in hie opinion a state of war necessarily
suspended the exercise of rights which formerly "belonged to Germans,
Austrians and Hungarians in France, that this circumstance was of a
;
nature juridically to consider their goods in a state of abandonment]
For this reason he recommended that measures of sequestration should
be applied toward all other enemy property and, as a matter of prac-
tice, this course has been followed.
Measures of sequestration have not always been enforced
with absolute rigor. In numerous cases, such as by proof that se-
questered property was not in reality enemy property, the measures
of sequestration have been raised. A case was brought to the atten-
34
tion of the Tribunal of the Seine concerning the sequestration of
the property of a German who was enrolled in the French foreign leg-
ion and upon proof of irreproachable conduct, in opposition to the
35
earlier circular of the Minister of Justice the sequestration or-
der was raised. A circular was issued by the Minister of Justice to!
the public prosecutors on the third of December 1914, in regard to
36
the matter of exemption from sequestration, and instructions were
thereupon issued to exempt from sequestration property which could
in no way prejudice the interests of the state. This was designed
to exempt petty shopkeepers and producers who had only enough to
33 Reulos, (ibid.) p. 52
34 Maroh 14, 1916. Clunet (1916) p. 985
35 Oct. 25, 1914. Reulos, Manual des Sequestres. p. 53.
36 For the text of this circular see Reulos (ibid) p. 100 ff.
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maintain themselves and their families and whose business under no
circumstances could be deemed a menace to public safety. Likewise
exemptions were ordered by this circular for those having sons fight,
ing in the French army, to whom the application of such a measure
would be a glaring injustice. As in all other particulars, the
court* were charged with the supervision of the execution of these
provisions and exceptions were to be made at their discretion.
C. The Practice in Germany.
The measures which the German government adopted against
property of alien enemies have been directed particularly toward pro-
perty of French subjects. However, the same may be said of the mea-
lures of the French government, which are particularly applicable to
German citizens. Although both Germany and France have apparently
been goverened by motives of state welfare and have placed property
under government control to assure that it would not be employed
against the state, nevertheless the primary reason assigned for the
issuance of the most of the acts of both governments, has been that
of reprisal, and the German government in dealing with such property!
has issued a long list of decrees and ordinances in practically all
of which may be found the phrase "im Wege der Yergeltung", indicat-
37
ing the motive for the issuance of the order. As we have noted
*1 The Gazettee of Horth Germany of November 30, 1914 complained
bitterly of the French policy of sequestration of German property,
charging that the property had been treated in "a most abusive man-
ner". It was further said that "the measures which have been taken
constitute a blow at the private lights of German citizens, although
serious and contrary to the law of nations, particularly severe acts
of reprisal have been necessary. * It seems that a great deal of mis-
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above, the IPrench government based its acts against enemy property
on the ground that it was an act of reprisal for the German decree
of August, 7, 19X4 which closed the courts to French subjects dom-
iciled outside the Empire.
By way of reprisal, therefore, for the French measures
against German property the German Bundeerath issued a decree on the
4th of September 1914 empowering the authorities of the constituent
states of the Empire to place under a regime of surveillance, all
business which were established in their territories and all branch
houses directed or controlled by subjects of an enemy country and
situated within these states, the products of which, as money, might]
be transmitted to the enemy country. The controller thus provided
for, was endowed with the power to prevent all agreements as to dis-
position of enemy goods, to examine the books and accounts of such
concerns and take an inventory of all assets, cash and merchandise.
understanding or deliberate falsification of fact has been made by
both the French and German authorities. The French have justified
the taking of control over German property as being a means of re-
prisal for the German decree of August 7, 1914, which we have re-
peatedly pointed out, is in effect very liberal inasmuch as it sus-
pends the right to sue only in case of aliens domiciled outside the
Empire. The German government however in the decree of September 4,
1914 and in the exerpt quoted above justify this measure as a means
of "necessary reprisal" when as a matter of fact the French measures
of sequestration did not go into effect until they were recommended
to the various courts by circulars of the Minister of Justice on th€
8th and the 13th of October. The act of September 27, 1914 which
went into effect twenty three days after , the G %rman order, merely
suspended commercial intercourse with the enemy. See Clunet (1916)
p. 1546 ff. On the other hand, it must be tnoted that the German
decree of September 4th. provided only a regeme of surveillance and
as such would not justify a general measure of sequestration on the
part of the French government as a matter of reprisal. An examina-
tion of these pretenses, therefore, cannot but lead us to the con-
clusion that the assigning of these acts to motives of reprisal are
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He was also charged with preventing any exploitation which would op-
erate to the disadvantage of the German Empire. The property and
other private rights of the business however were not to he impaired,j
hut the directors and the employees of the business were required to
conform to the decisions made and instructions given by the control-
ler in view of the surveillance of the enterprise. In order to pre-
vent the sending of any proceeds to an enemy country the controller
was hereby authorized to deposit all proceeds, interest or income
from such enemy business in the Imperial Bank to the account of the
one to whom it belonged. A heavy fine was provided for cases of con-
travention of this order, a maximum of 50,000 marks and three or mor«i
38
years in prison or either penalty.
A decree issued by the Bundesrath on the 22nd. of October
1914 provided that in case of a business or a branch house placed
under surveillance and not having in German territory a head or an
employee qualified to act in judicial matters on behalf of the busi-
ness or branch house, or if there should be no one capable of defend
ing the interests of the interprise, an administrator should be
39
named for the business at the request of the surveillant. It was
mere pretenses. The real motives in all cases probably were the
safeguarding of the interests of the state, which may or may not be
justified in this light, depending upon the degree of necessity for
such acts.
38 The French text of this decree may be found in Reulos, Manual dee
Sequestres pp. 480-1 together with the divers German acts and de-
crees that have been issued.
39 See Reulos (ibid.) p. 486 lor the text of this decree.
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provided that the court of first instance (the Amtsgericht) of the
district in which the business or "branch house had its situs, should
nominate an administrator, empowered to liquidate wholly or in part
the affairs of the company or branch house to which his jurisdiction
extended, subject to the instructions of the surveillant or seques-
trator at whose request the administrator was appointed. The expen-
ses incurred by the administrator in the management of the business
thus placed under his control, were to be met from the funds of the
business or branch house over which he exercised jurisdiction. Dur-
ing the period of the managment of the administrator those at the
head of the business were forbidden to complete any juridical ar-
rangements on behalf of the business or the branch house.
It was not until November 26, 1914 that the German govsrn-
ment took any very drastic steps in the treatment of enemy property
at which time the central authorities were empowered subject to au-
thorization by the Imperial chancellor, to put under sequestration
by force all businesses the capital of which belonged fro to or in
the greater part to the subjects of Irance. Nor was the application
of this measure precluded by the fact that the participation of
French subjects might be hidden by the interposition of subjects of
other states. The administrator appointed to take charge of the
business had full power to deal with the property, to continue the
business or to wind it up by process of liquidation. In case of a
mixed company having its registered office in Germany, with the con-
sent of the administrative authorities and upon the request of Ger-
man shareholders or partners the administrator might proceed to wind
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up the affairs of the business. 4U During the period of the control
of the administrator the rights of the propriator of the business and
other persons, to act in judicial matters in the name of the enter-
prise were suspended. The available surplus of the parties interest-
ed in the business under control was to be placed in the Reichabank
to the account of those to whom it rightfully belonged, with the con-
dition that sums necessary for the support of the enemy subject migkra
be given him by the central authorities if he would reside within thd
German Empire. The last clause of the decree empowered the chancel-
lor of the empire to extend the terms of this decree to the subjects
of other hostile states, by way of reprisal, which has subsequently
41
been done in the cage of British and Kussian subjects.
An ordinance issued on inarch 26, 1915 provided that in case
40 The power thus given enabled the German partners or shareholders
in a mixed company registered in Germany to ask for the dissolution
of such a company even though the majority of those interested in th€
business might be French. Reulos (ibid. p. 487) says that the power
thus given the German interests was "truly monstrous" and that no
such power was conferred on companies having a majority of German
shareholders in France. The French commentators have been very bit-
ter in their denunciations of the German measure and have said that j
several times the court has refused to pronounce the dissolution of
mixed societies at the request of the French associates. (The Ordi-
nance of the Refere of the President of the Tribunal of the Seine*
March 21, 1916. Clunet (1916) p. 1276) The Oberlandeericht of Ham-
burg on July 1, 1915 decided that according to the decree of Nov.
26, 1914 a commercial association composed of three associates of
which two were English and the third German might be dissolved upon
the petition of the third member. The Tribunal of the Seine twice
refused in similar cases on Jan. 16 and Mar. 21, 1916 to order such
a disolution. Reulos, Les Secuestres &£. Gestion Biens. Clunel
1917 p. 38-9.
41 The text of this decree is to be found in Reulos (ibid.) p. 487-6|
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of real e8tate placed under sequestration, rent due to the owner
should be regarded as money due to a local branch of an enemy busi-
ness and even though the owner lived in an enemy country, payment of
42
the same would be permitted.
On the 7th of October 1915, the last measure thus far, as
to the treatment of enemy property in Germany was issued, which pro-
vided for a declaration of all enemy property held in the German Bm-
pire. The central authorities of the different states were charged
with the collection of this information by means of such officers as
they should see fit to delegate. Great Britian and Ireland, France,
Russia and Finland together with all colonies and foreign possess-
ions of these countries were regarded as enemy states for the pur-
poses of this order. The Imperial chancellor, however, was empower-
ed to extend this order to any other enemy country or part thereof
43
or to any countries which might be occupied by the enemy.
D. Enemy Patents, designs and Trade karks.
Enemy patents, designs and trade marks have been subject
to special legislation in the various belligerent countries. It is
obvious that such rights are property rights and as such, prohibi-
tions upon trading with enemy subjects and considerations of nation.*
al safety make it imperative that these rights should not be exploi-j
ted by subjects of an enemy power. In many cases, however, it is
vitally to the interest of the nation in which the right is held,
42 Huberich - London Solicitors Journal and Weekly Reports July 3,
1915 p. 594
43 See Reulos (ibid) p. 491-3 for the text of this decree.
(
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particularly in the case of a patent, that the articles so protected
44
should be produced. In such cases therefore it has been necessary
that the production of these articles should continue and that the
patents and other guarantees by which they are protected, be suspen
ed.
By means of an act of the British parliament, passed short-
ly after the outbreak of war, the powers of the Board of Trade over
45
patents, designs and trade marks previously established were ex-
tended to empower this body to issue rules governing such patents,
designs and trade marks held by a subject of a state at war with Eng.
land. They were charged to do such things as they might think ex-
pedient for avoiding or suspending in whole or in part any patent
held by a subject of an enemy power as well as for avoiding or sus-
pending the registration and all rights conferred by the registratior
of any design or trade mark belonging to an alien enemy. The same
act also conferred upon the Board of Trade the power to avoid or sus-
pend any application made for patents or registration of designs and
trade marks by enemy subjects and authorized the Board to grant li-
cences to anyone subject to such conditions as they should see fit t
impose, either for the entire period of the patent or registration,
or part thereof, to make, use, exercise, or vend patented inventions
This was the case with a number of war materials protected by pat-
ents held in England by the Krupp Company. An English firm was give4
a licence to manufacture these articles so patented.
45 By Sec. 86, Patent and Designs Act 1907 and Sec. 60, Trade Marks
Act 1905.
t
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and registered designs so liable to suspension.
Under the authority of this act, the Board of Trade issued
rules from time to time dealing with the matter of patents, designs
and trade marks and it was provided that any person other than a sub*
ject of an enemy power, could make application for the suspension of
the patent or registration upon establishing that the holder of the
patent or registration was a subject of a state at war with Great
Britain, that the person holding this patent or registration intend-
ed to manufacture or cause to manufacture this article and that it
was in the general interest that such manufacture or trade should be
47
continued. From the evidences available, it appears that a large
number of applications were made under these orders for the suspen-
sion of patents and registration of designs and trade marks, it beinj;
stated on November 14, 1914 that at that time there had been about
200 applications made for the suspension of patents and from 80 to
100 applications for the suspension of trade marks. 4®
There were provided in England two general ways by which
enemy patents and designs might be used, the first, as we have noted,
It is worthy of note that the rule regarding the issuance of li-
j
cences for the use of patents and designs did not apply to trade
marks which could only be employed after securing their avoidance or
suspension. The act cited is a consolidation of the Patents, re-
signs, and Trade Marks (Temporary Rules) Act issued on August 8, 1911
and the amendment of August 28, 1914. See Pulling 1 s Manual of Emer-
gency Legislation, p. 439
4? These rules may be found in Pulling 1 s Manual of iSmergency Legisla.
tion. pp. 226-36.
48 See an article on this subject by John Cutler in the Solicitor's
Journal and Weekly Reporter November 14, 1914; also November 7, 1914^
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the avoidance or suspension of these rights of alien enemies. The
second general means by which patents and designs might be utilized
was also provided in the act of Parliament when it empowered the
Board of Trade to issue licences to exercise or vend patented inventl
49
ions and registered designs liable to avoidance and suspension. In
issuing such licences it was the province of the Board of Trade to
prescribe such terms and conditions as it might think fit, which
terms usually provided for the payment of a royalty for the use of
the process, required the licencee to keep accounts, to allow in-
spection of accounts and in oome cases the business premises of the
licencee. It was usually provided also, that the one given a licence i
should not assign that licence or grant sub-licences without consent
,
Inasmuch, therefore, as these conditions under which the licences to
use patents, designs, and trade marks were issued, called for the
payment of a royalty to the alien enemy holder, some question was
,
raised as to whom these royalties should be paid. It is obvious
that payment could not be made to the holder for, as he was an alien
enemy, such payment would be precluded by the Trading with the Enemys
Act. The practice has been, therefore, to pay these royalties to a
morgagee of the patent, if not an alien enemy, otherwise to the
49 Mr. Albert E. Parker stated in the JHew York Times April 14th, 19
17 that licensing of German patents to British manufacturers will
continue after the war, under the announced policy of the British
Government. To encourage British manufacturers to produce things
formerly obtained from Germany, it was necessary to safeguard capi-
tal invested, and the British licensees were assured that they
should use German patents on a royalty basis for the life of the
patent."
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Board of Trade or the Treasury or some other public officer, to "be
held in the same manner as other property of alien enemies.
In general it may be said that the British treatment of
patents, designs and trade marks belonging to subjects of enemy po-
wers has been very lenient and favorable to these persons. The Eng.
lish Board of Trade on September 23, 1914 granted permission for pay.
stents to be made to the British government on behalf of enemy holders
of patents, of fees necessary to retain these patents or registrat-
ions and also permitted English holders of patents or registrations
in enemy countries to pay like fees.^ Thus far there has been no
confiscation of patent and registrations held by alien enemies in
Great Britain and such a policy will only be resorted to as a measure
51
of retaliation for like confiscation by the German government. Thd
general policy of the British government has been to allow war to in-
terfere as little as possible with patent rights, by whomsoever owned
in Great Britain on in enemy territory.
The public authorities of France did not take definite ac-
tion concerning patents held by enemy subjects so soon after the com-
mencement of hostilities as did the English government. In general,
80 bee the Solicitor's Journal and Weekly Keporter. Vol. 59 p. 51.
The order of the Board of Trade of September 23, 1914 was superceded
by a like order of November 4, 1914. The provisions herein noted,
however, remained the same. The German government thereupon adopted
a like policy and on October 13, 1914 the Chancellor issued a licence
permitting the payment of these dues in England. This was modified
slightly by a proclamation of December 28, 1916 which limited payment
of such fees in England by persons within her territory to subjects
of the German Empire or her allies or to subjects of a neutral state.
81 Cutler. Solicitor's Journal and Weekly Reporter. Vol. 59 p. 54.
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however, the policies of the two governments have "been much the
same. The period created by the law within which royalties to hold-
ers of French patents, who were subjects of an enemy country, were
required to he paid, was indefinitely extended until some time after
52
the close of hostilities by a decree of August 14, 1914. It was
not until May 27, 1915, however, that the French Parliament took any
definite steps regulating the holding and use of patents by alien
53
enemies or by subjects of an enemy power wherever found.
The law of May 27, 1915 provided that by reason of a state
of war and in the interests of national defense, all exploitations
of patents and trade marks by enemy subjects or on behalf of the
subjects of the empires of Germany and Austria-Hungary should be in-
terdict ed, August 4, 1914 was the date fixed when this law should
go into effect against the subjects of Germany and August 13, towar
Austria-Hungary, which were the dates named in the act prohibiting
trading with enemy subjects. Those patents and trade marks secured
by enemy subjects in good faith, a certain time before the declara-
tion of war, were not annulled but the exploitation of such patents
or trade marks was merely suspended. In cases where the interdic-
tion of the exploitation of such patents would operate to the dis-
advantage of the government, or where articles so protected would
be useful for national defense, as in England, it was provided that
Icmat. I
2 Dalloz, Guerre 1914
- p. Sf for the text of this decree.
53 A
Reulos, Manual dee Seouastres. p. 23-7 for the text of this law.
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guoh patents might "be used either by the state or by one or more perJ
sons of French, allied or neutral nationality, upon demonstration
that they were able to effect the exploitation. For the purpose of
determining whether or not the state or individuals should be invest^
ed with the power to exploit these patents, separate commissions
54
were set up by the act, to whom these matters should be referred.
In no case, therefore, has a general confiscation of enemy patents
and trade marks been authorized, but merely the enjoyment of these
rights suspended to be again granted at the close of the war.
Shortly after the outbreak of war, the question as to
whether a patent should be granted to a subject of a state at war
with Germany was presented to the Imperial Court of the German Em -
pire. It was decided that the court was governed in its decision by
the terms of the Paris convention of 1883, inasmuch as Germany was a
signatory power to this convention and that the agreement had been
duly ratified. This convention, having been duly ratified, it was
held, became a part of the municipal law of the land and consequent-
ly the court was bound by its terms and was required to grant the
55
applicant a patent.
H Three separate commissions were provided, one, composed of the
Ministers of Commerce, Industry, Post* and Telegraph, Finance and
the minister directly concerned, should pass upon exploitation by
the state authorities; a second, composed of the Ministers of Com-
merce, Industry and Posts and Telegraph were empowered to grant thesr
privileges to private individuals. A third commission composed of
representatives of the various ministeries, commissions, chambers of
commerce and professional syndicates, was given power over the for-
mer.
55 See Clunet (1916) p. 1314 for a report of this case.
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Some time after the handing down of this decision, however,
the status of alien enemieB in respect to their patent rights in Ger-
many, was changed by an ordinance of the Bundesrath of July 1, 1915,
issued under authority of the law of August 4, 1914. This ordinance
provided that the imperial chancellor should have the power, in be-
half of the public interest, to limit or to abloish patents, modeles
d'utilite. and trade marks or to accord the right to use and exploit
these rights to third parties. For the most part therefore the Ger-
man treatment of enemy patents was similar to the treatment accorded
such property in France and Great Britain, with the exception that
the Chancellor was empowered to abolish ( sup-primes) patents, a power
not confered eitherin France or in Great Britain. It has been said
however that the latter power has been exercised only in a very li-
mited number of cases. 56 The chief difference between the practice
of Germany and that of France and Great Britain was in the matter of
the payment of royalties for the use of such of such patents. As we
have noted, in England payment of royalties was to be made to some
public officer to be paid to the holder of the patent at the end of
the war. The German ordinance provided for a royalty to be paid not
to the holder of the patent but to the Imperial government for the
57
privilege of exploiting the patent.
B6 Clunet (1917) p. 106. The German decisions as to the disposition
of enemy patents have all been practically the same. A typical op-
inion is quoted in Clunet (ibid).
5? In the case cited above the royalty was to be paid upon each art-
icle so produced, a difference being made if the article were merely
rented rather than sold. Clunet (1917) pp. 106-7.
< t
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As we have noted above, the German government allowed its
j
citizens holding patents in England to pay the fees connected there-
with to the British government through intermediary persons not en*
emy subjects. This was provided "by the proclamation of the Imperial
Chancellor on October 13, 1914 and extended to all persons subject
to the jurisdiction of the German Empire, whether friend neutral or
enemy. A subsequent proclamation of December 28, 1916, however, li-
mited the persons on whose behalf the fees could be paid to subjects
of the German Empire, her allies or subjects of a neutral state.
In general, it may be said that the various warring coun-
tries thus far have disposed of the question of enemy patents, de-
signs and trade marks in an equitable and lenient manner. However,
it will not be until the end of the war that any conclusions may be
reached, inasmuch as the entire policy may be changed either by the
confiscation of royalties due enemy persons or the refusal to renew
the privilege of exercising such rights as existed prior to the out-
break of hostilities.
The motives which have governed the various belligerent
nations in their treatment of enemy property have been much the
same. At first Germany adopted a more lenient method of treatment
than either Great Britain or France, forjthe early orders provided
only for a regime of surveillance not a general taking over of pro-
perty under public control, as the war has continued, however, Ger-
many has become more and more stringent in the treatment of this
tt
*
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property until now, all property, even that of branch concerns and
mixed and joint concerns, has been put under public control. As not-
ed above reprisal has been the motive universally assigned for these
measures which in most cases has not been a valid reason.
Many charges have been made by the various countries as to
the abuse of enemy property. The German complaint has been that the
French sequestrators have been careless and unjust in their adminis-
tration of property placed in their care and that they have sold or
have held it in such a manner as to make the treatment of this pro-
perty one of confiscation rather than conservation. These charges
however are matters of fact that at this time cannot be verified.
Undoubtedly, the measures taken in all countries open the way for
harsh treatment of enemy subjects in respect to their property by
unscrupulous public officials, and much depends upon the way in whioli
they discharge their duties. If the French government has failed in
any respect in providing for the treatment of this property it has
perhaps been in not providing, as was done in England and Germany,
eome means by which an enemy business might be continued for in many
cases the closing down of such businesses, even though care were
taken in the conservation of enemy property put under public charge,
would mean practically a confiscation of the business. The French,
on the other hand, have replied that the powers given to the German
controllers or administrators have been unnecessarily large and that
the penalties imposed for contravention of their orders have been
unnecessarily severe. 58 They also point out that an undue power is
58 Reuios, (ibid) p. 481, notes 1 and 2.
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given the minority members of a mixed corporation or trading company,
if they "be of German nationality, to dissolve such companies.^
The practice of France and that of England and Germany has]
however, differed in one most important respect and that is in re-
gard to the control which the courts have been given over the var-
ious officials charged with the administration of enemy property, li,
every instance in France these officials have been subjected to the
control of some court, to which reports have been made at stated in-
tervals. Ao we have noted above the British act of January 27, 1916
extending the powers of the controller, placed the matter of winding
up and liquidating enemy firms in the hands of the Board of Trade
and because a court order is not required for the disposition of thin
property this measure has been open to severe criticism, even in the
British press. The same was true in the case of the German order in
which full power was given the administrators subject only to the
60
direction of the Imperial Chancellor and lee author it es centrales .
The measures taken in the various countries, varying as
they do, present different merits and defects and for this reason it
is not possible to commend or condemn a government policy as a whole.
This is especially true in view of the fact that these matters can-
not be definitely settled until the end of hostilities when full or
partial reparation for injuries may or may not be made, Suffice it
to say that in no case has a deliberate confiscation of enemy pro-
perty without intent to make due reparation been instituted and that
59 Reulos, (ibid) p. 487, note 1
SO Decree of November 26, 1914. See Reulos p. 487, I
f*
t
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all the nations have proceeded upon a justifiable premise, the pro-
tection of the public and the safeguarding of the interests of the
state.
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CHAPTER V
THE RIGHT OP ACCESS TO THE COURTS
In considering the matter of the right of an alien
enemy to access to the courts it is at once apparent that the
right, which an alien enemy has to access to the courts of a hos-
til power, bears a distinct relation to the rights which he may
have in respect to his personal liberty and in respect to the
treatment of his property. The same may "be said of the disabili-
ties to which he may be subject. Without the capacity to sue, an
enemy subject is deprived of practically all means of enforcing
his civil rights. For example, he would be powerless to recover a
debt due him from a citizen of the state in which he was resident.
Likewise, if he has no access to the courts as a defendant, action
cannot be taken against him, nor can a claim against him be en-
forced. Therefore, in view of the fact that the right of access
to the courts bears such a clear relation to the other rights which
an alien may possess, this problem has been of as great importance
as any other problem raised in connection with the treatment of
alien enemies.
A. The practice in England
The ancient rule of English law, briefly stated, was
that an enemy subject hs.d no access to the courts and could not
maintain an action unless "in pursuance of some act of public
authority which puts him in the king*s peace pro hac vice . H
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It is not true, however, that the courts of England have always
favored the plea of "alien enemy" as a bar to an action against a
British subject "by an enemy, although they have been required to
take notice of it. Lord Kenyon in 1799 characterized this defense
as an "odious plea." Subsequent English practice has been a
curious mixture of an attempt to enforce this ancient rule with
rigor, yet to accord at certain points and in certain cases a more
humane and liberal treatment.
It may be assumed that the provision of Magna Charta,
providing for reciprocal treatment of enemy merchants, embraced
therein the right of access to the courts. In this early period
the distinction between alien friend and alien enemy was not clear
ly marked, which was perhaps due to the close connection between
England and the continent, to the primitive condition of English
nationalism, and to the influence of a "plague of royal favorites
from the continent." By the beginning of the sixteenth century,
however, the distinction between alien enemy and friend in matters
relating to the courts was clearly drawn and the plea of "alien
enemy" was recognized. In the year 1454, Mr. Justice Ashton
observed that "an alien enemy who came here under the king's
licence or a safe conduct could maintain an action for trespass." 1
The report of a case in 1514 says: "Notwithstanding he is an alien
yet he shall be received in all personal actions, if there be no
1
1 Salk. 45 quoted in Porter v. Fr«udenberg 112 L.T.R. 316.
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war "between the realm and the kingdom to which the alien belongs
for then he is an enemy of our lord, the King, in which
case he shall have no "benefit from his laws.* In 1589 the plea
of "alien enemy" was successful in defeating an alien enemy ad-
ministratrix in an action of debt. By the end of the sixteenth
century, therefore, it is clear that the plea of alien enemy was
3good in personal actions.
The case of Wells v. Williams, 4 decided in 1689, is the
leading case as to the right of alien enemies to sue as plaintiffs
and one which has teen relied upon many times in the present was
in determining the status of enemy subjects. In this case Chief
Justice Treby held that an alien enemy living in England under the
protection of the King is entitled to sue although he may have
come since the war without a safe conduct. It was said, "If he
has continued here by the King's leave and protection, without
molesting the government or being molested by it, he may be
allowed to sue for that is consequent on his being in protection
but an enemy abiding in his own country cannot sue here."
p
Pyer. Vol. I f.2, p. 3, quoted by McNair - Law Quarterly Review,
Apr., 1915.
3 McNair - supra.
4
1 Ld. Raym 282.
5 Some question was raised by Justice Younger in 1916 as to the
authenticity of the above quotation, i.e., as to the phrase
"without being molested by the government" which does not appear
in several of the reports of the case. This was discussed by
the counsel in Schaffenius v. Goldberg decided in January, 1916,
but it does not appear that the controversy is important. There
can be no doubt as to the intent of Justice Treby in his decision.
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Substantially the same holding was made in the Sylvester
case a short time after, (1701). Here it was said: "If an alien
enemy come into England without the Queen's protection he shall "be
seized and imprisoned by the law of England and he shall have no
advantage of the law of England nor of any wrong done him here;
but if he has a general or special protection, it ought to come of
his side in pleading." Lord Stowell in 1799 indicated the general
belief as to the legal disability of an alien enemy in the case of
"The Hoop." He said: "In the law of almost every country, the
character of an alien enemy carries with it a disability to sue or
to sustain, in the language of the civilians a personi standi in
j udidio . The peculiar law of our own country applies this prin-
ciple with great rigor. The same principle is received in our
courts of the law of nations; they are so far British courts that
no man can sue who is a subject of the enemy, unless under particu-
lar circumstances that pro hac vice discharge him from the charac-
ter of an enemy; such as coming under a flag of truce, a cartel, a
pass, or some other act of public authority that puts him in the
King' 8 peace pro hac vice ; but otherwise he is totally ex lege .
*
Until 1907 the matter of the right of alien enemies to
sue in the courts was purely a question of municipal law, at least
as far as there was any international agreement in force, and the
standing of enemy subjects before the courts of the enemy therefore
varied in several countries. At the second Hague Peace Conference
DVhat constitutes ^protection of the King* and how the courts have
interpreted the phrase will be discussed in later pages.
6 1 C. Rob. 196.
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in 1907 a provision relative to this subject was presented and adop-J
ted as a part of Convention IV, as Article 23, (h) . The true mean-
ing and interpretation of this provision has "been a subject of an
extended controversy among the text writers.
Included in the regulations concerning the conduct of
military commanders in the field, it is stated, Art. 23 (h), that it
is especially forbidden, "to declare extinguished, suspended or un-
enforcible in a court of law, the rights and rights of action of the
nationals of the adverse party."
This provision was originally introduced in one of the
committees at the Hague by Herr Goppert and General von Grundell,
two German delegates, practically in the same form in which it now
appears. In explaining the meaning of the provision before the
committee Herr Goppert said that the intent Hwas not to confine the
the inviolability of enemy property to corporsal property but that
it had in view the whole domain of obligations by prohibiting all
legislative measures which, in time of war, would place the subject
of an enemy state in a position of being unable to prosecute the
7
execution of a contract before the courts of the adverse party."
The German Weissbuch in interpreting this paragraph says, "the
principle of the inviolability in the department of justice is rec-
ognised. According to the legislation of some states, the conse-
quences of war are that the claims of states or their subjects
7 Deuxieme Conference Internationale de la Paix. Actes et Doc-
uments Tome III, p. 103.
Higgins- Two Peace Conferences, pp. 263.
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against the nationals of the enemy are extinguished or suspended or
inadmissible in a court of law. Such provisions are henceforth, "by
Art. 23 (h), declared to be invalid."
The foregoing may be said to summarize the German contention
as to what the provision means. If the intent, therefore, of those
who proposed Art. 23 (h) were to be accepted, the effect would be
to abrogate the law existing prior to this time in England and
would give an enemy subject persona standi in judicio in English
Q
courts of law.
8 Uber die Ergegeisse der im Jahre 1907 in Haag abgehalten
Friedenskonferenz. p. 7.
9 M. Politis, professor of International Law in the University of
Paris in a report to the Institute of International Law, held at
Paris' in 1910, said concerning the effect of war on international
obligations and private contracts: "This provision condemns the
old usage yet held, in part, in certain countries.... It excludes
.... the mcient practice which prohibits to particular enemies
access to the courts. It prohibits, finally, all the legislative
measures or others tending to hinder, in the course of war, the ex-
ecution or profitable effect of private obligations especially the
running of interest." Annuaire. Vol, 23 p. 268
Bonfils in his discussion of the doctrine which denies to enemy
subjects the capacity of standi in judicio adds that Article 23 [n)
of Convention IV of the Hague Conference of 1907, decides that it
is prohibited "de declarer eteints, suspendud ou non recevables en
justice etc.." Man^uel de Droit International Public. 5th Ed. p.
651 (1908)
Ullman says (1908) that "the juridical relations are no longer
broken or interrupted by the beginning of war. Article 23 (hj con-
demned the old usage of municipal law which deprived the state or
its subjects of the right to enter in justice, by reason of private
obligations, against the subjects of the enemy. (Volkerrecht . ^a.
Ed p 474)
'wehberg says: "Article 46, paragraph 2, declares 'private pro-
perty is not able to be confiscated. In consequence of this
rule. Article 23 (h) decided that 'it is forbidden to declare
etc.»" Das Beuterecht im Land und Seekriege. p. 5-6 .
Whittuck expresses the following view: "In Article 23 JftJ it is
prohibited to declare abolished suspended or inadmissible in a
. J I
«
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According to the English view point this is not the force of Art. 23
(h).
The Anglo-American writers have for the most part claimed
that the provision in question has only to do with the conduct of
military commanders in the field and not to the standing of enemy
subjects before the national tribunals, wherever they may be found.
The effect, therefore, more clearly stated, is to prohibit military
commanders in the field to suspend or declare inadmissible the en-
emies of an occupied territory to a court of law. The latter rule
has been quite universally accepted by the writers upon questions of
International Law. 10 This view 'vas early accepted by the Anglo-
American writers, as indicated by the interpretation placed upon
court of law the rights and actions of the nationals of the other
belligerent, which is a development of the principle that the pri-
vate property of the subjects of a belligerent is not subject to
confiscation. The new prohibition, if accepted by this country
(England), would necessitate some changes in our municipal law."
International Documents. Intro, p. xxvii. (1908)
Professor Holland says: "It is inconvenient that rules intended
to serve for the guidance of armies in the field should be inter-
mixed, as is the case in most of these acts, with rules relating to
the duties of belligerent governments at home. As an instance of
this error take clause (h) of Article 23 of the Hague Reglement,
which seems to require the signatories to legislate for the aboli-
tion of an enemy's disability to sustain a persona standi in judicio
. " The Laws of War on Land. p. 5 (1908).
Bordwell in his Law of War between Belligerents says that "the
law on this subject appears to have been vitally changed by H XXIII
(h). A fair interpretation of that provision seems to do away with
the plea of alien enemy. If it does and aliens are allowed to sue
during war, then there is no longer reason for the general sus-
pension of the statutes of limitations." p. 210 (1908)
Trotter supports the official British view. He says: "Ths pro-
vision of the Hague convention does not, therefore, affect the an-
cient rule of English common law that an alien enemy, unless with
special licence or authorization of the Crown, has no right to sue
in the king's courts during war. H Law of Contract during War.
(Supplement) p. 20.
10 Hall -Int. Law. 6th Ed. p. 465.
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this clause "by General G. B. Davis, 11 Assuming that the entire
article, including section (h), pertained to military commanders in
the field, he said, "It is probable that this humane and commend-
able purpose would fail of accomplishment if a military commander
conceived it to be within his authority to suspend or nullify their
application in certain cases as a matter falling within his admin-
istrative discretion. Especially is this true where a military
officer refuses to receive well grounded complaints, or declines to
receive demands for redress, in respect to the acts or conduct of
the troops under his command, from persons subject to the juris-
diction of the enemy who find themselves, for the time being, in
the territory which he holds in military occupation. To provide
against such a contingency it was deeded wise to add an appropriate
declaratory clause to the prohibition of Article 23." Article 23
(h), therefore, is considered as merely a part of an imposition of
reasonable restrictions upon the arbitrary authority of commanders
in the field of activities.
In upholding this interpretation the English have claimed
in the first place, that the position of this article, inserted
among the regulations binding upon military commanders in the field
indicates that it likewise refers to the conduct of military com-
manders. It forms a part of a chapter entitled "Means of Injuring
the Enemy; Sieges and Bombardments" which in turn is a part of the
general heading "Of Hostilities" all of which relate to the conduct
of a military force and its commanders in a military campaign. It
11 Am. Jour, of Int. Law. Vol.11, p. 70.
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is submitted that this provision, Art. 23 (h) , likewise relates to
the actual campaign and not to the administration of the law to-
ward enemy subjects at home. This seems a logical and reasonable
interpretation of the convention and it is strengthened by the fol-
lowing declaration, made in Article 1, which governs this entire
annex: HThe High Contracting Parties will issue to their armed land
forces, instructions which shall be in conformity with the 'Reg-
ulations Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land 1 annexed to
the present convention." The logical inference, therefore, is that
Article 23 (h) is one of the 'regulations respecting the laws and
customs of war on land.*
Dr. Sieveking, an eminent Dutch jurist, in answering this
argument and in supporting the German case, expressed the following
opinion; "I think there can be no doubt whatever as to the meaning
of this article: an alien enemy shall henceforth have a persona
standi in judicio in the courts of the other belligerent, for all
his claims whether they originate before or during the war; his
claim shall henceforth no longer be dismissed or suspended on ac-
count of his being an alien enemy; he shall be entitled to a judg-
ment on the merits of the case and this judgment shall be immedi-
ately enforceable. It has been argued that this article merely
conveys instructions to officers commanding in the field and does
in no way touch the dealings of the home government and the law at
home. If this were so it would mean that the German delegates pro-
posed an article devoid of any meaning. An article might just as
well have Tbeen inserted saying that officers in the field are not
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allowed to contract alliances or to declare war. Officers in the
field have nothing whatever to do with the courts of justice except
an officer in command of an occupied district. But the rules as to
the rights and duties of the army and the non-combatants in the oc-
cupied territories and the administration of such territories are
laid down in articles 42 to 56 (article 43 and 48 in particular)
and this would be saying the same thing twice over. No, this arti-
cle was meant as a blow at the rule of the British law, and this
intention could not well have been more clearly expressed than it
has been in Art. 23 (h)."12
Lord Reading in the recently decided case of Porter v.
Freudenberg 3set forth a more technical interpretation in an at-
tempt to make out a case for the English position. In substance,
what Article 23 (h) forbids, he argued, is a declaration suspending
the right of an alien enemy to appear in a Court of law. Accord-
ingly, the phraseology of the article, H it is forbidden to declare,'
exempts England, where there is no room for a declaration, from the
provisions of section (h). The mere existance of a state of war
with England ipso facto abolishes any right of an alien enemy to
sustain an action in an English court of law without any declara-
tion to that effect. 14 In this view, Dr. Sieveking, although he
maintains the German interpretation, is compelled to concur and ad-
mits that upon this rather technical point England would be exempt
1?
12 Int. Law Ass»n Report. 1913 p. 175
13 112 L. T. R. 319
14 This was argued in a letter from the British Foreign Office to
Professor Oppenheim, March 27,1911, expounding the English view of
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The official British view of Article 23 (h) was expressed in
a letter from the Foreign Office, addressed to Professor Oppenheim
on March 27, 1911, in answer to an inquiry some time Toefore as to
the meaning of that provision. The answer was substantially the
same as the opinions above stated, that this paragraph had no con-
cern with and in no way altered the municipal law. It is certain
that Germany understood the attitude of England upon this point, for
on the eve of the outbreak of war the German ambassador in London
addressed the following communication to the Foreign Office. w In
view of the rule of the English law the German government will sus-
pend the enforcement of any British demands against Germans unless
the Imperial Government receives within twenty-four hours an under-
taking as to the continued enforceability of German demands against
Englishmen. " England did not reply to this message and has refused
to adopt the German interpretation of Art. 23 (h) . The practical
effect of this provision therefore has been negligible. It would
perhaps not be strictly accurate to say that either party is abso-
lutely right or wrong in their contention. Evidence can be mar-
tialed to support either interpretation. An examination of what
was said at the Hague Conference in 1907, when the provision was
proposed indicates that it was adopted with very little discussion
the provision.
15 This would not operate in identical manner towards the United
States where, by a decision of the Supreme Court, an act of Con-
gress in the form of a • declarat ion* , is necessary to empower the
executive department to take measures against alien enemies. (Brown
v. United States 8 Cranch 110.)
I
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and was not, at the time, considered to be of far reaching import-
ance. As we have noted above the majority of these writers incline
toward the German view. Article 23 (h) has been carelessly placed
but an interpretation from its position is contradicted by an ex-
press statement to the contrary which is found in the text. The
case for the British interpretation obviously rests upon the more
technical ground. It is evident, however, that the article in ques-
tion was poorly framed and ambiguous and that a redraft of the arti-
cle, in conformity to a premise fully agreed to by both parties will
be necessary. The English courts, in the interim, have treated a-
lien enemies according to the stipulations of the ancient rule of
municipal law and it is to this law and to these decisions that we
must turn to learn the standing accorded enemy subjects before the
j. 16courts.
The question of the right of an enemy subject to maintain
an action in an English court as a plaintiff was first called to the
attention of the court at the outbreak of war in 1914. As we have
have shown above there was some little precedent for the treatment
of alien enemies as plaintiffs, the rule being clearly stated for
17
the first time in 1698 in the case of Wells v. Williams, in which
16 Professor Holland says: "This clause, suggested by Germany, if
intended only for the guidance of an invading commander, needs
careful redrafting; if, as besides being quite out of place where it
stands, it is so revolutionary of the doctrine which denies to an
enemy any persona standi in judicio , that although it is included in
the ratification of the Convention by the United States on March 10,
and the same signature of the same on June 29, 1908, by Great Bri-
tain, it can hardly, till its policy has been seriously discussed, be
treated as a rule of International Law." Law of War on Land. p. 44.
1
1 Ld. Raym 282.
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a hearing was denied unless the enemy subject could show that he was
under the protection of the King.* Without going into an extended
discussion of the various holdings of the court in modern times,
suffice it to say that the courts have uniformly held to this rule^
The point in question therefore is as to the interpretation to be
given the phase 'under the protection of the King. 1 What consti-
tutes the protection of the King?
This question for the first time in the present war was
presented to Justice Sargent on October 16, 1914, in the case of the
Princess Thurn and Taxis v. Moffitt.
19 The plaintiff, alleged wife
of the Frince of Thurn and Taxis, a Hungarian and therefore an en-
emy of Great Britain, sought an injunction to restrain the defend-
18 Attorney-General Branson in Re Merten's Patents (112 L.T.R. 315)
classified the holdings of the English courts as follows:
(a) Cases showing that an alien enemy cannot sue: Wells v.
Williams, 1 Lord Raym. 282; Boulton v. Dobree, 2 Camp. 163; Sparen-
burgh v. Bannatyne, 1 Bos. & P. 163; Maria v. Hall, 2 Bos. & P. 236;
Antoine v. Morshead. 6 Tannt 237; Dahammel v. Pickering, 2 Stark.
90; Sylvester's case, 7 Mod. 150; Branton v. Nesbitt, 6.T.R. 23;
The Hoop, 1 c. Rob. 196; Alciator v. Smith, 3 Camp. 245; LeBret v.
Papillon, 4 East, 502; Alseuius v. Migren, 4 E. & B. 217; Shepeler
v. Durant, 14 C.B. 582; The Mowe, 112 L.T.R. 261 (1915) P. 1.
(b) Right of alien enemy sued to defend in the English courts:
Bacon's Abridgement. 7th ed. Vol.1, p. 183; Albrecht v. Sus smarm, 2
V. & B. 323; Ex parte Boussmaker, 13 Ves. Jm. 71; Barrick v. Ruba,
2 C.B. U.S. 563; McVeigh v. United States, 11 Wall. 259; Story's
Commentaries on Equity Pleadings. Sects. 51 to 54a.
(c) Alien enemies cannot sue but may be sued:
Daubigny v. Davallon, 2 Austr. 462; Hastings v. Blake, Noy 1; Hall
v. Trussell, Moore 753; Ramsden v. MacDonald, 1 Wils. 217; Verney
(otherwise Joyner's) case, 2 Dyer, 245 (6); DeJarnett v. Giverville,
56 Missouri State Rep. 440; DeWahl v. Branne, 1 H. & N. 1-8; Co.
Inst. 127(a); Walford, Parties to Actions, Vol, I, p. 617.
Cases are also cited holding contracts entered into with alien
enemies after the outbreak of war, void. Opinions are also quoted
which indicate that Art. 23 (h) applied only to operations on the
field of war.
|
19 112 L.T.R. 114.
t
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ent, a British subject, from continuing certain alleged libels a-
gainst her. The defense set up the plea that the plaintiff was an
enemy subject and therefore not entitled to relief. In answer to
this plea the claimants contended that having complied with the law
of the country and having registered under the Aliens Restrictions
Act of September 1914, the plaintiff was 'under the protection of
the King* and therefore entitled to sue. Justice Sargent was in-
clined to accept the latter view. 20 In conclusion he said, "Inasmuch
therefore, as the plaintiff is coming to insist on a right which is
individual to herself, she has, in my opinion, by virtue of her
registration and by virtue of the permission thereby granted to her
to reside in this country, a clear right to enforce that right in
the courts of this country, notwithstanding the existence of a state
of war."21
The whole question ofthe right of an alien enemy to appear
in the court in all capacities, was the subject of an exhaustive
20 He held that Hall had correctly stated the law on the point in
his International Law. "When persons are allowed to remain either
for a specified time after the commencement of war or during good
behavior, they are exonerated from the disabilities of enemies for
such time as they in fact stay, and they are placed in the same
position as other foreigners, except that they cannot carry on a
direct trade in their own or other enemy vessels with the enemy
country." 6th Ed. p. 388.
21 It was argued by the counsel for the defendent that this case
does not follow Wells V. Williams, that in the latter case the en-
emy subjects were in England by special invitation from the King.
The court was not disposed to accept this distinction and held that
the ancient rule applied.
The peculiar conditions under which the decision m wells v.
Williams was made have frequently been noted. Baty and Morgan says:
"Probably the motive of this indulgence was the desire to harb°r tne
numerous and industrious Frotestant subjects of King Louis XIV.
War, Its Conduct and Legal Results, p. 269, note 3.
It has also been pointed out that this case does not follow
tI
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review by Lord Reading, C.J., in the case of Porter v. Freudenberg.
Although the discussion relating to the rights of plaintiffs was not
important in this particular case, that part of the opinion is es-
pecially valuable as a summary of the standing of plaintiff enemy
subjects. After reviewing the past practice Lord Beading approved
the decision made by J. Sargent in the case of the Princess Thurn
and Taxis v. Moffitt.
What constitutes the protection of the King was again ar-
gued and the meaning extended in the case of Schauffenius v. Gold-
berg in November, 1915. 23 The point at issue in this case was whe-
ther or not internment of an alien enemy as a civilian prisoner op-
erates as a revocation of the licence to remain commorant in the
country, which was implied by registration under the Aliens Restric-
tion Act of September, 1914, and held in Princess Thurn and Taxis v.
Moffitt to constitute protection of the King. The court, in answer
to the plea that internment operates to revoke the protection of the
King, held that such enemy subjects still remain in protection of
the crown and retain their right to sue in an English court for the
purpose of enforcing their civil rights. In this case the question
related to rights under a contract entered into in this country
after the outbreak of war. In deciding this case the court
revertec
Alciator v. Smith (1812) 4 El. & B1.217 and Aleenius v. Nygren
(185
4) 3 Camp. 244. It was held in these cases that *^
"A^\™*
low Wells v. Williams in which case a special
jnvitat ion had oeen
22 112 L.T.R. 316
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to the old rule that domicile and not nationality determines enemy
character. Justice Younger said, "If a resident in a neutral coun-
try can maintain such an action in these courts it would appear a
fortiori that if resident and even more if interned here, he can
equally maintain it. For it must always be remembered when dealing
with this subject, that it is not the nationality of the plaintiff
but his place of business during the war that is important. It is
when he is resident in hostile territory that payment of money to
him is, in the view of the court, to the advantage of the enemy.
"In a case like the present where the plaintiff is effect-
ually prevented from leaving this country, there is no reason of
state or public policy why the principle just alluded to should not
be given full effect. The case would be quite different if the
plaintiff were to remove to enemy territory. He would then become
an enemy in the full sense, no longer able, for the duration of the
war, to enforce his civil rights, or sue or proceed in the civil
24
courts of the Realm."
In the case of Maxwell v. Grunhut, heard on November 24,
1914, before Lord Reading, C.J., a somewhat similar point was dis-
cussed. The plaintiff here was the English agent of the defendent,
23 113 L.T.R. 949.
24 Applying the British rule that domicile and not nationality de-
termines enemy character, in the Duchess of Sutherland case, (31 L.
T.R. 248) the court held that an enemy subject resident in a neu-
tral or allied country can maintain an action in a British court.
Subsequently this rule of enemy character, so far as it relates to
the status of merchant vessels, was modified to correspond with the
French practice, which makes nationality the test of enemy charac-
ter, but as far as I have been able to note no case has arisen re-
versing the decision in the Duchess of Sutherland case.
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an Austrian subject, at that time residing in Austria, who was made
an enemy by the outbreak of war. This particular action was a part
of an attempt by the plaintiff firm to collect from its debtors in
order to pay its creditors. The agent of the company sued the de-
fenceot enemy subject for a declaration that he was trustee of the
assests of the business under the power of attorney, and asked the
appointment of a receiver. The court refused the request on the
ground that the action did not lie, the reason being given that the
agent had no greater right to sue than his principal, who being an
enemy subject (domiciled in the enemy country) could not sue. It
is interesting here to note that the effect of this application of
the English rule was to impair the rights of the British creditors
of the enemy subject. Payment was precluded by a lack of funds due
25
the denial of the rights prayed by the enemy subject.
The effect of the practice in the English courts, as in-
dicated by the above cases, has been to allow a great deal of free-
dom to enemy subjects in maintaining actions as plaintiffs. These
holdings have been criticised freely by the British public because
of their liberality. In a time in which national passions and pre-
judices are stirred to the highest pitch it is not strange that
there should be a demand for more rigorous treatment of enemy sub-
jects. The Alien Restriction Acts and Internment Acts, which eff-
ect the entire body of enemy subjects resident in England, have beer
declared by the courts to constitute protection of the crown. The
25
Solicitor* s Journal and Weekly Reporter. Vol. 59, pp. 83; 104.
! |1
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effect of these cases, therefore, has "been to allow practically
every alien enemy in England access to the courts as a pla.intiff as j
being sub protect ione regis
.
Although it is not the intent to review here the holdings
of the Prize Court in regard to the property of alien enemies
brought before it or the discussions of the courts relative to the
provisions of Convention VI of the Hague Conference of 1907, pro-
viding for the treatment of the merchant vessels of the enemy found
in port or on the high seas at the outbreak of war, nevertheless
the attitude of the Prize Court and the practice followed is worthy
of note.
The right of an alien enemy to make a claim was well sum-
med up by Sir Samuel Evans, the President of the Prize Court, in
h 26
the case of the Mowe decided November 9, 1914. The attitude in
which the President approached the case is especially noteworthy
and particularly the part of the opinion in which he gave expression
to the folloxving: "When a sea of passion rises and rages as a nat-
ural result of such a calamitious series of wars as the present, it
behooves a Court of justice to preserve a calm and equable attitude
26 Trehern's Prize Cases. Vol. I, p. 60. Sir Samuel Evans reviewed
at length the practice in the Crimean, Spanish-American and Russo-
Japanese wars. The American cases, which he cited, in which alien
enemies were allowed to appear as defendants in a prize court,
were: The Pedro 157 U.S. (1399); The Guido, 175 U.S. 382 (1899);
The Buena Ventura, 175, U.S. 384 (1899; The Panama, 176 U.S. 535
(1900); The Paquette Habana, 175 U.S. 677 (1900). The following
cases from the Russo-Japanese war were noted: The Tetartos, 1909
(Hurst and Bray, Russian and Japanese Prize Cases, Vol. I, 166);
The Ekaterinoslav, 1905 (II, p.l); The Mukden, 1905 (II, p. 12);
he Rossia, 1905 (II, p. 39); The Argun, 1905 (II, p. 46); The
tfanchuria (n, p. 52); The Lesnik (II, p. 92); The Katik (II, p.
95); The Thalia (II, p. 116); The Oriel (II, p. 534).
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in all controversies which come before it for decision, not only
where they concern neutrals, hut also where they may effect enemy
subjects. In times of peace the Admiralty courts of this realm are
appealed to "by people of all nationalities who engage in commerce
upon the seas, with a confidence that right will be done. So in
the unhappy and dire times of war the Court of Prize as a Court of
justice will, it is hoped, show that it holds evenly the scales be-
tween friend, neutral and foe."
The case in question turned upon an interpretation of the
facts of the case in relation to the convention of the Hagu« above
referred to, to a part of which, Germany, the country of the clai-
mant, was a signatory power. As might be expected in questions in-
volving such a convention, that the enemy claimant should be al-
lowed to be heard. Sir Samuel Evans here stated that, in his opin-
ion, the court has the power "of regulating and prescribing its own
practice unless fettered by enactment," and he expressed the opin-
ion that it was not so bound. 27 The President of the Prize Court
thereupon declared in favor of hearing the claim of an alien enemy,
subject to certain restrictions. He said, "in order to induce and
justify a conviction of fairness, as well as to promote just and
right decisions, I deem it fitting, pursuant to powers which I
think the Court possessed, to direct that the practice of the
courts shall be, that, whenever an alien enemy conceives that he is
27 Order 45 of the Prize Court Rules of 1914 provided that "in all
cases not provided for by these rules, the practice of the late
High Court of Admiralty in England, in prize proceedings shall be
followed or such practice as the President may direct." Pulling*
s
Manual of Emergency Legislation, p. 299.
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entitled to any protection, privilege, or relief under any of the
Hague Conventions of 1907, he shall be entitled to appear as clai-
mant and to argue his claim before this Court. The grounds of his
28
claim should be stated in the affadavit to lead to appearance."
The last clause of the rule enunciated in the case of the
Mowe regarding the sufficiency of the evidence set forth in the af-
fadivit is of importance in a case in which an enemy subject is a
claimant. In the case of the Chili, decided on September 4, 1914,
the first sitting of an English Prize Court in sixty years, the plea
of the claimant, an alien enemy, was not admitted in the court for
the reason that the affadavit, which must be filed before appearance
can be entered by the enemy subject, was wholly insufficient. The
grounds set forth in the affadavit filed by the enemy claimant in a
29
British Prize Court must be clear and conclusive.
28 Order III, Rule 5, Prize Court Rules of 1914. "An alien enemy
shall before entering an appearance, file in the Registry an affad-
avit stating the grounds of his claim.
29 This same point, as to the sufficiency of the evidence presented
in the affadavit, was taken up and discussed by Sir Samuel in the
case of the Marie Glaeser , September 11, 1914, and the plea was not
allowed on this ground, as in The Chili. The, practice of Dr. Lush-
ington in the case of The Panoa Drapainiotiss
.
(1856-Spinks 336; 2
Eng. P. C 560) was cited in which he said: "The principle is this
that to support a claim in a prize court the individual asserting
his claim must first show that he is entitled to a locus standi.
No person to whom the character of enemy attaches can have such a
claim, save by the express authority of the Crown; therefore, to
prevent deception, which might arise by the use of ambiguous terms
and to stop claims which might be prefered in one sense by subjects
of friendly or neutral states resident in the enemy »s country and
carrying on trade there, it has always been deemed necessary that
the claimant should describe, both affirmatively and negatively,
the character in which he claims. Sir Samuel also "ted the case
to The Felicity (1819 - 2 Eng.P.C. 233) where Lord Stowell said.
"In~e present case it is contended that the hostile character was
disarmed by a licence, and I see no reason to dispute either the
existence of the licence or its authority." In the case of The
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The same policy was followed by the prize court for Egypt,
sitting at Alexandria, in the case of the Gutenfels, January 6, 1915
In the course of the opinion of Justice Cator, following the way
marked by Sir Samuel Evans it was said, "In my opinion, the rule
that forbids an alien enemy to appear on behalf of his ship or cargo
is a barbarous rule that runs counter to all sense of natural jus-
tice. " In the course of an opinion in the same case, Justice Grain,
concuring in the foregoing, reviewed to some extent the practice of
the court in the cases arising out of the Crimean War' and showed
that alien enemies were granted a hearing and entitled to locus
standi in case there was some consideration outside the mere fact
of being an enemy, such as permission under Order in Council or a
licence. The prize courts have, therefore, adopted a course which
accords with the most advanced and liberal views, and enemy subjects
have received the most just and equable treatment at their hands.
It has been almost universally agreed that although an
alien enemy* s right to proceed on his own behalf in the civil courts
of the King may be denied, in that it would be to give the enemy
Troija (1854 - ISpinks, E.& A. 324) Dr. Lushington said, "I enter-
tain no doubt as to the correct practice in such cases; it is, that
when an enemy claims he must show a personi standi in judicio, the
law being that an alien enemy is not entitled in any way to sue in
this or any other court. " Sir Samuel also cited the holding of
Lord Stowell in The Hoop (supra) in which it was said that an alien
enemy could have"no access to the courts, "unless under particular
circumstances that £ro hac vice discharge him from the character of
an enemy, such as his coming under a flag of truce, a cartel, a
pass, or some other act of public authority that puts him in the^
king's peace pjro hac vice . But otherwise he is tot-ally ex lege.
Marie Glaeser. Trehern's Prize Cases. Vol. I, p. 43-4.
30 The Phoenix (1854) Spinks 1;2 Eng.P.C. pp. 240-241.
The Panaja Drapaniotisa (supra)
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the advantage of enforcing his rights by the assistance of the King
with whom he is at war, there is no possible reason why an immunity
should be granted these persons against demands due to British or
neutral subjects.
Walford31 lays down the proposition that "with respect to
the liabilities of aliens, whatever be their description, whether
friends or enemies, whether with or without protection, they seem
to be open to be sued just the same as native subjects, there being
nothing in their character ..... to incapacitate them from contract-
ing an obligation, or committing a civil injury, or to shelter them
in any action brought against them in consequence."
The rules of law suspending the rights of enemy subjects
are based upon considerations of public policy. As was said oy
Justice Bailhache in Robinson and Company v. the Continental Insur-
ance Company of Mannheim, 32 "To hold that a subjects right of
suit is suspended against an alien enemy is to injure a British
subject and to favor an alien enemy, and to defeat the object and
reason for the suspensory rule. It is to turn a disability into a
relief." If then it is a matter of public policy that alien en -
emies should be liable to suit in the English courts, should they
be given permission to make a defense?
This proposition was discussed fully by Mr. Justice Swayne
in the case of McVeigh v. United States.
53 The District Court of
Virginia had granted a motion to strike the appearance of the de-
31 Parties to an Action, p. 656.
32 112 L.T.R. 125
33 11 Wallace 259 „_
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fendant, an alien enemy, from the files. The case was appealed to
the Supreme Court of the United States and in the course of the op-
inion it was said, MThe order in effect denied the respondent a
hearing. It is alleged he was in the position of an alien enemy and
hence could have no locus standi in that forum. If assailed there
he could defend there. The liability and the right are inseparable.
A different result would be a blot upon our jurisprudence and civil-
ization Whatever may be the extent of the disability of an
alien enemy to sue in the courts of a hostile country, it is clear
that he is liable to be sued, and this carries with it the right to
use all the means and appliances of defense." This is the position
which has universally been taken by the British and American courts.
If we accept the premise that enemy subjects may be sued, then it is
only in keeping with the most elementary principles of justice that
they should be allowed to reply.
This does not mean, however, that a defendant is entitled
to file a counterclaim as a means of defense. A counterclaim has
long been held to be an independent action and would therefore be
treated under the law regarding alien enemy plaintiffs. This was
substantially the view adopted by Justice Bailhache in a recent
36
case, Robinson and Co. v. Continental Insurance Co. of Mannheim.
Not only are the courts of the first instance open to alien
enemies as defendants, but the appellate courts as well. The case
34 Janson v. Briefontein Consolidated Mines Co., Ltd. (1902) is of-
ten cited showing that an alien enemy may appear as a defendant.
35 Amon v. Bobbett 22 Q.B.D. 548.
1 K.B. 159 for report on this point.
I(
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cited above, McVeigh v. United States, was an action taken on appeal
from a lower court in which the plaintiff in error appeared as a
defendant. Lord Reading laid down this principle in Porter v. Freu-
denberg. 37 "Equally it seems to result that, when sued, if judge-
j
ments proceed against him the appellate courts are as much open to
him as any other defendant. It is true that he is the person who
may he said in one sense to initiate the proceedings in the appel-
late court "by giving notice of appeal, which is the first necessary
step to "bring the case before that court, but he is entitled to have
his case decided according to law, and if the judge in one of the
King's courts has erroneously adjudicated upon it he is entitled to
have recourse to another and an appellate court to have the error
rectified. Once he is cited to appear he is entitled to the same
opportunities of challenging the correctness of the decision of the
judge of first instance or other tribunal as any other defendant."
In case a defendant enemy subject should succeed in a suit
brought against him, payment of the costs to the defendant, would
necessarily have to be considered. Justice Bailhache in the case
of Robinson and Co. v. Continental Insurance Co. of Mannheim con-
sidered the point and said, "I do not think I ought to make any
order which would entitle the defendants to payment of costs until
after the war I think the difficulty, if it arises, is suffic-
iently met by suspending the defendant's right to issue execution."
No question would arise in case of an alien enemy plain-
tiff in appeal, inasmuch as the same point would be involved as in
37 1 12 L.T.R. 316.
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the court of first instance, the practice and law of which we have
reviewed before. However, a new point does arise in case of an ap-
peal from an action pending at the outbreak of war. Oppenheim say!
8
that "if during time of peace a defendant obtains an opportunity to
plead and if subsequently war breaks out with the country of the
plaintiff, the defendant may not plead that the plaintiff is pre-
39
vented from suing." He cites the case of Shepeler v. Durant in
support of this position. The practice has been by no means uni-
form. 40 In the present war, however, it has been uniformly held
that war interrupts an action of an alien enemy plaintiff pending
at the outbreak of war, or an appeal from such an action in which
the alien enemy was a plaintiff. This was the holding in Von Hel-
feld v. Rechnitzer. 41 This point was also reviewed by Lord Reading
in Porter v. Freudenberg42 in which he stated that "when once hos-
tilities have commenced he cannot so long as they continue, be
heard in any suit or proceeding in which he is the person first set-
ting the courts in motion. If he had given notice of appeal before
the war, the hearing of his appeal must be suspended until after
the restoration of peace." The action of an alien enemy, who is
38 International Law 2d Ed., Vol. XI, p. 133.
39 14 C.B. 582 - 1854.
40 In La Bret v. Papillon (1804) 4 East. 502 and Alcinous v. ITigren
(1854) 4 E&B 217 action was stopped and the plaintiff barred from
further having or maintaining his action. The opposite course was
taken in Veubryen v. Wilson (1808) 9 East 320 and in Shepeler v.
Durant (supra). McNair - Law Quarterly Review. Apr. 1915. p. 160-
161.
41 The Times, Dec. 11, 1914.
42 Supra.
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plaintiff to an action in the British courts pending at the outbreak
of war, wither on appeal or in a court of first instance, is stop-
ped or at least suspended during the period of hostilities.
B. The Practice in France.
The status of enemy subjects in regard to their right to
sue in the French courts is less clear and well settled than in
either Germany or England. This is perhaps due to the fact that
there are few precedents to he found in the French decisions relat-
ing to the subject. Thus far there has been no uniform national
practice in France, either by the decisions of the courts or by
legislation. It is a subject upon which there has been much com-
ment and many court decisions, yet the opinions expressed have been
very different and in many respects contradictory.
43 The courts
have thus far attempted to interpret the acts in reference to trade
with the enemy which some hold to apply to the right of alien en-
emies to sue. The Court of Appeal of Paris (3d Chamber) on June
29, 1916, embarrased by the difficulty of rendering a decision, ab-
stained from deciding the question. Thereupon, two of the members
of the Chamber of Deputies introduced a bill in Parliament dis-
posing of the difficulty by prohibiting enemy subjects from main-
43 Barthelemy - L'acces des sujets ennemis aux tribunaux francais.
Journal du Droit International. (1916) p. 1473.
44 Barthelemy - (ibid.) p. 1474. This bill declared inadmissible,
pending the duration of hostilities, actions in justice of the sub-
jects of the powers with which France is in a state of war. ^he
court refused to decide the question because the law is "obscure
and "insufficient." Yet, Art. 4 of the Civil Code says, "The
judge who refuses to judge under the pretext of silence, of the
obscurity or insufficiency of the law, shall be presecuted as gu-
ilty of a denial of justice." Barthelemy says, however, that sev-
eral times in recent years the courts have delayed deciding cases,
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taining an action in the French courts.
45 Public opinion in Prance
has been very hostile to the subjects of the enemy powers, particu-
larly those of Germany, and it has been said that many tribunals
have been influenced in their decisions by fear of violence, appeals
46
to patriotism and the criticisms of the press.
The decisions of the majority of the courts have hinged to
a large degree on their individual construction of the decree of
September 27, 1914,
47
relative to intercourse with subjects of an
enemy power. This decree applies to the subjects of Germany and
Austria-Hungary and is entitled a decree "relative to the prohibi-
tion of commercial relations with the Germans and Austro-hungarians".
Article 1 provided that Hby reason of the state of war and in the
interest of national defence, all commerce with the subjects of the
empires of Germany and Austria-Hungary or the persons resident and
dwelling therein is prohibited. At the same time it is forbidden
to the subjects of the said empires to engage directly or through
mediary persons, in any trade in French territory or in a French
protectorate. Article 2 - "Every act or contract made either in
Frence territory or in a French protectorate by every person and in
awaiting a solution by Parliament. This has been encouraged by the
minister of justice. (ibid.) p. 1475
45 This bill passed the Chamber but was amended by the Senate and
so far the question has not been definitely settled. Clunet-.Tour-
nal du Droit International. (1916) p. 1903. f
46 Barthelemy - (ibid.) p. 1475. Notably by the "Liberte" June 22,
1916, and the "Journal" July 1, 1916.
47 Dalloz - Guerre de 1914. Documents officiels textee
legislatifs
et reglementaires . Tome 1, p. 167.
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all places belonging to France, with the subjects of the empires of
Germany and Austria-Hungary or persons residing therein, is null and
48
void as contrary to public policy."
Article 3 - "During the same time it is prohibited and de-
clared null as contrary to public policy, the execution for the ben-
efit of the subjects of the empires of Germany and Austria-Hungary
or their subjects residing therein, of any pecuniary or other ob-
ligation, resulting from every act or contract entered into prior
to the dates fixed by paragraph 2 of Article 2,
49 either in French
territory or in a French protectorate, by every person in places
belonging to France. M
The holdings of the French courts and authorities may be
grouped into several classes. In the first place, a considerable
number maintain that enemy subjects have free access to the tribu-
nals. 50 They contend that modern law and practice is in favor of
51
the right of an alien enemy to maintain an action. J. Barthelemy,
professor in the faculty of law of the University of Paris in sup-
porting this argument said, "In effect in the wars of the nine-
teenth century, enemy subjects were not deprived of access to the
48 Paragraph 2 of this article provides that it should go into ef-
fect on Aug. 4, 1914, towards Germany and Aug. 13 towards Austria-
Hungary.
49 See note (48). The provisions of the decree of September 27,
1914, were extended to apply to Bulgaria by the decree of November
7, 1915. Dallos (ibid,) Tome 7, p. 174.
50 This is the view taken by E. Clunet, Journal du Droit Inter-
national. (1916) p. 1001-29. Barthelemy (ibid.) p. 1473-1504. Al-
so the Trib. Corr. of the Seine Jan. 9, 1915; Trib. de Rouen May
17, 1915; de Alger July 22, 1915; de Trib. Civ. Epinal Aug. 27,
1915.
51 Edouard Clunet- Journal du Droit International (1916) p. 1089-94.
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courts" and he asserted that the positive law of France had been in
favor of the right to sue.
52 War, he says, accepting the theory of
Rousseau, is a relation of stated, a conflict between armed forces.
Individuals, therefore, are not at war, and war between states does
not modify their juridical relations.
As before indicated much of the argument upon this quest ior
turns upon the interpretation of the decree of September 27, 1914,
relating to trade with the enemy. It has been held by those who
maintain the right of alien enemies to sue, that the terms"actes"
and "contrats H embrace only such agreements as are of an economic
or commercial nature. The intent of the legislature, it is true, i
not clear. If, however, these terms apply to all intercourse with
the enemy, and to all contracts and agreements of whatever nature,
the effect is, in the words of Barthelemy
53 to inflict a sort of
"civil death" upon the enemy subject. For by Art. 75 of the civil
code it is necessary, in order to enter a plea in court, to engage
a legal representative. Is, then, the employment of a solicitor
52 cites Merlin - Repertoire, see Guerre; S . Masse, Le Droit Com-
merciale dans see Rapports avec le Droit des Gene. Tome 1, pp. 128.
53 Journal du Droit International (1916) p. 1488. Barthelemy also
holds that this interpretation of the terms "actes" and "contrats
is purely literary, that if the legislature had intended such an
effect, it would have been clearly expressed. He also cites the
Geissler case in which Geissler, a German was allowed to appear and
defend himself in person and was sentenced to three years imprison-
ment and to pay 150,000 francs to his victim. Furthermore this
decree does not prohibit a complaint by an enemy subject and im-
munity for his injurer in case of stealing of enemy property by a
French subject, bodily injury etc. Yet all these are or would be
"actes" if this interpretation were to be accepted.
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(avoue) an "act" or ,, contrat M within the meaning of the decree of
September 27? This is one of the questions which the courts have
decided differently. *
The Court of Appeals of Paris on April 20, 1915, assumed a
very liberal view in regard to the rights of alien enemies to sue
and held that the decrees in question "suspended only the execution
55
of contracts with the enemy of a commercial and economic order."
The object which the legislature seems to have had in mind was the
interruption of all intercourse with the enemy which would accrue to
his advantage, such as the payment of any debt or the making of any
contract which would increase the enemy's resources. It was held,
in other words, that the terms of the decree were applicable only to
56
such acts as were necessary for the purpose of national defence.
If this interpretation were followed there would be no objection to
granting the right to sue in the courts, for in case a judgement
were given in favor of the enemy, its execution could be suspended
until the end of hostilities.
Finally, it has been argued that inasmuch as France is a
party to Convention IV of the Hague Conference of 1907, Art. 23 (h)
i
54 Trib. Corr. de la Seine. Jan. 9, 1915; de la Cour de Rouen
May
'
17, 1915 Cour de Alger, July 22, 1915; Trib. Civ.d'Espinal ;
Trib.
Civ. Marseille, Jan, 22, 1915; Trib. Civ. Philippeville, Apr. 15.
1915 have affirmed the right of an alien enemy to employ an
avoue .
From an unpublished manuscript by Professor J. W. Garner.
55 This decision has been subjected to severe criticism. The court
here drew a distinction between the enjoyment ( jouissance) of their
rights and the exercise (1'exercise) of rights. Enemy subjects, it
was said, are entitled to the former but they may be denied
the
latter.
56 Barthelemy (op.cit.) p. 1481. Clunet (op.cit.) p. 1090.
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which says, "it is forbidden to declare extinguished, suspended, or
unenforcible in a court of law, the rights and rights of action of
the nationals of the adverse party," the courts are required to hear
57
an alien enemy.
Total disability to sue and absolute prohibition upon hear-
an enemy before the courts either as a plaintiff or as a defendant
might, in many cases, work to the advantage rather than the injury
of the enemy subject, and, conversely, to the disadvantage of a
French citizen, for instance in the case of a French creditor at-
tempting to collect from an enemy debtor by means of a judicial act-
ion. 58 Such considerations have led to a second view held by sev-
eral of the tribunals, namely, that enemies may not sue as plain-
tiffs but are liable to be sued as defendants.
59 This matter has
been further complicated by the fact the property and businesses
of
enemy subjects in France are being administered by agents espec-
ially appointed by the government for that purpose, sequestrators
and trustees. There are many , therefore, who hold that an alien
enemy may be traduced before the courts as a defendant, not in per-
57 There~eems to have been no difference as to the interpretation
of this article in France, as in England, and it is not argued
that
this article does not apply to the refusal to hear an alien enemy
in the courts of the home government.
58 A few writers have held that judgement may even be rendered by
default against an alien enemy, when he is debarred/^mva^^^^
either as a defendant or a plaintiff. This is manifestly
contrary
to both the law of nations and humanity and is repudiated by
the
majority of the courts and writers. Barthelemy. (op.cit.J p. 14^.
59 The Trib. Civ. de la Seine (Refere) Jan. 18, 1916, held by
implt
cation, in the case of Doyen, Orenstein, and Koppel v
Koppel
,
that
enemy subjects have standing in French courts as defendants. From
an unpublished manuscript by Professor J. w. Garner.
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son, but by his sequestrator. On this point, however, as on practi-
60
cally all questions raised, there is a division of law.
A third view is that enemy subjects have no persona standi
61
in any capacity whatsoever before a French court of law. It
was
said by the old parlement of Douai, June 2, 1704, that -during war
a subject of the enemy cannot act against a subject of the King."
The same rule was laid down in an act of the government in the year
XI (1803) and by the Court of Cassation in the year XIV (1806). Thill
is the general letter and spirit of the law according to Valery,
62
» »
60 Pres. Monier of the Trib. of the Seine May 18, 1916, as Refere,
in the case of Daude c. Faber et Wilmoth, sequestre held that an
alien enemy subject cannot be traduced before the courts personally,
but a French creditor may address himself to the sequestrator who
should be given a mandat ad litem empowering him to appear for the
enemy subject as defendant? A similar holding was made by the same
C°U
The°?rib?
e
ofCoerce of llice, Apr. 20, 1916, held that a French
creditor may take out a writ and sue an alien enemy, and if the lat-
ter is under a sequestrator , may defend him and be liable to judge-
ment by default in case of non-appearance. (Cie AUerienne c. Jell-
enek-l'ercedes et Scoffier, sequestre.) In this case the defendant
was required to pay 1,000,000 francs and interest to the plaintifl
,
a French citizen. , \ • + w„ v,«i^
In the case of Doyen, Orenstein, and Koppel (supra) it was held
that action may be brought against the defendant but not against a
sequestrator on behalf of the defendant.
The Trib. of Oran, Apr. 10, 1915, held that a sequestrator
had a
limited power not general administrative powers and therefore can-
not be regarded as a representative of an enemy subject in the sens
of having the right to defend the rights and interests of alien
en-
emies in a French Court. From an unpublished manuscript by Profes-
sor J. W. Garner.
61 J. Valery, professuer a la Faculte de Droit de Montpelier,
holds
this position. See his article in Revue General de £oit Internat-
ional Puolic (1916) p. 379 ff. Trib of Marseilles Jan. 22
191b,
of Philippeville, Apt. 15, 1915; Trib. of Seme ^f.^l/^'^l.^
1916, have taken this view. This is also the position
of G
.
Court-
ois. See Barthelemy, Journal du Droit International. (1916) p.
1473.
62 Revue General de Droit International Public. (1916) p. 379.
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and inasmuch as this act of the government has not been repealed, it
is binding and in effect today. Furthermore, it is contended,
that the decrees of September 27, 1914, and November 7, 1915, apply
to all contracts of whatever nature, including "judicial" contracts;
therefore an enemy subject is prohibited from employing an "avoue"
to plead his cause and consequently he cannot sue.
The Council of the Order of Avocats of the Court of Paris
discussed this question at a meeting of November 30, 1915, at which
meeting a resolution was unanimously adopted to the effect that the
Council had disciplinary power conferred by law and tradition to
prescribe rules for the guidance of the bar; it could prohibit any
member from entering into relations with the subjects of the enemy.
This body also held that inasmuch as the German Empire had prohibi-
ted all relations with enemy subjects it was their duty to set an
example of patriotism, and declared, partly as a matter of reprisal,
that no "avocat" of a court of Paris should defend or represent an
enemy subject unless authorized by the "batonnier,
*
Following a decision of the Trib, de Seine (10 ch. ) which
allowed an enemy subject to retain an "avoue" 00 the chamber of
"avoues M of that court decided that its members could not represent
an enemy subject. 66 As a matter of practice, therefore, (especial-
ly in Paris and the region of the Seine) enemy subjects have exper-
63 G. Masse, coylnseiller de le Cour de Cassation, in Le Droit Com-
mercial dans ses Rapports aveo le Droit des Gens. t.I p. 126 (1874
J
says that this rests on a false idea of the law and effects of war.
Substantially the same view was taken by E. llys-Droit International,
t.III p. 69 (1912). He characterized it as an "erreur."
64 Clunet, Le Concours professionnel accorde par lee avocats aux
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ienced no little difficulty in retaining the services of a member
of the bar.
Numerous other arguments have been advanced to show that
alien enemies have no right to sue before the courts. President
Monier of the Trib. of the Seine on May 18, 1916, said "that an in-
ternational convention cannot prevail against a national law which
modifies the terms of the former" and therefore Article 23 (h) of
Convention IV of the Hague of 1907, which has been referred to
above, is not binding. Again, it is held that enemy subjects shoulc
be denied the right to sue as a matter of reprisal both for general
violations of the Hague Conventions and for the decree of August 4,
1914, of the German empire, which prohibits enemy subjects residing
abroad to sue in the courts of Germany. It is pointed out by
those who hold the opposite view that denial of the right to sue
would not be a legitimate means of reprisal, for reprisal should be
made either in identical manner (and Germrny has not denied the
right to sue to French subjects there resident) or it should be ef-
fective in detering the enemy from lawless acts, which would not be
the effect of this measure as a means of reprisal.
"sujets enemis" et le Barreau de Paris. Journal du Droit Inter-
national. (1916) p. 12ff.
65 Jan. 9, 1915
66 Clunet (op.cit.)
67 As we have pointed out in preceding pages there has been consid-
erable misunderstanding in France as to the effect of this decree.
As a matter of fact this decree is very lenient for it applies only
to enemy subjects residing abroad and places no disability upon en-
emy subjects residing within Germany. It is also to be noted that
enemy subjects residing abroad may sue in the German courts if per-
mission is granted from the Chancellor. Barthelemy (ibid) p.l497ff
Compare an unpublished manuscript by Prof. J. W. Garner.
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It may readily be seen, therefore, that is is impossible
to formulate a conclusion which v/ould embrace any appreciable num-
ber of the cases which have been decided by the French courts since
1914. A number of the courts have expressed very advanced and lib-
eral opinions, 68 others the most harsh and reactionary.
69 The em-
inent jurists of France have voiced equally conflicting views. At
the present time the Parliament seems to be the only body that pos-
sesses the power to resolve the difficulty. Thus far the two houses
have failed to agree and the standing of enemy subjects before the
French courts therefore is an uncertain and indefinite as at any
time since the outbreak of hostilities.
C. The Practice in Germany
The position taken by Germany in regard to the rights of
enemy subjects to sue in seemingly more liberal than either that of
England or France. An ordinance was issued by the Bundesrath on
August 7, in pursuance of an act of Parliament of August 4, 1914,
providing that persons and corporations domiciled abroad should
have no right to maintain an action in a German court for the re-
covery of debts acc^ing before July 31, 1914, for a period of
three months. The same disability was also attached to those act*
70
ions instituted prior to the taking of effect of this ordinance.
The Chancellor was empowered to make exceptions to the rule and was
SB The decision of the Court of Appeals of Paris, April 20, 1916,
is perhaps, the most liberal.
69 The decision of Pres. Monier of the Tribunal of the Seine (re-
fere), May 18, 1916.
70 Reulos. Iffanuel des Sequestres. p. 478 for text of this ordi-
nance .
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authorized to extend the application of the provisions of the decree
to branch houses of enemy nationality without regard to domicile or
situs, 71
No disability has attached to persons not falling within
this class. All alien enemies, therefore domiciled within Germany
are, by the terms of this decree, allowed to sue either as plain-
tiffs or as defendants. There is no evidence that any distinction
is made because of internment or against branch houses of companies
situated in foreign countries. The courts have only been closed to
those persons domiciled abroad and to business houses situated out-
72
side the Empire.
71 The terms of this decree have been extended from time to time
until in effect it has become permanent. From an unpublished man-
uscript by Professor J. W. Garner.
72
The Journal of the Society of Comparative Legislation says:
"They (alien enemies) are still accorded locus standi in judicio
both as plaintiffs and as defendants, in the Courts and this with-
out regard to domicile or place of residence; non-residence m Ger-
many only involves this difference, that the alien may be required
to give SDecial security for costs. It is important however for a
defendant resident in England to note that under the German law no
appearance can be entered without a written power of attorney, ig-
norance of this rule had led many English defendants, cited by sub-
stituted service a.nd failing to appear, to have judgement by de-
fault entered against them and execution levied. A judgement by
default may, however, be reopened within a limited time. Jan.
1915. p. 54.
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The actual disabilities which alien enemies have suffered
in regard to their rights to maintain an action in the courts of
England, France, and Germany are not so great as they, at first,
appear. The operation of the law is not so severe as the mere
statement would indicate. This is particularly true of England,
where the recent decisions of the courts have practically divested
the ancient rule of its force.
The courts having held that the act of registration under
the Alien Restrictions act and internment as a civilian prisoner
under a later decree, consitutes 'protection of the crown' within
the meaning of the old rule, practically every person of enemy
nationality domiciled in England has access to the courts. They
may sue both as plaintiffs and as defendants, inasmuch as the right
to defend when sued has never been seriously questioned. This is
further attested to by the fact that since the early days of the
war, the plea "alien enemy" has not been set up as a defense. In
effect, therefore, the English law is nearly as liberal as that of
Germany.
The French law and practice, if any general conclusions
may be reached, is less liberal than that of England. Denial of
right to sue has been urged and used in France as a legitimate
means of reprisal. There is very little certainty as to the
result
of a suit in a French court. The inequalities to litigants
caused
by the dissimilar holdings of the various courts are great,
the out-
come apparently depending entirely upon the caprice of the
particu-
lar court in which the case is tried. The practice of the
French
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courts has been by no means exemplary and it is unfortunate that
the parliament did not settle the matter early in the war by means
of a statute defining the legal status of enemy subjects. The
course of the German government , on the other hand, has been most
praisworthy and most advanced in comparison with that of their ad-
,
73
versaries
•
Abstractly considered, there seems to be no reason of state
or private policy why enemy subjects should be denied the right to
appear in the courts of the enemy power. The act of deciding a case
surely cannot be classified as trade and intercourse with the enemy.
Only the payment of a judgment granted by the court to the enemy
person could be regarded in this light. The execution of such a
judgment, however, could easily be suspended until the cessation of
hostilities or payment could be made to a sequestrator, trustee or
some other public officer in the same way in which enemy property
is now being held in belligerent countries, to be turned over to the
lawful owners at the end of the war. Such a course is preferable to
the suspension of the suit until the making of peace. Unless the
case is brought to trial within a reasonable length of time, change
of circumstances and national fortune might quite probably work to
73 The Journal of the Society of Comparative Legislation , speaking
of the emergency legislation of the German government, says:.....
"Suffice it to say that the emergency provisions, taken as a whole,
are creditable to Germany and its jurisprudence. They exhibit no
spirit of vindictiveness. If there is retaliation, it is only re-
sorted to where the rights conceded by Germany are refused by us.
The disabilities and prohibitions, in a word, are no more that the
reasonable safegards which a belligerent may exact in the presence
of that hideous anamoly - War."
Jan. 1915. p. 55.
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prejudice the court, and to the decided disadvantage of one of the
parties, particularly the enemy subject. Finally, inasmuch as the
denial of the right to sue would ordinarily call for acts or re-
prisal, in analogous manner or otherwise, it is doubtful if any
real "benefit would accrue to the inflicting government.
If it were ever true that war is a relation between states
a conflict between armed forces, such has not been the case since
1914, as attested to by the disabilities thus placed upon individ-
uals. As this, however, is an end to be sought, it is to be hoped
that a future international conference may formulate a rule, to
take the place of the controverted Article 23 (h) and to guarantee
to enemy persons free access to the courts of the adverse party.

1APPENDIX
Measures Taken in the United States.
For some time prior to the declaration of a stats of waV
with Germany, the problem of the treatment of German persons resid-
ing in the United States, in the event of war between the two natio
had been discussed by the press. It had been a matter of speculati
and comment, as to the attitude which these aliens would assume in
case of an outbreak of hostilities. Without doubt the comment which
was called forth was pertinent, for this problem might have been and
may as yet be particularly serious in the United States, because of
the fact that so large a portion of the population of this country
is of foreign birth or descent and that there is a large persentage
of these persons formerly subject to the jurisdiction of the central
powers
.
Much of this agitation came from the states of the north
east, where, naturally enough the problem was of particular signifi-
cance and several weeks before the declaration of war bills were in-
troduced in two of the state legislatures providing for some sort of
supervision over these persons. What was known as the Meyer Alien
Registration bill was passed by the Hew York Legislature on April
10, 1917. This bill authorized the Governor to compell all aliens
in the state to register so that In the event of war
the state or
national authorities could immediatly put into custody
if necessary
any person thereby made an alien enemy. It was also
provided that
the comings and goings of such persons about the
state could be not-

ed and that the hotel keepers could "be required to report the arriv-
als and departures of such persons, a penalty of $1,000 or imprison-
ment for one year being imposed for a violation of the governor's
proclamation. The Governor immediatly took up the matter with the
federal authorities as to the advisibility of issuing a proclamation
as authorized in the law. It was stated at the same time that a
similar hill had passed the legislature of the state of Maine.
1 Be-
cause of the lax methods of police registration in the United States
as compared with those of the European countries, measures of this
nature are almost essential to the protection of the interests of
the state. The lack of such supervision is at the same time another
reason for the seriousness of the problem which was presented in the
United States at the outbreak of war.
It must not be assumed, however, that the government was
inactive in regard to surveillance of enemy persons. According to
the reports of the newspapers from all sections of the country, the
secret service men of the federal government had been very active in
locating persons suspected of plotting against the United States or
conspiring to aid the German government in case of an outbreak of
hostilities. The well-known German system of espionage together witty
the numerous attempts on the part of German sympathizers to destroy
munition plants and public works in the United States, had made the
government thoroughly cognizant of the necessity for supervision of
this nature. Numerous arrests had been made upon charges of compli-
1 New York Times, April 10, 1917.

3city ia such plots. Nevertheless, the federal government, prior to
the declaration of war, upon Germany, repeatedly stated that Germans
in the United States, even reservists, would not he interned if they
conducted themselves properly. A statement to this effect was made
"by Secretary of War Baker on March 26, and on the day "before the
declaration of war, Secretary Tumulty, upon authorization of Secret-
ary Lansing, made the following statement: There is no danger of
any foreigner who conducts himself properly suffering any loss of
property or liberty by reason of a state of war if such should he
declared by Congress. " On the same day Attorney General Gregory in-
struct ed the federal marshall at Philadelphia that "no German alien
enemy in this country who has not hitherto been implicated in plots
against the interests of the United States need have any fear of ac-
tion by the department of justice so long as he observes the follow-
ing warning: •Obey the law; keep your mouth shut.
1 "
The matter came to a crisis on April 6, 1917 following the
declaration of war upon the German Empire at which time President
Wilson issued the proclamation of war against the German government
which dealt in large measure with rules governing the conduct of
alien enemies. The proclamation stated that Section 4067 of the Re-
vised Statutes of the United States provides that whenever there
is declared a war between the United States and any foreign nation
or government or any invasion or predatory incursion is perpetrated,
attempted or threatened against the territory of the United States
by any foreign nation or government, and the President makes public
proclamation of the event, all natives, citizens, denizens or sub-

4Jects of a hostile nation or government, "being males or the age of
14 years and upwards, who shall be within the United States and not
actually naturalized, shall he liable to he apprehended, restrained,
secured and removed as alien enemies," Acting in virtue of the au-
thority conferred in the constitution and in Sections 4067-70 of the
Revised statutes, the President in his proclamation further instruct-j
ed such persons as to their conduct toward the United States and its
|
citizens. All alien enemies were enjoined "to preserve the peace to-j
ward the United States and to refrain from crime against the public
j
safety and from violating the laws of the United States and of the
j states and territories thereof and to refrain from actual hostility
or giving information, aid or comfort to the enemies of the United
States and to comply strictly with the regulations which are hereby,
or which may he from time to time promulgated "by the President."
At the same time they were assured that if such conduct were adhered
to they should in turn he allowed freedom to pursue undisturbed
peaceful occupations and should be "accorded the considerations due
to all peaceful and law abiding persons," except as their own safety
and that of the United States should demand. The citizens of the
United States were also instructed to preserve the peace and " to
j treat them with all such friendliness as may be compatable with loy-
jalty and allegiance to the United States." These persons were warn-
ed, however, that they were liable to restraint or deportation, un-
der authority of the statute cited above, for failure to observe
z supra pp. 24-5

5these instruct ions."
In addition to the foregoing the President issued a list of
regulations to be observed by persons of enemy nationality within the
United States. They were forbidden to have in their possession many
articles, among which were firearms and explosives, aircraft, signal-
ling devices, cipher codes etc. all of which if found in their pos-
j
session were subject to seizure by the United States. They were also
forbidden to approach or be found within one half of a mile of any
federal or state fort, camp or other place used in the preparation
for war; to write or print any attack upon the government or persons
and bodieB connected therewith; to commit any hostile acts against
the United States or to give aid and comfort to the enemy; to reside
or not to reside in any such places as might be prescribed by the
President or to depart from the United States except by permit from
some court, judge or justice as prescribed by the President. These
persons were also forbidden to land in or enter the United States ex-
cept at such places as might be prescribed by the President and, fin-
ally, if necessary they might be required to register and be internej
for any violation of the above orders or if suspected of prejudicing
the public peace or safety.
These regulations were further supplemented by instruction^
issued on April 18, 1917 by Attorney-General Gregory, in which he
directed that all articles forbidden in the President's proclamation
should be surrendered to the proper federal authorities by April
24
th and that for violation of this order alien enemies were
liable to
arrest and punishment unless^agqptlMiJ^

6showing good cause for temporarily "being allowed to retain these art
icles, Those persons living within one half mile of prohibited
places were given until June 1, 1917 in which to move unless subject
to immediate arrest and internment as provided in the Presidents pre
clamation. Furthermore, alien enemies not living within one half
mile of the place refered to, and who come within this territory do
so at their own risk and are liable to be summarily arrested. The
instructions provided, however, that under certain circumstances pe
alts might be granted for reaaining within this territory but they
were subject to revocation at any tiae. It was also provided that
"any alien eneay who tears down, mutilates, abuses, desecrates or i
suits the United States flag in any way or displays an eneay flag or
insignia is to be regarded as a danger to the public peace or safety
within the meaning of Regulation 12 and subject to summary arrest
and confinement." In exceptional cases alien enemies under arrest
or subject to summary arrest might make applications for parole sub.
ject to the final decision of the Attorney-General. The parole thus
granted might be revoked at any time if the interests of the United
States so require. Bach person parolled might be required to fur-
nish a bond lor good behavior and furnish a supervisor, an American
citizen, who could keep in close touch with the parole applicant and
report parole violations and to whoa persons parolled should report.
It was emphasized in these instructions that the parole should
be
granted only in exceptional cases.
For some time after the declaration of war and the issuanc*
of the proclamation by the president the JiewgPag» era wer e _^
1j^_w^L

accounts of arrests for espionage and plots against the government.
The federal secret service men were particularly active and numerous
plots were reported to have been detected. It was reported that in
Buffalo, Hew York a plot was discovered in which some 20,000 persons
were planning to take the city and various manufacturing concerns
situated therein together with arms and munitions. In Chicago dis-
covery was made of poison in large quantities of meat in one of the
packing houses and in protection of the plant a barbed wire stockade
capable of carrying a heavy voltage of electricity, was built and a
heavy guard placed around the plant. It was even reported that an
attempt was to be made to blow up the United States capitol on the
night of April 8, 1917. Many of these reports, however, were purely
ficticious for the actual measures which have been taken in appre-
hending and restraining alien enemies have been remarkably few. On
May 6, 1917, one month after the declaration of war, it was stated
by Attorney-General Gregory that only 125 alien enemies had been ar-
rested under the President 1 s proclamation and at the same time he
praised the foreign born citizens and residents of the United States
for their loyal and honorable conduct. In effect, therefore, he proj
blem of the treatment of alien enemies in respect to their personal
liberty, although promising of great difficulties, in fact has not
been serious up to the present moment nor has the presence of the
large number of these persons in the United States caused the govern^
ment authorities any considerable trouble.
Some question has been raised since the declaration of war
as to whether or not a German can become a citizen of the United

8Statee until after the cessation of hostilities. It would seem that^
the statutes of the United States are explicit on this point. A law
was passed on June 18, 1798 in which it was declared that "no alien
who shall be a native, citizen, denizen or subject of any nation or
state with whom the United States shall he at war, at the time of hisi
application, shall he then admitted to "become a citizen of the Unite^
States." 3 When the naturalization law of this date was amended and
revised on April 14, 1802 the same provision as to alien enemies was
retained and has not since been repealed, so it may be regarded as
the law of the United States on this point. Nevertheless, when thii
question was presented to Federal Judge Mayer of Hew York on April
6th immediatly after the declaration of war he filed a memorandum in
which he said that "the question has never passed upon and it is of
paramount importance that there should be a uniformity of ruling" anc.
he recommended that the case should be carried to the Circuit Court
of Appeals, and that in the meantime, the court refuse to make de-
cisions on similar cases, awaiting the decision of the higher court
in the test case. Obviously, however, this was an error on the part
of Judge lieyer for the question was definitely settled by one of the
first Congresses of the United States. Alien enemies cannot become
United States citizens although they may declare their intentions to
become United States citizens at the close of the war.
3 1 Stat. 567.
4 2 Stat. 154.

9There have conflicting reports as to the treatment of Amer-
ican citizens in enemy territory. The number of persons so situated
is small and the period in which a declaration of war was imminent
was sufficiently long to allow practically every one to leave. A
dispatch on April 5 from a frcn tier correspondent stated that Gener
von Bissing intended to order the internment of all Americans betwee
the ages of 17 and 45 in Belgium and send them to western Germany.
Shortly following this it was reported that the American vice-consul
at Ghent, Mr. Van Hee, had been arrested and was being sent to Ger-
many. On the same day, however, it was reported that Germany was
not retaliating for the internment of German citizens in the United
States and that none of the 500 American citizens in Germany, one-
half of whom lived in Berlin, had been disturbed. Be obstacles of
any kind were placed in their way; they were being allowed to conduc
their business as usual or to quit the country, all being given pass
ports, even those of military age. On April 28th, however, the Ber-
lin papers published a police notice stating that after date all
citizens of the United States, Cuba and Panama would be subject to
the regulations governing alien enemies, that residents of the met-
ropolitan police district would not be allowed to leave the district
without permit and that they would be required to report to the po-
lice daily and forbidden to leave their residence between 10 o» clock
in the evening and 6 o'clock in the morning. This order, however,
was almost immediatiy countermanded according to a dispatch on May 1
and since American residents in Germany have suffered no disabilitie
so far as it is known, because of their nationality. Apparently,
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however, such is not the case in the Turkish Empire for it was re-
ported on May 9th that Americans of military age in Constantinople
were having difficulty in leaving the country.
Both Germany and the United States are holding men taken
off captured and interned ships. It was reported on May 8th that the
officers and men taken off interned German ships in -American harbors
were to he sent to a permanent internment camp in the mountains of
Uorth Caroline, "between Ashville and Hendersonville, where the de-
partment of labor and rented a 500 acre tract for this propose. A
dispatch from the state department on May 10th stated that 127 Amer-
ican citizens were being held in Germany, apparently brought to Ger-
many by raiders operating in the South Atlantic, taut were being held
not because of their American nationality but because they took pay
on an armed enemy merchantmen. It is a mooted question, however, as
to whether or not such persons may he regarded as alien enemies or
rather prisoners of war.
The prohlem of the property of alien enemies has not thus
far heen of great practical importance. The situation has within i
however, possibilities of great significance. A few days after the
declaration of war the Department of Justice started a nationwide
census relative to the amount of securities and money held by Amer-
ican financial institutions for the account of alien enemies. Most
of the enemy securities in the United States, it was said, are those
of recently reorganized rail roads, which have heen sent to the
United States to be exchanged for new securities issued after reor-
ganization. It was also stated that the pressure of securities^ for
^
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sale recently has come from German in this country or their represen-
tatives who are liquidating German owned securities. The amount of
German owned stocks in zhe United States at the time of the declara-
tion of war was estimated at $1 , 000 , 000 , 000
.
Some little interest has centred about German insurance
companies in the United States of which it has been stated there are
five doing an agency business and others doing a reinsurance business,
A proclamation of the President issued on April 7th disposed of the
j
matter by stating that insurance companies incorporated under the
laws of the German Empire and carrying on business in the United
jStates by means of branch companies established in accordance with
I the laws of the state in which they were situated should continue to
carry on business "in the same manner and to the same extent as
though a state of war did not exist. As stated in the proclamation
this was done primarily to protect citizens of the United States who
were policy holders in these companies and who would be injured by
any disabilities placed upon these companies. It was 6tated, how-
ever, that all funds of such establishments should be subject to sucl
rules and regulations regarding payment and disposition as should be
prescribed "by the insurance supervising officials of the state in
which the principle office of such an establishment in the United
j
States is located." In no case, however, was this money to be sent
out of the United States or used to establish any credit to or for
the benefit of the enemy or an ally, without the consent of the
United States government. Insurance companies, therefore, have been
placed under practically no disabilities and there is no evidence
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that measures have "been taken against and other form of enemy pro-
iperty or "business.
The matter of the status of enemy patents has not thus far
"been put to a test in the United States "but some speculation has be«i
made as to the probable effect of the declaration of war upon such
rights both in the United States and in Germany. It is entirely proJ
bable that these rights will be treated as they have in other belli-
gerent countries. It has been said that more patents are held by
Americans in Germany than by Germans in the United States and conse-
quently a policy of confiscation would work to the distinct disad-
vantage of the United States. This has been brought about because ix,
the past three years most of the German patents held in the United
States have changed hands. On the other hand, it has been pointed
out that it would operate to the disadvantage of Germany to confis-
cate patents because the laws of the United States enable Germans to
refuse to allow their inventions to be produced here, while American
holders of patents cannot prevent their inventions being put out in
Germany.
6
It would seem, however, that the law of the United States
might be changed on this point enabling the United States to use Ger-
man patents without resorting to confiscation. It is not probable
that either the United States or Germany will depart from the estab-
lished custom and practice and confiscate these rights. Neverthelesr
it is highly probable that the United States will find it necessary
5 Mr. Lawrence Langner, Hew York Times. April 13, 1917.
6 Mr. Albert B. barker in the Slew York Times April 14, 1917.
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to resort to the British system of licensing companies to exploit
patents upon the payment of a royalty to the holder of the patent.
Such a policy would work to the advantage of the United States par-
ticularly for the reason that appropriating German processes for use,
Great Britain has "been to a greet advantage over the United States,
as, for instance, in the production of dyes.
In gneral, it may he said that thus far only slight dis-
abilities are placed upon alien enemies in the United States in res-
pect to their personal liberty and that no disabilities have "been
placed upon them in respect to their property, save the prohibition
upon the sending of money to an enemy country. Thus far in the
United States the rights of an alien enemy to access to the courts
has not been a subject of controversy but it may be assumed that
alien enemies have a plenary right in this respect unless otherwise
specified by the President under the authority confered upon him in
respect to the treatment of alien enemies.
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